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ABSTRACT
Periodic temperature measurements in the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array on the
western Arctic Slope of Alaska have shown a strong near-surface permafrost warming
over the last 40 years, particularly since ∼ 1990. Due to the manner in which these deep
wells were drilled, the portion of the observed permafrost warming caused by climate
change has remained unclear. Other factors that have strongly influenced temperatures
near the wellbores include the heat deposited into permafrost during drilling and local-
landscape changes associated with drilling operations (creation of reserve pits and drill
pads). Multidimensional heat-transfer models capable of assessing the magnitude of the
drilling and local-landscape disturbances near the wellbores have not been available. For
the western Arctic Slope, such models must be capable of simulating heat-transfer pro-
cesses in layered fine-grained mudrocks whose thermal properties are highly nonlinear
due to the occurrence of unfrozen water at temperatures well below 0◦C. An assessment
of the drilling and landscape-change effects also requires knowledge of the specific ther-
mophysical properties occurring at the well sites. Little information has been available
about these properties on the western Arctic Slope.
To establish the portion of the observed permafrost warming related to drilling and
landscape-change effects, multidimensional (2-D cylindrical, 3-D cartesian) numerical
heat-transfer models were created that simulate heat flow in layered heterogenous mate-
rials surrounding a wellbore, phase changes, and the unfrozen water properties of a wide
range of fine-grained sediments. Using these models in conjunction with the borehole
temperature measurements, the mean thermophysical properties of permafrost rock units
on the western Arctic Slope were determined using an optimization process. Incorporation
of local meteorological information into the optimization allows a more refined estimate
of the thermal properties to be determined at a well site. Applying this methodology
to the East Simpson #1 well on the Beaufort Sea coast (70◦55.046′N, 154◦37.286′W), the
freezing point of permafrost is found to be −1.05◦C at this site and thermal diffusivities
range 0.22–0.40× 10−6 m2 s−1. Accounting for the drilling and landscape-change effects,
tundra adjacent to East Simpson is found to have warmed 5.1 K since the mid-1880s. Of
this, 3.1 K (60%) of the warming has occurred since 1970.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
From 1975 to 1981, 28 test wells were drilled in the National Petroleum Reserve–Alaska
(NPR-A) as part of a petroleum exploration program overseen by the U.S. Department of
the Interior [Gryc, 1988]. These 1–6 km deep wells penetrated marine and nonmarine
sedimentary sequences between the Brooks Range and the Arctic Ocean. Most of the
well sites are located on the low-lying Arctic Coastal Plain while a few are in the rolling
foothills to the south. Permafrost in this area is 'continuous', being 200–400 m thick.
Wells drilled by the petroleum industry on the Arctic Slope were almost always either
put into production or plugged and abandoned long before the wells could return to
thermal equilibrium. Realizing the NPR-A test wells provided a rare opportunity to obtain
'undisturbed' temperatures in permafrost, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) requested
that 21 of the wells (Figure 1.1) be completed in a manner that would allow high-precision
temperature measurements to be made over many years. This involved filling the borehole
casing with a nonfreezing fluid (diesel oil) above a cement plug installed 200–900 m below
the surface, depending on the well. Information obtained from the borehole temperature
measurements was expected to provide better estimates for the depth of permafrost and of
the physical conditions controlling the occurrence of ice, unfrozen water, and gas hydrates
in permafrost than were currently available.
After monitoring temperatures in these wells for several years, it became clear that
the temperature profiles also contained evidence of recent climate change in arctic Alaska.
Without the disruptive effects of groundwater flow, thick continuous permafrost provides
an excellent medium in which to capture the subsurface thermal response to temperature
changes on the earth’s surface. Using this idea and temperatures from the NPR-A monitor-
ing wells and from the nearby Prudhoe Bay oil field, Art Lachenbruch published a series of
papers in the 1980s [Lachenbruch et al., 1982; Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Lachenbruch et
2Figure 1.1: Location of the DOI/GTN-P boreholes used to monitor the thermal state
of permafrost on the Arctic Slope of Alaska. Those located in the National Petroleum
Reserve–Alaska (NPR-A) are the focus of the current study.
al., 1988] in which he inferred that surface temperatures in the Alaskan Arctic had warmed
2–4 K during the previous few decades. Given the paucity of long-term instrumental
records in the Arctic documenting recent climate change, Lachenbruch’s work was par-
ticularly important.
By the late 1990s and early 2000s, atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AO-
GCMs) were consistently projecting that the largest climate changes during this century
will occur in the Arctic, especially in arctic Alaska and the adjacent Bering, Beaufort, and
Chukchi Seas [IPCC, 2001; Chapman and Walsh, 2007; Walsh, 2008]. If the climate projections
are correct, every aspect of the arctic environment is expected to be significantly affected
over the next few decades [ACIA, 2004; Clow et al., 2011]. This region is particularly
vulnerable to climate change and its impacts due to the prevalence of ice-rich permafrost
which is projected to degrade significantly during this century [USARC, 2003; Lawrence et
3al., 2008]; in the Arctic, permafrost forms the foundation upon which terrestrial ecosystems
and human infrastructure are built. Improved understanding of the climate system also
showed that the Arctic, although relatively small, can have a significant impact on the
global climate system through ice-albedo feedbacks and the potential loss to the atmo-
sphere of vast amounts of methane (a potent greenhouse gas) stored in permafrost.
Given the potential severity of climate impacts in arctic Alaska, plans were made to
resume temperature measurements in the NPR-A wells after a decade-long hiatus. In 1999,
the 21 NPR-A wells were incorporated into the Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost
(GTN-P), a new component of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and one of
its primary subnetworks, the Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS). This formalized
the use of the borehole array for monitoring the thermal state of permafrost (TSP), one of
the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) tracked by the global climate observing systems
[Sessa and Dolman, 2008; Smith and Brown, 2009]. Upon inclusion into GTN-P, the NPR-A
wells became the largest array of deep (> 125 m) boreholes in the world used for moni-
toring temperatures in permafrost [IPA, 2010]. The array is unique in that it also provides
one of the longest records of permafrost thermal state. As management of the array was
shared by two U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) agencies (USGS and the Bureau of
Land Management), the array became known as the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array.
About the same time, USGS also began deploying automated climate-monitoring stations
in the NPR-A to better understand the nature of the recent permafrost warming observed
there. Periodic temperature measurements in the borehole array resumed in 2002. With the
advent of GTN-P, the purpose of the borehole array had shifted from trying to reconstruct
past climate changes through 'borehole paleothermometry', to one of monitoring changes
in the thermal state of permafrost in this globally important data-sparse region.
Although the continuous permafrost of arctic Alaska is in some ways an ideal medium
in which to monitor for climate change, there remain several challenges to correctly in-
terpret the temperature data from the NPR-A wells. These challenges include: (a) Little
information is available about the thermophysical properties of permafrost found in the
NPR-A. In contrast to nearby Prudhoe Bay, permafrost in the NPR-A consists of fine-
grained sediments. Phase-change effects in fine-grained permafrost are complicated by the
existence of unfrozen water which can exist at temperatures as low as −15◦C, depending
4on the porosity and sediment texture [Davis, 2001; Watanabe and Mizoguchi, 2002]. This
behavior produces strong nonlinear volumetric heat capacities and thermal diffusivities
that must be accounted for in any thermal model used to interpret the NPR-A tempera-
ture data. Some 1-D numerical heat-transfer models do exist for fine-grained permafrost.
However, application of these models to the interpretation of NPR-A borehole temperature
data is limited by our lack of knowledge about the thermophysical properties of materials
present at the well sites. (b) Since it is the climate signal we’re interested in, the large
thermal disturbance caused by drilling these deep exploration wells must be determined
and corrected for. However, none of the existing drilling-disturbance models can simulate
the intermittent drilling schedule that was necessary for some of the deeper wells, the
effect of the earth’s surface on the drilling disturbance in the upper 100 m where the
climate signal occurs, or the phase-change effects that occur around the wellbores while
drilling through permafrost. (c) Drilling operations in the NPR-A during the 1970s and
1980s required the construction of a reserve pit to handle the circulating drilling muds and
a drill pad to support the drilling rig and camp. These landscape-change features largely
remain to this day. The magnitude of thermal disturbance at the wellbore caused by the re-
serve pits and drilling pads is sensitive to the thermophysical properties of the permafrost
surrounding the well. Even if the thermal properties were known, a multidimensional
heat-transfer model would be required to account for the strong lateral heat flow effects
expected around the reserve pits and drill pads. No such heat-transfer model exists for
fine-grained permafrost.
The purpose of the current study is to resolve these issues so that we can ultimately ex-
tract the climate signal from the borehole temperature measurements made in arctic Alaska
over the past 40 years. The temperature logging system used to make the measurements
since 2002 was actually developed for another purpose, reconstructing past temperature
changes over the polar ice sheets using geophysical inverse methods [Cuffey et al., 1995;
Cuffey and Clow, 1997; Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998]. When applied to climate reconstruction,
these methods are now referred to as 'borehole paleothermometry'. Chapter 2 of this dis-
sertation utilizes Backus-Gilbert inverse methods to assess our ability to detect (or resolve)
past climate changes using borehole temperature measurements. This analysis provided
the design requirements for a new temperature-logging system developed specifically
5for borehole paleothermometry. Chapter 3 provides a description of the new logging
system and a detailed analysis of the measurement uncertainties. Several different logging
systems and methods were used to acquire the pre-2002 temperature measurements in the
NPR-A boreholes. Chapter 4 discusses the creation of a homogeneous data set from the
measurements obtained by these disparate logging systems. This includes a discussion
of the data processing methods used with the different measurement systems. Chapter 5
presents a new 2-D analytical method for assessing the magnitude of the thermal drilling
disturbance caused by drilling deep boreholes and the rate at which the disturbance dis-
sipates. The method accounts for a variety of conditions at the borehole wall, intermittent
drilling schedules, phase changes in the surrounding medium, and vertical heat-transfer
effects in addition to the radial. Chapter 6 provides a new 3-D analytical method for
determining the subsurface thermal disturbance due to landscape changes. This method
is used to estimate the thermal effects of the reserve pits and drill pads associated with
the NPR-A boreholes, of the moving shoreline near the coastal wells, and of the eroding
reserve pit wall at the Awuna well in the Arctic Foothills. The physics underpinning a
new heat-transfer model for fine-grained permafrost is described in Chapter 7. Numerical
implementation of the model in the following coordinate systems is described: 1-D and
3-D cartesian, 1-D radial, and 2-D cylindrical. Chapter 8 provides an overview of the
geologic setting of the western Arctic Slope (NPR-A). In addition, it provides constraints
on the sediment texture, porosity, and grain thermal conductivity of permafrost deeper
than ∼ 50 m at each of the NPR-A well sites using a transient heat-flow analysis of the
drilling-corrected temperature logs. The 2-D cylindrical permafrost model (Chapter 7) is
used in conjunction with the drilling-corrected temperature logs to locate the base of ice-
rich permafrost (B-IRP) and associated permafrost freezing point at each of the well sites.
Chapter 9 presents the 'site calibration' method used to determine the thermal properties
of the upper 50 m of permafrost and the temperature offset between the drill pad and
surrounding tundra at a well site. With this calibration, the climate signal can be extracted
from the borehole temperature measurements. This includes an estimate of the local mean
surface temperature during the 1800s (end of the Little Ice Age), the temperature increase
between the LIA and the drilling of the hole (∼ 1980), the temperature change between
∼ 1980 and the present, and the local long-term difference between 3-m air temperatures
6and 120-cm ground temperatures which is related to characteristics of the seasonal snow-
pack. The method is subsequently applied to the East Simpson No. 1 well on the Beaufort
Sea coast and the implications of the results discussed. Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the
findings of this study.
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CHAPTER 2





The ability of borehole temperature data to resolve past climatic events is investigated
using Backus-Gilbert inversion methods. Two experimental approaches are considered:
1) the data consist of a single borehole temperature profile, and 2) the data consist of
climatically-induced temperature transients measured within a borehole during a moni-
toring experiment. The sensitivity of the data’s resolving power to the vertical distribution
of the measurements, temperature measurement errors, the inclusion of a local meteoro-
logical record, and the duration of a monitoring experiment, are investigated. The results
can be used to help interpret existing surface temperature histories derived from borehole
temperature data and to optimize future experiments for the detection of climatic signals.∗
2.2 Introduction
Do we have the resolving power to detect past climatic events of duration dt utilizing
present-day borehole-temperature measurements? Just how clearly can we see back in
time? Compared with other climatic-reconstruction methods (e.g., tree-ring and isotopic
methods), the resolving power of borehole-temperature (BT) measurements is relatively
poor. This is primarily a consequence of the heat diffusion process. Uncertainties in the
temperature measurements further degrade the resolving power of the data. Thus, any
ground surface temperature (GST) history derived from a set of BT measurements will be
∗This chapter was originally published as: Clow, G.D. (1992), The extent of temporal smearing in surface-
temperature histories derived from borehole temperature measurements, Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology,
Palaeoecology, 98, 81–86.
9a temporally ''smeared'' rendition of the actual GST history that occurred in the vicinity of
the borehole. It is of fundamental importance to quantify the degree of temporal smearing
when attempting to define the character of past climatic changes from a set of borehole
temperatures.
This research note presents results from a study to assess the amount of temporal detail
that is potentially available in a GST history derived from a set of borehole-temperature
measurements. Two experimental approaches are considered. In the first, the data con-
sist of the climatic component of a single BT profile (i.e., assume the steady-state effects
due to thermal conductivity variations, topography, etc. have been accounted for). In
the second approach, the data consist of the temperature transients (∂T/∂t) presently
occurring at depth in response to past climatic changes, where T is the temperature and
t is time. These transients are assumed to be measured either by monitoring a fixed
thermistor string in a borehole or through precision relogging where great care has been
taken to accurately relocate the measurement depths. For the single profile approach,
we investigate the sensitivity of the resolving power to the vertical distribution of the
measurements, the temperature-measurement uncertainty σ, and the possible availability
of a local meteorological record. For the second approach, the sensitivity of the resolving
power to the length of the monitoring period ∆t is investigated. This assessment has two
objectives: 1) To provide an interpreter with the means for determining if a climatic event
in a proposed GST history may be real or if its duration is simply too short to be resolved by
the available data. Several cases exist in the literature from various scientific fields where
models have been proposed with far too much detail, considering the data from which
they were derived. 2) To establish criteria for optimizing BT experiments specifically for
the detection of past climatic events.
2.3 Methods
The physical model employed in this analysis is simply a 1-dimensional homogeneous
half-space in which heat transfer is solely by conduction. The data consist of temper-
ature measurements distributed over N depths (zi; i = 1, N) for the single-profile ex-
periments. For the monitoring experiments, the data consist of temperature transients
(∆T/∆t)i recorded over a period ∆t at each of the N depths. In either case, the uncertainty
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σ in the temperature measurements is assumed to be independent of depth. In order
to reduce computer time, the measurement depths were distributed such that the ratio
(zi+1/zi) remained fixed for all i, rather than spacing them evenly. With this distribution,
each data point contributes an identical amount of information to a reconstructed GST
history.†
Given the physical model and the locations of the temperature measurements, Backus-
Gilbert inversion methods [Backus and Gilbert, 1968, 1970] were used to assess the resolving
power of the BT data. Because the inverse problem is linear (as cast), an estimate of the
surface temperature at some time τo in the past can be expressed as a weighted average of
the true GST history Ts(τ) in the vicinity of τo
< Ts(τo) > =
∫
δ˜(τ, τo)Ts(τ)dτ, (2.1)




[(τ − τo) δ˜(τ, τo)]2dτ, (2.2)
which provides a measure of the finest detail that can be resolved at τo; S(τo) has units of
time in the present context. Climatic events occurring in the vicinity of τo with duration
less than S(τo) cannot be resolved by the available data. The Backus-Gilbert methods
provide the means for determining the most delta-like resolving functions consistent with
the physics of the problem, the spatial distribution of the data, and the measurement
uncertainties, and hence establishes the optimal resolution (minimum spread) that can
be achieved using as given dataset.
This analysis assumes that the information about the local GST history is extracted
entirely from the borehole temperature data. In some cases, additional information about
the GST history can be incorporated into the Backus-Gilbert analysis (e.g., the inclusion
of meteorological data, discussed below), allowing us to assess how this a priori informa-
†When (zi+1/zi) = constant ∀i, the angle
ψ = cos−1[ < Gi, Gi+1 >‖ Gi ‖ ‖ Gi+1 ‖ ]
between adjacent data kernels Gi, Gi+1 is constant ∀i, at least when the data consist of a single borehole
temperature profile. The data kernels are thus as independent of one another as possible. See for example
Dorman and Lewis [1972].
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tion improves our resolving power. However, many forms of a priori information that
constrain either the timing or magnitude of past GST changes cannot be incorporated into
the Backus-Gilbert analysis. An example of such information is the timing and general
magnitude of the last ice age, provided by ice and deep-sea sediment cores. GST inversions
incorporating such a priori information may be capable of resolving features with more
detail than is suggested by the Backus-Gilbert analysis. Formal inversions of BT data
currently do not incorporate past climatic events as a priori information. Thus, the GST
histories published to date, resulting from any of the presently used inversion techniques,
e.g., Functional Space Inversion [Shen and Beck, 1991], Spectral Inversion [Wang, 1992], and
Control Theory [MacAyeal et al., 1991], are bound by the resolution constraints determined
by the Backus and Gilbert methods.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Single BT-profile experiments
Figure 2.1 shows how the spread S(τo), calculated for climatic events at time τo in the
past, depends on the location of the deepest measurement point to be utilized in a GST
inversion, ηN , and on the error-amplification factor (σT/σ), where σT is the uncertainty in





where κ is the thermal diffusivity. If the lower section of a BT profile is used to define
the long-term equilibrium profile Te(z) = To + Γz [see Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986],
ηN may be regarded as the deepest point just above the section used to define Te(z). The
error-amplification factor expresses the extent to which uncertainties in the temperature
data (σ) propagate into a GST history derived from the data. Given the magnitude of the
climate signals we are trying to detect and the level of uncertainty typically present in
current temperature measurements, the nominal range of interest for (σT/σ) is roughly
10–500.
As shown in Figure 2.1, our ability to resolve events in the vicinity of time τo is optimal
if ηN is greater than ∼ 3.0. The resolving power progressively degrades for smaller values
of ηN and becomes essentially nonexistent [S(τo) > τo] when ηN < 1.7. As expected, the
resolving power can be improved by accepting a larger uncertainty σT in a derived GST
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Figure 2.1: Sensitivity of the fractional spread S(τo)/τo to the location of the deepest
measurement point ηN for various values of the error-amplification factor. The resolving
kernels δ˜(τ, τo), from which the spread is determined (Eq. 2), typically have one or more
secondary peaks preceding the primary peak near τ = τo. The structure in the curves seen
in this figure are associated with changes in the optimal number of resolving-function
secondary peaks as ηN varies.
history, assuming a fixed value for σ. This is a consequence of the familiar tradeoff between
model resolution and model uncertainty. For any particular study, the useful upper limit
for σT is established by the magnitude of the climatic signals we are trying to detect. If σT
is fixed at this upper limit, Figure 2.1 reveals that the resolving power can be improved by
simply reducing the measurement uncertainty σ. However, σ must be reduced by at least
an order of magnitude to gain much improvement. This is particularly true at high (σT/σ)
values.
Suppose, as an example, that the deepest observation available for a GST inversion
is located at zN = 600 m and that the uncertainty in the temperature measurements is
∼ 5 mK. Further, suppose that the climate signals we are trying to detect have a magnitude
of 2–3 K so that we wish to limit the uncertainty in our derived GST histories to ∼ 0.5 K.
In this case, our ability to resolve climatic events is optimal from the present time back to
about 320 yr B.P., assuming κ = 10−6 m2 s−1. The resolving power degrades considerably
for older events and is essentially nonexistent for events beyond 1000 yr B.P.
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The upper portion of a BT profile is normally truncated to avoid seasonal effects. Ad-
ditional truncation of the record may be required if the liquid level in the borehole lies
more than 20 m below the surface. Figure 2.2 shows that the resolving power is nearly
independent of the location of the shallowest measurement point η1 until some critical
value is reached, at which point the resolving power of the data degrades catastrophically.
The critical η1-value has a strong dependence on the error-amplification factor. Suppose
the upper 20 m of a BT profile is truncated. In this case, we lose our ability to resolve events
for only the past 1–2 years, even if the error-amplification factor is as low as 10. Thus, in
the context of climate change, the practice of truncating the upper portion of a BT record
to avoid seasonal effects causes little loss of information.
For the results presented in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, the vertical spacing ratio was
set to (zi+1/zi) ≈ 1.05, resulting in a data spacing ∆z of about 1.0 m at a depth of 20 m.
How much can the resolving power be improved by decreasing the data spacing? To
investigate this, η1 and ηN were fixed at 0.45 and 6.32, respectively, while the density of
points between these limits was varied. Figure 2.3 shows that the resolving power is only
weakly dependent on the data spacing, at least for the range of data spacings considered
here [(zi+1/zi) > 1.015; ∆z > 30 cm at depth 20 m]. Reducing the data spacing by
an order of magnitude [e.g., by reducing (zi+1/zi) from 1.15 to 1.015], produces only a
minor improvement in the temporal resolution, particularly when (σT/σ) exceeds ≈ 50.
From these results, it is apparent that more is to be gained by reducing the uncertainty in
the temperature measurements σ by an order of magnitude than by decreasing the data
spacing by a factor of 10.
Geothermal-research groups currently utilize a wide variety of data spacings, ranging
from 0.5 cm to 10 m. At the U.S. Geological Survey, a common practice is to obtain a
temperature measurement every 30.5 cm (every foot) when logging a borehole. Given this
spacing and a good depth range (η1 < 1.3 and ηN > 3.0) for events at time τo, the resolving
width S(τo) can be expected to range from 0.79 τo to 0.52 τo for error-amplification factors
ranging between 10 and 500. Thus, under the best conditions, climatic events of duration
0.52 τo occurring in the vicinity of time τo, should just be resolvable when the data spacing
is ≈ 30 cm.
Occasionally, a long-term meteorological record is available from a weather station
14























Figure 2.2: Sensitivity of the fractional spread to the depth of the shallowest measurement
point η1.
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Figure 2.3: Sensitivity of the fractional spread to the vertical spacing of the data points.
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sufficiently close to a borehole that the local GST history can be regarded as known from
the present (τ = 0) back to the beginning of the weather record at τ = τmet. This is
true only if the connection between ground surface temperature and air temperature is
well understood at the site. Supposing the connection is known, to what extent does this
additional information help us resolve events older than τmet? To answer this question,
Backus-Gilbert inversions were performed incorporating the GST history over the period
τ ∈ (0, τmet) as a priori information. As shown in Figure 2.4, inclusion of the meteorolog-
ical data in the inversion process does enhance our ability to resolve climatic events up to
2–3 times older than τmet. The improvement is modest but it does occur for a wide range
of (σT/σ) values.
2.4.2 Monitoring experiments
The use of temperature-transient measurements (∆T/∆t)i at depth to reconstruct past
GSTs is very attractive because it removes many of the ambiguities inherent in the climatic
interpretation of a single BT profile. How long must these temperature changes be mon-
itored before we can adequately resolve past climatic events? The trade-off curves (frac-
tional spread versus the error-amplification factor) for several monitoring experiments are
shown in Figure 2.5. For these experiments, the sampling depths ranged from η1 = 0.45
to ηN = 6.32. As expected, the resolving power of the transient data is strongly de-
pendent on the error-amplification factor with larger factors being advantageous. For
an error-amplification factor of 500 (σ = 1.0 mK, σT = 0.5 K), we can just begin to
resolve past climate events when the subsurface transients have been monitored for a
period of 0.09 τo; optimal resolution occurs when the monitoring period ∆t exceeds 0.15 τo.
Thus, successful monitoring experiments will need to be fairly long term. Even if the
measurement precision can be maintained at 1.0 mK, subsurface transients would need to
be monitored for 9–15 years before we can resolve climatic events that occurred 100 years
ago.
2.5 Conclusions
For climate-detection experiments utilizing a single borehole temperature profile, our
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity of the fractional spread to the inclusion of meteorological data from
time τ = 0 to τmet in the inversion process.





















Figure 2.5: Trade-off curves for experiments where subsurface temperature transients are
monitored for a period ∆t. Curves are parameterized by their (∆t/τo) value.
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the deepest measurement point is located at zN > 3
√
4κτo. The practice of truncating the
upper ≈ 20 m of a profile to avoid seasonal effects causes little loss of climate information.
The resolving power of the BT data is found to be only weakly dependent on the vertical
data spacing, particularly for large error-amplification factors (σT/σ). As a consequence,
more resolving power can be gained by reducing the temperature-measurement uncer-
tainty σ by an order of magnitude than by decreasing the data spacing by a factor of 10.
If a local meteorological record is available back to time τmet before present, inclusion
of this information in the inversion process can enhance our ability to resolve climatic
events back to 2–3 times τmet. Finally, although the use of subsurface temperature-transient
measurements to infer past climatic changes is in some ways very attractive, these mea-
surements would have to be maintained over a fairly long period. In order to adequately
resolve climatic events occurring 100 years ago, the subsurface transients would need to
be monitored for at least 9–15 years.
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CHAPTER 3





This paper provides an updated technical description of the USGS Polar Temperature
Logging System (PTLS) and a complete assessment of the measurement uncertainties.
This measurement system is used to acquire subsurface temperature data for climate-
change detection in the polar regions and for reconstructing past climate changes using the
''borehole paleothermometry'' inverse method. Specifically designed for polar conditions,
the PTLS can measure temperatures as low as −60◦ Celsius with a sensitivity ranging
from 0.02 to 0.19 millikelvin (mK). A modular design allows the PTLS to reach depths
as great as 4.5 kilometers with a skid-mounted winch unit or 650 meters with a small
helicopter-transportable unit. The standard uncertainty (uT) of the ITS-90 temperature
measurements obtained with the current PTLS range from 3.0 mK at −60◦ Celsius to
3.3 mK at 0◦ Celsius. Relative temperature measurements used for borehole paleother-
mometry have a standard uncertainty (urT) whose upper limit ranges from 1.6 mK at
−60◦ Celsius to 2.0 mK at 0◦ Celsius. The uncertainty of a temperature sensor’s depth
during a log depends on specific borehole conditions and the temperature near the winch
and thus must be treated on a case-by-case basis. However, recent experience indicates that
when logging conditions are favorable, the 4.5-kilometer system is capable of producing
depths with a standard uncertainty (uZ) on the order of 200–250 parts per million.∗
∗This chapter was originally published as: Clow, G.D. (2008), USGS Polar Temperature Logging System,




In 1993, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began developing a new borehole temper-
ature logging system specifically to address emerging climate issues in the polar regions.
This system, referred to as the USGS Polar Temperature Logging System (PTLS), has two
primary functions. (1) Periodically obtain subsurface temperature data from arrays of
polar boreholes for climate-change detection. Monitoring data acquired by the PTLS in
northern Alaska contributes to the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) through
the Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost (GTN–P). (2) Acquire data for the recon-
struction of past climate changes in the polar regions using '' borehole paleothermometry''.
Climate reconstructions derived from borehole temperature measurements are hindered
by considerable temporal smearing due to heat diffusion processes. While it cannot be
eliminated, the extent of the temporal averaging can be minimized through optimal ex-
perimental design. Application of Backus-Gilbert inverse methods to the paleoclimate
reconstruction problem shows that our ability to resolve past climatic events can be op-
timized by reducing the uncertainty in the temperature measurements to no more than
0.1 percent of the paleoclimate signal we are attempting to detect [Clow, 1992]. In most
places on Earth, surface-temperature changes during the Holocene were on the order of
±1 K. Thus to enhance our ability to resolve past climate events of this magnitude, it is
desirable to reduce the uncertainty of the borehole temperature measurements to about
1 mK. Paleoclimate reconstruction has been the primary driver for the design requirements
of the PTLS since its requirements are much more stringent than those needed for detecting
contemporary climate change.
The objectives of this chapter are to provide an updated technical description of the
PTLS logging system and an analysis of the measurement uncertainties. This system and
its uncertainties were originally described by Clow et al. [1996]. However, the PTLS is a
continually evolving system, warranting an updated description. In addition, calibration
facilities and procedures have changed significantly since 1996. The current chapter pro-
vides a much more complete analysis of the measurement uncertainties than was possible
in Clow et al. [1996]. The need for such an analysis is twofold: (1) The usefulness of
scientific data produced by monitoring systems critically depends on the availability of
thorough uncertainty analyses. This is particularly true of climate-monitoring systems.
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(2) To reconstruct past climate changes using borehole paleothermometry, one needs to
know the uncertainties of the data. This requirement, shared by all geophysical inverse
techniques [Parker, 1994], determines the very structure of the derived climate histories. In
conformance with ISO standards [ISO, 1993a, b], we use the CIPM† approach for express-
ing and evaluating the measurement uncertainties of the PTLS.
3.3 System description
3.3.1 PTLS design overview
A variety of system designs presently are used to measure temperatures in geophysical
boreholes. Most systems use either a temperature-dependent resistive element (thermistor
or RTD) or a piezoelectric crystal whose resonant frequency is temperature-sensitive for
the sensing element. In the former case, the resistance of the sensing element is mea-
sured by a custom-built electronic bridge or by a commercial resistance readout. An
advantage of a custom bridge is that it can be made small enough to be included in
an instrument package located at the downhole end of the logging cable, keeping the
electronic lead lengths to the sensor relatively short. Such a package can be designed to
measure several other parameters as well, such as fluid pressure and borehole inclination,
and the resulting data either stored within the instrument package or digitally transmitted
to the surface. A significant disadvantage of this approach for precision thermometry is
the difficulty of maintaining the calibration of the electronic bridge while the instrument
package experiences temperature changes of 10–30 K during the course of a logging experi-
ment. The associated calibration drift of the bridge can produce temperature measurement
errors of 10 mK, or more. Application of new technologies may substantially reduce
these errors, making high-precision downhole digital thermometers possible in the near
future. The current alternative is to locate the resistance-measuring circuitry on the surface.
The advantages of this strategy are: (1) a high-quality commercial resistance readout can
be utilized for the measuring circuitry instead of having to develop custom miniatur-
ized circuits, (2) the readout can be maintained at a constant temperature, eliminating
temperature-related drift in the measurement circuit, and (3) the calibration of the readout
can be periodically rechecked while measurements are in progress. However, the long
†International Committee for Weights and Measures.
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lead lengths between the resistance readout and the sensor, potentially up to 10 km, make
the measurements vulnerable to several sources of instrumental error. Great care must be
exercised to minimize these errors. Logging systems with a downhole electronic bridge
generally acquire temperature measurements while lowering the sensor downhole at a
constant speed (''continuous'' logging). Another common technique is to acquire data
with the probe stopped at a fixed depth; repeating this process at multiple depths yields
an incremental or ''stop-and-go'' temperature log. Systems with the resistance-measuring
circuitry on the surface are sometimes limited to this mode. Although incremental logging
yields measurements at a limited number of depths, these measurements are free of the
''slip-ring'' noise (see Section 3.3.2) inherent in continuous temperature logs obtained with
surface measurement circuitry.
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of various system designs along with
our scientific objectives, the following requirements were established for the Polar Temper-
ature Logging System: the system must be modular and flexible so it can use a variety of
sensors, can make measurements using either downhole or surface measurement circuitry,
can be operated in either the continuous or incremental logging modes, and can utilize
different length logging cables depending on borehole depth and available logistics. In
addition, the system must be able to measure temperatures as low as −60◦C with an
uncertainty of about 1 mK, reach depths comparable to the maximum thickness of the
polar ice sheets (4–5 km), work in the presence of strong environmental noise (e.g., chang-
ing electrostatic fields), and be rugged enough to survive offloading from military cargo
aircraft. The PTLS evolved from a number of refinements to a conventional temperature
logging system design, thereby avoiding the need to build a radically new system. This
approach took advantage of the USGS’ considerable experience in borehole thermometry.
Negative-temperature-coefficient (NTC) hermetically sealed thermistors were selected for
the primary temperature sensors because of their ruggedness, stability, and high temper-
ature coefficient, which helps produce a high system sensitivity. A commercial resistance
readout located on the surface is normally used for the resistance-measuring circuitry. This
circuitry is suspended inside a Faraday cage maintained at 23 ± 0.5◦C for the duration
of an experiment; thermal stability is provided by microprocessor-controlled etched-foil
heaters. As an alternative to surface measurement circuitry, a prototype downhole digital
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thermometer utilizing NTC thermistors has been used with the PTLS. However, this device
is still in the testing phase and will not be discussed further here. Other major system com-
ponents include a 4-conductor logging cable mounted on a motorized winch (Figure 3.1).
Two different size winches are currently available: a small helicopter-transportable unit
with 650 m of cable, and a much larger skid-mounted unit capable of reaching 4.5 km.
A ''slip-ring'' assembly provides electrical continuity between the logging cable and the
surface electronics. Depth information is provided by an optical encoder mounted on a
calibrated measuring wheel. A laptop computer controls the system, both displaying and
storing the measured resistance, depth, time, and logging speed. Cable tension provided
by a strain-gage force transducer is displayed on a separate monitor. To minimize electrical
noise, all components are powered by DC batteries except for the winch motors. The
Faraday cage surrounding the resistance readout, used in conjunction with cable shielding,
helps isolate the measurement circuitry from the remaining sources of electrical noise.
The three fundamental measurements made by the PTLS are the sensor resistance,
sensor depth, and time of data acquisition. For the time measurements, we simply rely
on the computer’s onboard clock. The resistance and depth measurements are more in-
volved and are described in detail in the following sections. Resistance measurements are

















Figure 3.1: Layout of the USGS Polar Temperature Logging System when using surface
measurement circuitry.
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subsequently converted to temperature using a 4-term conversion function.
3.3.2 Resistance (temperature) measurement system
3.3.2.1 Kelvin circuit
To measure the resistance, a Kelvin (4-wire) circuit is used in both the downhole and
the surface measurement-circuitry configurations (Figure 3.2). During this measurement,
the resistance readout produces a highly regulated current (Is) that passes through the
sensor. The resulting voltage drop (∆V) across the probe is detected by the readout’s
high-impedance inputs, and the probe’s resistance calculated from R˜s = ∆V/Is. This 4-
wire measurement eliminates the effect of the lead resistance (RL) along each conductor
between the resistance readout and the temperature sensor. There are, however, several
sources of systematic error that potentially require correction.
3.3.2.2 Resistance corrections
Leakage paths between the conductors of the Kelvin circuit can produce significant
systematic error, particularly when the probe resistance Rs is large. Such unintended
paths arise due to leakage currents passing directly through the conductor insulation,
moisture absorption by the insulation, or leakage due to contaminants on the surface of
the insulation or connectors. Leakage currents between the circuit’s sense lines or between
the current-carrying lines will reduce the measured resistance by
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Figure 3.2: Kelvin (4-wire) resistance circuit used by the PTLS when the measurement
circuitry is located on the surface. The test current Is passes through lines 1 and 2 while
the voltage drop across Rs is measured using the sense lines (3, 4). With downhole circuitry,






where Rl is the leakage resistance. Teflon is used for the Kelvin circuit insulation because
of its high volume resistivity (greater than 1016 Ω·m), low water absorption, and a surface
that tends to repel many films. This problem is further controlled by rigorously cleaning
the connectors and by using a sensor with a low resistance Rs. Part of our logging protocol
is to measure the resistance Rl between each pair of conductors immediately before each
logging experiment. If Rl is less than 10 GΩ for any pair of conductors, the log is aborted
until the problem is rectified. Rl is greater than 20 GΩ for nearly all logging experiments
conducted with the PTLS.
A capacitor is occasionally introduced between the readout’s sense lines to perform
high-frequency noise filtering. This also delays the response of the circuit so that the





τ = RsC is the circuit’s natural response time where C is the capacitance. If a filtering
capacitor is used, the resistance offset δRc is controlled by keeping τ small relative to the
measurement integration time of the resistance readout and by using a slow logging speed
v so that the rate of resistance change ∂Rs/∂t = v αT Rs (∂T/∂z) is also small; αT is the
sensor’s temperature coefficient of resistance (αT ≡ R−1s ∂Rs/∂T). With typical logging
speeds (2.5–5.5 cm·s−1) and temperature gradients (∂T/∂z ≤ 50 mK·m−1), the most rapid
resistance changes are on the order of 10−4Rs per second. Without the filtering capacitor,
C is determined by the capacitance of the logging cable (76 nF for the 650-m ''short'' cables
and 0.68 µF for the 4,600-m ''long'' cable).
As the current Is passes through the temperature sensor, power dissipates within the






where Pd is the probe’s power dissipation constant. The best strategy for minimizing self-
heating is to use a resistance readout with a small source current Is and a probe with a
relatively low resistance. The source current for the resistance readout used with the PTLS
is ≤ 10 µA.
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To provide modularity, the Kelvin circuit consists of a number of components attached
to one another using high-quality electrical connectors (Figure 3.2). Different portions
of the circuit operate at vastly different temperatures with the sensor-end of the circuit
often being 30–70 K colder than the resistance readout. This situation has the potential to
generate significant thermoelectric voltages (thermal EMFs) between electrical junctions
separating dissimilar metals through the Seebeck effect [McGee, 1988]. The sum of the ther-
mal EMFs can be found by integrating the Seebeck coefficient Q around the entire circuit,






Q depends primarily on metal composition and secondarily on temperature. If the metal
compositions on the HI side of the circuit exactly match those on the LO side, the total














where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the HI and LO sides of the circuit, respectively; QA is
the Seebeck coefficient for the metal conductor between junctions a1 and b1 (and between
a2 and b2), QB is the coefficient for the metal between junctions b1 and c1, and so forth.
Equation (3.5) can be rewritten in terms of the adjacent junction pairs on the HI and LO

















+ · · · .
(3.6)
If the temperature difference between adjacent junction pairs is small enough that the
temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient can be ignored, Eq. (3.6) reduces to
Vemf = −QA (Ta2 − Ta1) + (QA−QB) (Tb2 − Tb1) + (QB−QC) (Tc2 − Tc1) + · · · . (3.7)
Thus, thermal EMFs can be controlled by minimizing the temperature difference between
adjacent junction pairs. Based on this analysis, we use a number of strategies to minimize
thermal EMFs in the PTLS’ Kelvin circuit: (1) The use of dissimilar metals is kept to a
minimum. Except for the junctions themselves, the circuit paths consist almost entirely of
copper or silver-plated copper. (2) Where a dissimilar metal occurs on the HI side of the
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circuit, the metal is matched with an identical metal at the corresponding location on the
LO side. (3) The temperature difference between adjacent junction pairs is minimized.
This is accomplished by locating the junctions of an adjacent pair as close together as
possible, locating junction pairs within the thermally controlled Faraday cage where ther-
mal gradients are very small, and (or) by locating junction pairs within high-conductivity
metal shells where temperature gradients are also small. Before every experiment, the
resistance readout is warmed up for at least an hour to minimize thermal EMFs within the
readout itself. Considering the estimated temperature differences at the adjacent junction
pairs and the values of the Seebeck coefficients, the total thermal EMF for the Kelvin
circuit is estimated to be on the order of 0.5 µV with the dominant sources occurring at
the slip-ring assembly. Current-reversal experiments with both the 650-m logging cables
and the 4,600-m cable confirm that Vemf is typically ≤ 0.5 µV. This voltage offset increases





In 2008, the simple constant-current source that the PTLS had used was changed to a
reversing source. This allowed us to switch to a current-reversal technique where a ''re-
sistance measurement'' is found by averaging two measurements made with currents of
opposite polarity. With this approach, the thermal EMFs produced during each polarity
completely cancel out so that δRe = 0.
The first three systematic errors (δRl , δRc, δRh) can be controlled by using a sensor with
a relatively small resistance. However, an additional constraint imposed by the resistance
readout is that Rs must be much greater than the lead resistance RL for each leg of the
Kelvin circuit in order to make an accurate resistance measurement. At a minimum, Rs
should be at least 20 times RL. Other factors that help control the systematic errors are a
small capacitance C, a slow logging speed v, a small source current Is, carefully matching
the composition of the wires, and keeping the temperature difference between adjacent
junction pairs as small as possible. Despite efforts to control leakage paths, the capacitance
effect, self-heating, and thermal EMFs, small systematic errors will remain. We attempt to
eliminate these errors by applying Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.8) as corrections to the resistance
R˜s recorded by the resistance readout to obtain our estimate of the temperature sensor’s
true resistance,
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Rs = R˜s + (δRl + δRc + δRh − δRe). (3.9)
Figure 3.3 shows the magnitude of the resistance corrections for the PTLS under typical
operating conditions. Expressed in terms of temperature, the corrections are generally
limited to 0.1–0.2 mK. The uncertainty of these systematic error corrections is discussed in
Section 3.4.1.2.
3.3.2.3 Noise
Several sources of noise also perturb the resistance measurements when the measure-
ment circuitry is located on the surface. These sources include electrostatic coupling, elec-
tromagnetic EMFs, triboelectric effects, and switching effects. Depending on the source,
the noise generated within the circuit consists either of extraneous voltages V ′ or extra-
neous currents I′. The resistance readout internally converts the extraneous voltages into















Figure 3.3: Magnitude of the resistance corrections δRl , δRc, δRh under typical operating
conditions; δRe is essentially zero with the current PTLS design. In this example, the
capacitance correction δRc assumes a logging speed of 5.5 centimeters per second, a
temperature gradient of 25 mK m−1, and a capacitance C such that τ = 10 ms. Equivalent
temperature corrections are given by ∆Tx = δRx/(αTRs). Also shown is the approximate
standard deviation σRn of the raw noise (Eq. 3.10) generated in the Kelvin circuit under
typical conditions.
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to R′ = Rs(I′/Is). In the latter case, the apparent resistance noise increases in direct
proportion to the temperature sensor’s resistance.
3.3.2.3.1 Individual noise components
Electrostatic coupling occurs when an electrically charged object such as the system
operator moves near the Kelvin circuit, generating currents in the conductors. In polar
environments, significant electrostatic interference can also be caused by electric charges
transferred to the sheath of the logging cable by dry blowing snow. Electromagnetic volt-
ages (EMFs) are generated when a changing magnetic field passes through the conductive
loop represented by the Kelvin circuit, or when some portion of the conductive loop (e.g.,
the logging cable) moves relative to a magnetic field. For the PTLS, nearby AC fields,
winch motors, and the Earth’s magnetic field are potential sources of electromagnetic
voltages. We use several strategies to mitigate the noise generated by electrostatic coupling
and electromagnetic EMFs:
(1) Once a temperature log is initiated, the system runs in an automated mode, allowing
the system operator to remain an adequate distance from the Kelvin circuit.
(2) The entire system is shielded from the wind and blowing snow as much as possible
by operating it inside an insulated shelter. The Faraday cage and associated elec-
tronics are always operated within a protective shelter. If the wellhead cannot also
be located inside the shelter, the shelter is placed as close as possible to the wellhead
to minimize the amount of exposed logging cable.
(3) To minimize AC power fields, all system components are powered by DC batteries
except for the winch motors.
(4) The most sensitive portions of the Kelvin circuit, especially the resistance readout,
are kept as far as possible from the winch motors.
(5) All movement around the Kelvin circuit is kept to a minimum during a temperature
log.
(6) The loop area of the circuit is minimized by using twisted-wire cables.
(7) The resistance readout is electrically shielded inside a Faraday cage. All the cables
are also electrically shielded.
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Given these noise-reduction strategies, the dominant sources of noise for the PTLS are
believed to be due to switching effects within the electromechanical ''slip-ring'' assembly
and to the triboelectric effect. Triboelectric currents arise from charges generated between
the insulation and conductors of the logging cable as it flexes over the sheave wheels that
guide it into a borehole. Triboelectric currents can also occur when the logging cable
vibrates in the wind. We manage the triboelectric currents by providing a smooth path
into the borehole, logging downhole at a slow steady pace with negligible accelerations,
and by keeping the logging cable shielded from strong winds as much as possible. The
slip-ring noise is controlled by using high-quality slip-rings.
The internal noise of the resistance readout also contributes a small amount of noise to
the recorded resistances, as does the truncation error associated with the instrument’s finite
resistance resolution ∆Rr. Combining the readout noise with that due to the extraneous
voltages and currents generated within the Kelvin circuit, the standard deviation of the















Although the noise varies between temperature logs, depending on circumstances, the
constants in Eq. (3.10) are generally on the order of a ≈ 0.33, V ′ ≈ 4 µV, and I′ ≈
0.14 nA for the PTLS under most conditions. Extraneous voltages dominate the noise for
probe resistances less than 20 kΩ while extraneous currents dominate when Rs > 40 kΩ
(Figures 3.3–3.4); the readout’s contribution is relatively small at all resistances. The raw
noise described by Eq. (3.10) can be substantially reduced by judiciously applying the
resistance readout’s internal filters or by installing a filtering capacitor between the circuit’s
sense lines. When these hardware noise filters are used, the noise σR˜n actually present in
the recorded resistances is less than σRn . The remaining noise is largely removed during
data processing by using wavelet denoising techniques.
3.3.2.4 Temperature sensors
Equations (3.1)–(3.3) show that the temperature sensor is an important factor in deter-
mining the characteristics of the overall measurement system. The primary sensors used
with the PTLS consist of a parallel-series network of 15 negative-temperature-coefficient
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Figure 3.4: Raw noise for a typical logging experiment. This record was acquired from
the nonconvecting portion of the GISP2-D borehole (central Greenland) without the use
of hardware noise filters. In this example, the standard deviation of the noise was σRn =
0.40Ω with sensor resistances Rs ranging from 11.9 to 12.7 kΩ.
(NTC) thermistors divided into three packets.‡ Each packet is hermetically sealed in glass
(Figure 3.5) to prevent changes in the oxidation state of the metal oxide thermistors and
to relieve strain where the leads are attached to the ceramic body of the thermistors. As
a result, the probes have good long-term stability with typical drift rates of ≤ 0.025 per-
cent per year. The packets are wired in parallel so that only one third of the resistance
readout’s excitation current Is passes through any given thermistor bead, minimizing the
self-heating effect. To improve the ruggedness of the design, the thermistor packets are
completely enclosed in a 4.0-mm-diameter stainless-steel shell, allowing the probes to
withstand the pressures encountered at 7–8 km in liquid-filled boreholes and the effects
of corrosive chemicals such as n-butyl acetate (many of the deep boreholes drilled by the
United States polar programs are filled with n-butyl acetate). The use of many small ther-
mistor beads, glass encapsulation, and a high-conductivity steel shell all help to produce a
‡A similar design appropriate for temperatures at midlatitudes is described by Sass et al. [1971]. The








Figure 3.5: PTLS temperature sensor. The sensor consists of a parallel-series network
of 15 small bead thermistors divided into three sealed packets. Beads extend over a
10-centimeter length within the 4-millimeter-diameter stainless-steel shell. The resistance
readout measures the combined resistance of the parallel-series network.
high power-dissipation constant Pd. The Pd-value for these custom probes is 55 mW·K−1 in
circulating xylene and is believed to be similar when logging through n-butyl acetate while
the αT values range from about−0.045 K−1 at 0◦C to−0.065 K−1 at−60◦C (Figure 3.6). An
inevitable disadvantage of this probe design is the relatively slow response time. In n-butyl
acetate, the measured time constant is about 7 seconds. Five series of custom probes, each
with a different 0◦C resistance, are currently available to optimize the characteristics of the
PTLS for any given experiment.
To convert sensor resistance to temperature, we use the 4-term calibration function

















Figure 3.6: Temperature coefficient of resistance (αT) for the P, T01, and T02 probe series
used with the Polar Temperature Logging System. These probe series have a nominal
resistance of 27 kΩ, 3.7 kΩ, and 2.5 kΩ at 0◦C, respectively.
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T−1 = a0 + a1(ln Rs) + a2(ln Rs)2 + a3(ln Rs)3 (3.11)
where the constants ai are determined for each sensor just before every field season in
our thermal calibration facility, and T is expressed in Kelvin. Equation (3.11) is an ex-
tension of the often-used 3-term Steinhart-Hart equation [Steinhart and Hart, 1968], which
proves inadequate for our purposes. An F-test [e.g., Bevington, 1969] demonstrates that
a much better fit to our calibration data can be obtained with the 4-term function than
with the standard Steinhart-Hart equation, particularly at temperatures below 0◦C. Sample
temperature-calibration data and the resulting 4-term calibration fit (Eq. 3.11) are shown
in Figure 3.7.




depends on the ratio of the smallest resistance resolvable by the resistance readout ∆Rr
to the probe resistance Rs. Thus, to achieve sub-mK sensitivity, ∆Rr/Rs must be less than
5 x 10−5. For the resistance readout currently used with the PTLS, the ∆Rr/Rs ratio ranges
from 1.0 x 10−5 (worst case) to 1.0 x 10−6 (best case). The resulting temperature resolution






























σ  = 0.153 (mK) (b)
Figure 3.7: Sample calibration data for one of the temperature sensors (T01-01) along with
the best 4-term Steinhart-Hart fit to the data (a). In this case, residuals from the fit to the
calibration data have a standard deviation of 0.153 mK (b).
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is less than 0.2 mK under all conditions (Figure 3.8). With the resistance readout used prior
to 2008, ∆Tr ranged from 0.1 to 1.1 mK; by judicious selection of the temperature probe for




Depth information is obtained by measuring the angular rotation dθ of a precision
measuring wheel located within the winch assembly (Figure 3.1) that is pressed tightly
against the logging cable. Wheel rotation is detected by an optical shaft encoder that
transmits quadrature waveforms to a bidirectional counter. The counter then converts
angular rotation to distance (or depth) using dz˜ = (Rw + r) dθ, where r and Rw are the
radii of the logging cable and measuring wheel, respectively. The fundamental limit of the
depth resolution is determined by the effective radius of the measuring system (Rw + r)
and the number of quadrature pulses output per revolution by the optical encoder. For
the 4.5-km system, this limit is 0.254 cm. An additional limitation is imposed by the depth
counter. For the 6-digit counter currently used with the PTLS, the depth resolution ∆zr is






















Figure 3.8: Temperature resolution of the current PTLS when using the P, T01, and T02
probe series.
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1.0 cm over the system’s full depth range, although it can be set to ∆zr = 0.30 cm when
collecting depth-calibration data. Before 2007, ∆zr was 0.3 cm for boreholes less than 545 m
deep and 3.0 cm for deeper holes due to the limited buffer size of the bidirectional counter
used at that time.
3.3.3.2 Depth corrections
To account for the force-dependent strains affecting the depth-measuring system, a
depth-calibration function Cd is established for each unique logging environment. This
is done by moving the logging cable downhole approximately 40 m and comparing the
distance L˜ reported by the depth counter with the distance Lmeasured by a fiberglass sur-
veying tape that has a low temperature coefficient of thermal expansion (9.3 x 10−6 K−1);
L is taken to be a measure of the ''true'' distance. Cd is then defined by
Cd(Z˜) ≡ L(Z˜)L˜(Z˜) − 1 (3.13)
where Z˜ is the depth of the sensor-end of the cable (according to the counter) when the
(L, L˜)-data are collected. Depth-calibration data are acquired with the sensor-end of the
cable at multiple depths Z˜i spanning as much of a borehole’s depth range as possible.
Temperature changes in the measuring wheel and in the test section of logging cable also
affect the calibration data. Although we attempt to maintain a consistent temperature
during the calibration period, temperature changes do sometimes occur. To remove the
temperature effects, we define thermally corrected Cd values by










ecrTw − α fT(T?w − Twi) (3.14)
where T?w is a reference calibration temperature and Twi is the temperature at the measuring
wheel when the sensor-end of the cable is at Z˜i. The second and third terms on the
right-handside of Eq. (3.14) account for changes in the effective radius of the measuring
system due to thermal strains while the fourth term accounts for the thermally induced
longitudinal strain in the cable as it enters the relatively cold, air-filled portion of the
borehole. Assuming the temperature of the cable is approximately Twi when passing over




1+ β(Twi − T?w)
1+ α(Twi − T?w)
− 1 (3.15)
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where α and β are the linear and volumetric coefficients of thermal expansion. Our mea-
suring wheels are isotropic disks so that β = 3α. Factor Rn = m/∆θr is the nominal
radius used by the depth counter where m is the counter’s internal multiplier and ∆θr is
the encoder’s angular resolution. Parameter fT is the fraction of the temperature difference
Twi − T(h) experienced by the cable during a calibration test where T(h) is the temperature
at the bottom of the air-filled portion of the borehole; fT is typically about 0.3.
Once the thermally corrected Cd values have been determined, a least-squares fit is
made to
F (Z˜i) = Cd(T?w, Z˜i) − Cd(T?w, Z˜?) (3.16)
where Z˜? is a reference calibration depth selected from one of the Z˜i values near the middle
of the depth range; reference temperature T?w is generally taken to be the Twi value for the
calibration data acquired at Z˜i = Z˜?. The depth-calibration function is then given by the
sum of the reference Cd-value and the experimentally determined function F (Z˜), which
isolates the force-dependent effects of the depth-measuring system relative to Cd(T?w, Z˜?),
Cd(T?w, Z˜) = Cd(T
?
w, Z˜
?) + F (Z˜). (3.17)
Figure 3.9 shows an example F (Z˜) determined from depth-calibration data acquired in
the 1-km-deep Siple Dome A borehole in West Antarctica.
With the availability of the F (Z˜) and Cd(T?w, Z˜) functions, the total length of cable
spooled into a borehole during a logging experiment can be found by integrating the





1+ Cd(T?w, Z˜− z˜)
]
dz˜. (3.18)




F (Z˜− z˜) dz˜ (3.19)
be the correction for the force-dependent effects, the length Z becomes
Z ≈ [1+ Cd(T?w, Z˜?)] Z˜ + δZF. (3.20)
This estimate accounts for most of the tension-induced radial and longitudinal strains
within the logging cable and mechanical strains in the logging winch. However, a number
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Figure 3.9: Least-squares fit to F (Z˜i) values determined from depth-calibration data
acquired in the Siple Dome A borehole, West Antarctica. Dashed lines indicate the un-
certainty (±1σ) of the least-squares fit.
of additional corrections must be made to obtain an estimate of the true sensor depth
during a logging experiment. These include a correction for the buoyancy of the logging
tool when immersed in the borehole fluid, for temperature changes near the measuring
wheel affecting the radius of the depth-measuring system, and for thermal strain in the
cable as it moves downhole.
The correction for tool buoyancy consists of a simple offset that occurs when the log-
ging tool enters the borehole fluid:
δZbtclF =
{
0 Z < h
Kg (m ft −mat )(h + ∆x), Z > h
(3.21)
K is the elastic stretch coefficient of the cable, g is the gravitational acceleration, m ft and
mat are the weights of the logging tool in the borehole fluid and in air, h is the depth
to the air/fluid interface in the borehole, and ∆x is the horizontal distance between the
measuring wheel and the hole. When logging with any of our temperature sensors, δZbtclF
is less than the resolution of the depth system and can be ignored. However, other tools
for which δZbtclF may be larger (e.g., sonic and optical loggers) are occasionally used with
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our logging winch, so we include the buoyancy correction for completeness.
The temperature of the measuring wheel during a logging experiment can be signifi-
cantly different from the reference calibration temperature T?w. If the temperature of the
wheel is Tw, the radial strain ewrTw in the wheel relative to its calibration state can be found
from Eq. (3.15). Since Tw may vary considerably during a long logging run, the correction








The corresponding thermally induced radial strain in the cable near the measuring wheel
has a negligible effect (< 10 ppm) on the estimated depths and can be ignored.
In polar environments, the fluid and overlying air column in a borehole are typically
much colder than conditions on the surface near the logging winch. Thus, the logging
cable will contract as it moves beyond the measuring wheel and enters the borehole. By the
time a section of cable reaches depth z, it will experience a thermally induced longitudinal
strain,
eclT(z) = α [T(z)− Tw] , (3.23)
relative to its length when it passed over the measuring wheel. Some of this strain is
built into the depth-calibration function Cd. Subtracting this portion, the correction for the




eclT(z) dz − α fT [ T(h)− T?w] Z. (3.24)







Z˜ + δZF + δZbtclF + δZwrT + δZclT. (3.25)
For most situations, δZF is the largest correction and δZclT is the second largest.
3.4 Measurement uncertainties
A variety of factors influence the uncertainty of the quantities being measured by the
PTLS. For the temperature-measurement process, the primary uncertainties include those
related to the PTLS resistance readout, uncertainties in the corrections made for systematic
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errors in the Kelvin circuit measurements (Eqs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.8), and uncertainties in
the temperature sensor calibration used to convert measured resistance to temperature.
The primary uncertainties for the depth-measurement process are related to the depth
corrections (Eqs. 3.19, 3.21, 3.22, 3.24).
This section provides an analysis of the measurement uncertainties following CIPM
guidelines [ISO, 1993b]. It is assumed the resistance-measuring circuitry is located on
the surface since the PTLS is normally operated in this mode; several of the uncertainties
to be described are not present when using downhole measurement circuitry, although
the temperature-related drift of the circuit potentially can be quite large. With the CIPM
approach, the components of a measurand’s uncertainty are classified according to the
method used to evaluate them. Type A uncertainty evaluations are based on statistical
analysis of a series of observations while Type B evaluations are performed ''by other
means'' using sound scientific judgment. The information used in a Type B analysis may,
for example, include a general knowledge or experience with an instrument or the be-
havior of a material, manufacturer’s specifications, or calibration reports. The degree
of uncertainty for each component is given in terms of the standard uncertainty ui that
describes the interval within which a quantity should occur with 67 percent probability.
The combined standard uncertainty of a measurement is obtained by combining the in-
dividual Type A and Type B standard uncertainties using the propagation of uncertainty
law [Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994, Appendix A]. We implement the propagation law using the
''root-sum-of-squares'' (RSS) method. Although some of the uncertainties to be discussed
are quite small with the current version of the PTLS, they were in some cases substantially
larger with previous PTLS versions and therefore are discussed for completeness.
3.4.1 ITS-90 temperature uncertainties
3.4.1.1 Resistance readout uncertainties
The PTLS generally utilizes a commercial readout to measure the resistance of a temper-
ature sensor during a logging experiment. Sources of uncertainty related to the resistance
readout include the uncertainty of the resistance standards used to calibrate the readout,
nonlinearity across the resistance scales, and internal noise. Current field procedures
require temperature logs be completed within 24 hours of the readout’s latest calibration.
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3.4.1.1.1 Resistance standards
Immediately before each logging experiment, the resistance readout is calibrated using
10 kΩ and 100 kΩ DC resistance standards (Fluke 742A), and a 0 Ω short. In prepara-
tion for making measurements at the fixed calibration points, the readout and resistance
standards are warmed up and then maintained at 23± 0.5◦C for at least one hour. Once
acquired, the calibration data are used to determine the coefficients in a quadratic func-
tion fc(R) which is used to correct the readout’s measurements at other resistances. The
uncertainties at the calibration points are found by combining the calibration uncertainty
of the standards themselves (0.5 ppm for the 10-kΩ standard, 1.25 ppm for the 100-kΩ
standard) with the uncertainty associated with their long-term drift (2.0 ppm·yr−1 for the
10-kΩ standard and 3.0 ppm·yr−1 for the 100-kΩ standard). With annual recalibration,
the combined standard uncertainty of the resistance standards (in normalized form) is
us,n ≡ (us/Rs) = 2.1 ppm at 10 kΩ and 3.2 ppm at 100 kΩ. These uncertainties are
propagated to other resistances using a function of the same form as fc(R).
A different set of resistance standards was used prior to 2008. These standards were
periodically calibrated using an instrument with a standard uncertainty of 58 ppm. Long-
term drift between calibrations introduced an additional 58 ppm of uncertainty, yielding a
combined standard uncertainty for these older standards of us,n = 82 ppm at both 10 kΩ
and 100 kΩ.
3.4.1.1.2 Resistance readout’s short-term uncertainty
The quoted short-term accuracy of the resistance readout currently used with the PTLS
is ±0.25Ω for Rs < 5 kΩ and ±50 ppm for 5 kΩ ≤ Rs ≤ 200 kΩ. This specification
includes the nonlinearity of the readout across the measurement range and internal noise.
According to the manufacturer, the accuracy (±a) specifies the width of a rectangular
(uniform) probability distribution function; this PDF is taken to have a corresponding
standard uncertainty of a/
√
3 [Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994]. Thus the short-term standard
uncertainty of the readout is ur = 0.14 Ω for Rs < 5 kΩ and ur,n ≡ (ur/Rs) = 29 ppm for
5 kΩ ≤ Rs ≤ 200 kΩ. Before 2008, a different readout was used whose accuracy included
a component for the full-scale resistance value R f . For this instrument the short-term
standard uncertainty was ur,n = 11.6+ 5.8 (R f /Rs) ppm.
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3.4.1.1.3 Combined resistance-readout uncertainty uR˜s
Combining the uncertainties of the resistance standards with the short-term accuracy
of the readout, we obtain the combined standard uncertainty uR˜s of the resistance readout
measurements. With the currently used resistance standards, uR˜s is dominated by the
short-term uncertainty of the readout itself. Thus uR˜s = 0.14Ω for Rs < 5 kΩ. For
the more common sensor resistances (Rs ≥ 5 kΩ), the combined standard uncertainty
is uR˜s,n ≡ (uR˜s /Rs) = 29 ppm. Prior to 2008 the uncertainty of the standards was the
major contributor to uR˜s at most resistances, leading to combined readout uncertainties
uR˜s,n ranging from 83 to 107 ppm. Since both of the uncertainty components (us, ur) are
classified as Type B, the combined uncertainty of the resistance readout is also Type B.
3.4.1.2 Kelvin circuit uncertainties
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the Kelvin circuit monitored by the resistance readout
introduces multiple sources of systematic error in the resistance measurements. These
sources include leakage paths between the circuit’s electrical conductors, capacitance ef-
fects, self-heating effects, and thermal EMFs. Although we correct for the systematic
errors, there are uncertainties associated with the corrections. In addition, electrostatic
coupling, electromagnetic EMFs, triboelectric currents, and switching effects within the
slip-ring assembly all generate noise in the Kelvin circuit. This noise is largely removed
during data processing by using 1D wavelet denoising techniques [Misiti et al., 2005].
However, because the noise removal process is imperfect, there remains an uncertainty
in the resistance measurements associated with the noise.
3.4.1.2.1 Leakage paths
Applying the propagation of uncertainty law to the leakage path correction δRl (Eq. 3.1),





(Rs + 2Rl)2 u2Rs + R
2
s u2Rl (3.26)
where uRl is the standard uncertainty of leakage resistance Rl . Since Rl  Rs for all























The leakage resistance Rl is always ≥ 10 GΩ for the PTLS while the standard uncertainty
of its determination is uRl ≈ 11.5 GΩ based on the specifications of the measuring in-
strument. With such high Rl values, the second term within the square root of Eq. (3.27)



























where R′ = ∂Rs/∂t is the rate of resistance change while logging downhole. The accuracy
of the instrument used to measure the capacitance of the logging cable, or of any filtering
capacitors, establishes the relative capacitance uncertainty (uC/C). Based on the man-
ufacturer’s specifications and a rectangular PDF, (uC/C) ' 0.0074. This term completely
dominates (uRs /Rs), which is of the order 10
−4 or smaller. Using a Taylor Series expansion,













where ∆t is the sampling rate, ∆tr is the resolution of the time measurements (determined
by the computer’s clock), and m is a measure of the resistance change between samples





Our sampling rates are slow enough that ∆tr/∆t  1/m under all circumstances. Drop-









































The relative uncertainty of the power dissipation constant (uPd /Pd) is estimated to be
roughly 0.1, which is several orders of magnitude larger than either (uIs /Is) or (uRs /Rs).




























Since the relative uncertainty of the regulated test current Is is several orders smaller than











Prior to 2008, uVemf was estimated to be about the same magnitude as Vemf (∼ 0.5 µV).
However, with the current PTLS design, Vemf is essentially zero and thus, so is uVemf and
ue.
3.4.1.2.5 Noise
Extensive tests with noisy synthetic data show that the wavelet denoising methods
used during data processing reduce the noise in the recorded resistances by a factor of 8.
Thus the standard uncertainty of the resistance measurements due to instrumental noise
is un ≈ σR˜n /8 where σR˜n ≤ σRn (see discussion, Section 3.3.2.3).
3.4.1.2.6 Summary of Kelvin circuit uncertainties
Equations (3.28), (3.32), (3.34), and (3.36) indicate the uncertainties (ul , uc, uh, ue) of the
Kelvin-circuit resistance corrections depend on the specific conditions during a tempera-
ture log and thus must be treated on a case-by-case basis. Despite the need to specifically
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consider the conditions for each experiment when evaluating the uncertainties, some gen-
eral statements can be made. (1) Of the resistance-correction uncertainties, the uncertainty
of the leakage-path correction (ul) is the largest with the current PTLS operating under
normal conditions (Figure 3.10). (2) Without the use of the resistance readout’s internal
filters or a filtering capacitor, the uncertainty un due to noise is the dominant Kelvin-circuit
uncertainty for sensor resistances less than 20–30 kΩ. Even with the use of hardware
filters to reduce the noise uncertainty, un is generally still the dominant uncertainty at
low resistances (Rs < 20 kΩ). (3) At high resistances (Rs > 70 kΩ), the uncertainty of the
leakage-path correction (ul) is the dominant uncertainty. (4) All the uncertainties associ-
ated with the resistance corrections and noise are less than 0.1 mK for sensor resistances in
the range 10–170 kΩ. (5) The uncertainties (ul , uc, uh, ue) associated with the Kelvin-circuit
resistance corrections are all classified as Type B uncertainties while the noise uncertainty




























Figure 3.10: Standard uncertainties (ul , uc, uh) associated with the resistance corrections,
displayed in normalized form ux,n ≡ (ux/Rs), for typical operating conditions. In this
example, the uncertainty of the capacitance correction (uc) corresponds to the case shown
in Figure 3.3 (v = 5.5 centimeters per second, ∂T/∂z = 25 mK m−1, τ = 10 ms, C = τ/Rs).
The uncertainty of the thermal EMF correction (ue) is essentially zero with the current PTLS
design. The noise uncertainty (un) shown by the dashed line represents an upper bound
for most operating conditions; it assumes hardware noise filters are not used. Equivalent
temperature uncertainties are given by ux,n/αT.
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3.4.1.3 Temperature-sensor calibration uncertainties
Before every set of field experiments, the PTLS temperature sensors are calibrated on
the ITS-90 temperature scale [Mangum and Furukawa, 1990] at the USGS thermal calibration
facility in Lakewood, Colorado. Temperatures on the ITS-90 scale are defined in terms of
a set of fixed points (melting, boiling, and triple points of pure substances), interpolating
instruments, and equations relating the property measured by each interpolating instru-
ment to temperature. Between 13.8 K and 1,235 K, the official interpolating instrument is
the standard platinum resistance thermometer (SPRT). Thus, equations describing how the
resistance of a standard SPRT varies with temperature are embodied in the definition of
the ITS-90 temperature scale. To calibrate the PTLS temperature sensors, we use a 25.5-Ω
quartz-sheath SPRT as our local standard. The probes to be calibrated are inserted into
a copper equilibration block that is immersed in a temperature-controlled fluid bath; the
SPRT is positioned in the equilibration block at the same distance from the center as the
probes. The copper block effectively damps short-term temperature fluctuations in the
calibration bath and improves the uniformity of the thermal field surrounding the probes
and the SPRT. Once the bath stabilizes at a predetermined calibration point, the data-
acquisition system simultaneously acquires the SPRT reference temperature T? and the
resistance R? of each temperature sensor being tested. This process is repeated across the
entire calibration range in 2-K increments with upcoming field experiments determining
the calibration limits. Total least squares is then used to find the constants (ai) in the
4-term calibration function (Eq. 3.11) from the (T?, R?) calibration data. Residuals from
this fit typically have standard deviations ranging from 0.20 to 0.45 mK.
The uncertainty of the resulting PTLS temperature-sensor calibrations is determined
by a number of factors, including: the uncertainty of the SPRT calibration at ITS-90 fixed
points, the propagation of error between those points, the accuracy of the SPRT readout,
the accuracy of the thermistor scanner, and the magnitude of the temporal and spatial tem-
perature variations within the calibration bath. The residuals from the least-squares fit to
the calibration data do not reflect many aspects of the total uncertainty of the temperature-
sensor calibration.
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3.4.1.3.1 SPRT reference temperatures T?
The uncertainty of the SPRT reference temperature T? is determined by the uncertainty
of the SPRT calibration and the accuracy of the instrument (readout) used to monitor the
SPRT temperatures. Our quartz SPRT was most recently calibrated by Hart Scientific
(American Fork, Utah) who provided expanded uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) at
fixed calibration points between −200◦C and 0◦C. The equivalent standard uncertainties
are 0.5 mK at −197◦C, 0.2 mK at −38.8344◦C (triple point of mercury), and 0.1 mK at
0.010◦C (triple point of water). Because the definition of the ITS-90 temperature scale over
this range is based on equations describing the behavior of a standard SPRT, the calibration
uncertainties between the fixed points are of the same order as those at the adjacent fixed
points. We use error propagation curves provided by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology to determine how the uncertainties at the triple point of mercury (TPHg)
and triple point of water (TPW) propagate to other temperatures. Combining the prop-
agated TPHg and TPW uncertainties, the standard uncertainty of the SPRT calibration
ranges from 0.27 mK at −60◦C to 0.10 mK at 0.01◦C.
The accuracy of the SPRT readout is ±0.0005Ω for SPRT resistances less than 25Ω
and ±20 ppm of the reading at higher resistances. Based on the thermal response of
SPRTs [McGee, 1988], these specifications translate to a standard uncertainty ranging from
2.77 mK at −60◦C to 2.90 mK at 0◦C. Combining the uncertainty of the SPRT calibration
with that of the SPRT readout, we obtain the standard uncertainty uT? of the SPRT ref-
erence temperatures. The combined uncertainty uT? is clearly dominated by the uncer-
tainty of the SPRT readout with values ranging from 2.79 mK at −60◦C to 2.90 mK at 0◦C
(Figure 3.11). Since the uncertainty of the SPRT calibration and the SPRT readout are both
evaluated using Type B methods, the uncertainty of the SPRT temperature measurements
is also classified as Type B.
3.4.1.3.2 Temperature-sensor resistance measurements R?
The resistance of the PTLS temperature sensors being calibrated is monitored using
an 8-channel thermistor scanner whose accuracy is ±100 ppm of the reading. Based on
a uniform PDF, the corresponding standard uncertainty uR? of the scanner’s resistance
measurements is 58 ppm. Expressed in terms of temperature, uR? ranges from 0.88 mK at
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Figure 3.11: Combined standard uncertainty uTc of the PTLS temperature-sensor calibra-
tion. Also shown are the standard uncertainties of the individual components: uT? is the
uncertainty of the SPRT reference temperature, uR? is the uncertainty of the temperature-
sensor resistance measurements, u f is the uncertainty associated with temperature fluctua-
tions in the calibration bath, and uu is the uncertainty due to bath nonuniformity. The three
uR? curves (dashed, solid, dash-dot) show the uncertainty of the resistance measurements
for the P, T01, and T02 probe series, respectively.
−60◦C to 1.28 mK at 0◦C for the T01 probe series; uR? is approximately 3 percent less for
the P probe series and 2 percent more for the T02 probes (Figure 3.11). This is a Type B
uncertainty. As with the SPRT readout, the thermistor scanner is operated within the 18–
28◦C range in order to achieve full accuracy.
3.4.1.3.3 Calibration bath and high-conductivity equilibration block
Other sources that affect the uncertainty of the temperature-sensor calibrations include
temporal and spatial variations of the thermal field within the calibration bath. Both of
these sources can cause temperature offsets between the probes being calibrated and the
reference SPRT. The stability of the calibration bath (Hart model 7060) is reported to be
±2.5 mK at −60◦C. This figure represents an expanded uncertainty with coverage factor
k = 2. Experiments at −20◦C confirm this value. Thus we take the stability of the bath
to be ±2.5 mK across the full calibration range; the corresponding standard uncertainty
ub f of the bath fluctuations is 1.25 mK. Several experiments were done to determine the
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nonuniformity of the thermal field in the central portion of the bath where the calibrations
are performed. We find that the standard uncertainty ubu of the spatial variations in this
region is 2.5 mK.
To further control the stability and uniformity of the thermal field experienced by
the probes and SPRT during calibration, we use a 7.62-cm-diameter, high-conductivity
(copper) equilibration block within the calibration bath. The SPRT and PTLS probes are
inserted in tight-fitting holes located 2.90 cm from the center. Heat-transfer simulations
show that thermal fluctuations in the bath with periods less than 0.1 minute are completely
damped at the position of the probes, while those with periods of 3 minutes (where the
largest bath fluctuations occur) are damped by a factor of about 0.4 (function f , Fig-
ure 3.12). These fluctuations would not be an issue if the PTLS probes and the SPRT had
identical time constants so that they would synchronously warm and cool in response
to the temperature fluctuations. However, the time constant of the SPRT (18.5 seconds)
is much longer than that of the PTLS temperature sensors (4.0 seconds) in this situation.
Convolving the response functions of the SPRT and the PTLS temperature sensors [Saltus
and Clow, 1994] with synthetic temperature fluctuations shows that the maximum temper-
ature discrepancy between the SPRT and the probes caused by dissimilar time constants
occurs at a period of about 0.8 minute (function g, Figure 3.12). However, little power
occurs at such short periods due to the damping of the block. Considering the joint effects
of equilibration block damping and the dissimilar time constants, the largest discrepancies
between the recorded SPRT temperatures and the probe temperatures occur at periods of
2–3.5 minutes (function f · g, Figure 3.12). This coincidentally matches the period where
the bath fluctuations have their greatest power. The resulting standard uncertainty in
temperature-sensor calibration related to bath fluctuations is u f = (0.16) ub f = 0.20 mK.
Persistent temperature gradients always exist to some extent in calibration baths due
to imperfect mixing of the bath fluid. Experiments with the Hart 7060 bath show that
the standard uncertainty of the thermal field in the vicinity of the equilibration block is
ubu = 2.5 mK. However, the field inside the block is expected to be much more uniform.
To quantify the uniformity, the resistance change of an array of thermistors located within
the block was monitored while the block was rotated about its central axis; the bath was
held at a fixed temperature (to within ub f ) during these tests. After removing temporal
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Figure 3.12: Damping of temperature fluctuations in the calibration bath by the high-
conductivity equilibration block. Function f = (up/ub f ) describes the relative damping
provided by the block; ub f is the magnitude of the bath fluctuations while up is the
magnitude of the fluctuations inside the block near the probes and SPRT. The block is
essentially opaque to short-period fluctuations (< 0.1 minute) but is transparent to periods
longer than 30 minutes. Function g = (u f /up) shows the relative temperature discrepancy
between the SPRT and the probes caused by their dissimilar time constants. Combining
the block damping with the dissimilar time-constant effect, the standard uncertainty of
the temperature-sensor calibration due to bath fluctuations is u f = ( f · g) ub f . The product
( f · g) reaches a maximum value of 0.16 at periods of 2–3.5 minutes.
fluctuations due to bath instability, the thermal field was found to be uniform to within
±0.10 mK inside the block at the location of the probes. The primary uncertainty of this
determination is associated with the noise of the thermistor scanner (roughly ±0.04 mK)
as the experiment effectively removed uncertainties associated with the calibration of the
individual thermistors: calibration, long-term drift, and nonlinearity of the thermistor
scanner; and bath stability. The standard uncertainty of the temperature-sensor calibration
related to bath nonuniformity is then estimated to be uu = 0.10/
√
3 = 0.06 mK. Both bath
uncertainties (u f , uu) are classified Type A.
3.4.1.3.4 Combined temperature-sensor calibration uncertainty uTc
Combining the uncertainty of the SPRT temperature measurements, of the thermis-
tor scanner, and of the bath variations, the combined standard uncertainty uTc of the
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temperature-sensor calibrations ranges from 2.93 mK at −60◦C to 3.18 mK at 0◦C (Figure
3.11). Although the thermistor scanner and the bath variations contribute to uTc , the
uncertainty of the SPRT temperature is the dominant factor in the combined calibration
uncertainty. A small dependence of uR? on the αT-characteristics of each probe series pro-
duces about a 1 percent difference in the combined uncertainty at any given temperature;
this effect is small enough that it can be ignored. Because both Type A and Type B methods
were used to evaluate the component uncertainties, the combined calibration uncertainty
uTc is classified as Type A,B.
3.4.1.4 Combined ITS-90 temperature uncertainties
Combining the resistance-readout uncertainty (uR˜s ), the resistance-correction uncer-
tainties (ul , uc, uh, ue), the uncertainty due to instrumental noise (un), and the temperature-
sensor calibration uncertainty (uTc ), we finally obtain the total standard uncertainty uT of
the PTLS temperature-measurement process. In order to express uT in terms of temper-
ature, most of the component uncertainties (uR, ul , uc, uh, ue, un) must be converted from
resistances, where they are more naturally defined, to temperatures. This conversion
involves the αT-characteristics of the temperature sensors. Thus, the total uncertainty of
the temperature-measurement process depends to some extent on which probe is used
during a logging experiment. This is particularly true at warm temperatures due to the
degradation of the resistance readout’s accuracy at resistances less than 5 kΩ (Figure 3.13).
To avoid this degradation, we strive always to select a probe whose resistance will remain
above 5 kΩ for the duration of an experiment; thus the T02 probes, for example, are used
only at temperatures below−15◦C while the P-series probes can be used up to at least 0◦C.
With this constraint, the standard uncertainty of the temperature-measurement process
ranges from 3.0 mK at −60◦C to 3.3 mK at 0◦C with the current PTLS. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.13, the total temperature uncertainty uT is strongly dominated by the temperature-
sensor calibration uncertainty uTc with the current PTLS design. The resistance read-
out contributes 0.5–0.6 mK to the total while the upper limit of the noise contribution is
generally ≤ 0.25 mK. Individual resistance-correction uncertainties (ul , uc, uh, ue) are less
than 0.1 mK under all normal conditions. The combined uncertainty uT of the ITS-90
temperature measurements is a Type A,B uncertainty.
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Figure 3.13: Combined standard uncertainty uT of the ITS-90 temperature measurements
obtained with the current PTLS when using the P, T01, and T02 probe series (dashed, solid,
dash-dot lines, respectively). Also shown are the primary contributors to uT, specifically,
uTc , the standard uncertainty of the temperature-sensor calibrations, and uR˜s , the standard
uncertainty of the resistance measurements. The un curves represent the upper bound for
the noise uncertainty under most operating conditions; they assume the hardware noise
filters are not used. The standard uncertainty of the resistance corrections is less than
0.1 mK in all situations.
Several of the temperature uncertainty components were larger before 2008, especially
the resistance readout uncertainty uR˜s , the uncertainty of the thermal EMF correction (ue),
and the uncertainty of the capacitance correction (uc). During 1993–2007, uR˜s was about
3 times larger (1.4–2.1 mK) than with the current system. In addition, the thermal EMF
uncertainty was comparable to the noise uncertainty un rather than being zero. Although
larger, uc was still less than 0.03 mK and thus of little consequence. Combining all the
components, the total standard uncertainty uT of the temperature-measurement process
during 1993–2007 ranged from 3.2 mK at −60◦C to 3.8 mK at 0◦C.
3.4.2 Relative temperature uncertainties
Section 3.4.1 focused on the standard uncertainty uT of the PTLS temperature mea-
surements relative to the ITS-90 absolute temperature scale. For climate-change detection,
this is the appropriate measure of uncertainty. However when reconstructing past climatic
changes using borehole paleothermometry, we are not as concerned about uncertainties
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relative to international absolute measurement scales as we are about the potential distor-
tion of a temperature profile by measurement errors that could be misinterpreted as being
due to climate change; to date, borehole paleothermometry generally has been used to
analyze the shape of individual temperature profiles. Thus the offset of an entire tempera-
ture log due to miscalibration or system drift will not affect a reconstructed climate history
and is of little importance in this context. For borehole paleothermometry, the appropriate
uncertainties are those that describe the uncertainty of a temperature profile’s shape, or
expressed another way, the standard uncertainty (urT) of the temperature measurements
from a single temperature log relative to one another.
An assessment of the temperature uncertainties discussed in Section 3.4.1 shows that
nearly all are associated with errors that potentially can distort a profile’s shape and thus
should be included in the combined standard uncertainty urT of relative temperature mea-
surements. However, because the long-term drift of a high-quality instrument will not in
general produce an error that distorts a profile, the drift component of a readout’s accuracy
specification can be dropped while the nonlinearity and internal noise components should
be retained. With this change, the standard uncertainty urT of the relative temperature
measurements produced by the PTLS ranges from 1.6 mK at −60◦C to 2.0 mK at 0◦C
(Figure 3.14). The standard uncertainty urTc of the temperature-sensor calibration (based
on instrument specifications) is still the largest contributor, ranging from 1.6 mK at −60◦C
to 1.8 mK at 0◦C. These uncertainty values are likely to be overestimates because the
dominant source of uncertainty affecting urTc and u
r
T is the SPRT readout, and it is used
only over 1 percent of its range, whereas the nonlinearity specification pertains to the
instrument’s entire range. Still, without tests to quantify the uncertainty over such a
restricted range, we must use the manufacturer’s stated full-range uncertainty. At this
time we simply note that the residuals from fitting the sensor calibration data to Eq. (3.11)
typically have standard deviations ranging from 0.20 to 0.45 mK, suggesting urTc (and thus
urT) may be substantially smaller than the values based on the SPRT readout’s full-range
nonlinearity specification. To accommodate this possibility, we state that the ''upper limit''
of urT ranges from 1.6 mK at −60◦C to 2.0 mK at 0◦C. As with uT, the uncertainty urT of
relative temperature measurements is classified Type A,B. The urT upper limit before 2008
was very similar to the current value, ranging from 1.6 mK at −60◦C to 2.1 mK at 0◦C.
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Figure 3.14: Combined standard uncertainty urT of relative temperature measurements
and the individual uncertainty components. The urT and u
r
Tc curves represent upper limits.
Symbols are identical to those used in Figure 3.13.
3.4.3 Depth uncertainties
It is difficult to accurately determine the depth below surface with any borehole logging
system. With the PTLS, systematic depth errors arise from force-induced strains in the
logging cable and winch, tool buoyancy, temperature changes that alter the radius of
the measuring wheel, and thermally induced longitudinal strains in the logging cable
once it enters the relatively cold borehole. We attempt to correct for these errors (Sec-
tion 3.3.3), although there are uncertainties in the corrections. Errors also potentially arise
from slippage of the cable on the measuring wheel, debris in the wheel’s cable groove,
and downhole cable hangups. Cable slippage is minimized by logging at a slow, steady
pace (5.5 cm·s−1, or less). If slippage occurs with the PTLS, some of it presumably is
incorporated in the depth-calibration factor Cd; depth calibration data are collected at the
same downward speed and tensions as utilized during a log. The boreholes we log in polar
environments are invariably filled with a clean, nonfreezing fluid (for example, n-butyl
acetate, arctic diesel fuel, or a nonaromatic equivalent). As a result, debris in the groove
of the measuring wheel that would alter the effective radius of the measuring system
has generally not been an issue. Cable and (or) logging-tool hangups within a borehole
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do sometimes occur. These are detected by monitoring cable tension. When hangups
occur, the log is either stopped and restarted once the tool is past the impediment or the
logging run is terminated, depending on the severity of the hangup and the objective of the
experiment. In the former case, a depth offset with an unknown uncertainty may occur at
the obstruction; in the latter case, no depth error arises. When cable hangups do not occur,
we are able to quantify the uncertainty uZ of the logging sensor’s true depth Z using the
root-sum-square method. Individual uncertainties contributing to uZ are as follows:
3.4.3.1 Recorded depth measurements
The leading term in our estimated true sensor depth (Eq. 3.25) involves the depth
recorded by the counter weighted by a calibration factor, [1+Cd(T?w, Z˜?)] Z˜. Since Cd(T?w, Z˜?)
is simply a reference value that is always  1, the standard uncertainty of this term is
equivalent to the uncertainty uZ˜ of the measurements reported by the depth counter. We
establish uZ˜ through statistical analysis of multiple determinations of a borehole’s total
depth according to the counter. Given the PTLS’ operating environment, uZ˜ is believed to
primarily reflect variations in cable slippage on the measuring wheel.
3.4.3.2 Force-induced strains
Starting with Eq. (3.19), the standard uncertainty uF of the depth correction for force-




uF (Z˜− z˜) dz˜ (3.37)
where uF (Z˜) is the standard uncertainty of the experimentally determined function F (Z˜).
When F (Z˜) is adequately represented by a linear function, its depth-dependent uncer-
tainty is
uF (Z˜) = σ
√√√√√√ 1n +
(






Z˜i− < Z˜i >
)2 . (3.38)
Here, σ is the standard deviation of the Fi data, < Z˜i > is the mean value of the calibration
depths Z˜i, and n is the number of depth-calibration points [Bowker and Lieberman, 1972].
More complicated expressions are required when F (Z˜) is nonlinear.
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3.4.3.3 Tool buoyancy
Applying the propagation of uncertainty law to the tool buoyancy correction δZbtclF




















where ∆m = m ft − mat . The fractional uncertainty (uK/K) of the logging cable’s elastic
stretch coefficient is estimated to be about 0.1. This greatly exceeds the fractional uncertain-
ties associated with the mass difference ∆m and the lengths h and ∆x. Thus, uncertainty
ubt is well approximated by
ubt = Kg(m
f





3.4.3.4 Radial strain of measuring wheel, thermal
Letting φ(t) = Tw(t) − T?w, the standard uncertainty uwT of the correction for the






















= φ (1+ 3αφ)−1/2 (1+ αφ)−3/2
∂ewrTw
∂φ
= α (1+ 3αφ)−1/2 (1+ αφ)−3/2.
The uncertainty uα of the measuring wheel’s thermal expansion coefficient is estimated to
be of order 0.1α while uncertainty uφ is typically 0.1–1.0 K. With these values, uα and uφ
are both significant contributors to uwT.
3.4.3.5 Longitudinal strain of logging cable, thermal
Uncertainties in the logging cable’s thermal expansion coefficient α, the temperature
difference ψ = T(z) − Tw, and parameter fT are all significant contributors to the un-
certainty ucT of the correction for the thermally induced length change of the cable as it
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descends a borehole (δZclT, Eq. 3.24). Applying the propagation of uncertainty law to












For the logging cable, the fractional uncertainty (uα/α) is estimated to be 0.1; uψ ranges
0.1–1.0 K while u fT is about 0.1.
3.4.3.6 Combined depth uncertainty uZ













Ordinarily, uZ˜ and uF are the dominant contributors to uZ. Uncertainty components (uZ˜,
uF) are classified as Type A uncertainties, while (ubt, uwT, ucT) are Type B. The combined
depth uncertainty uZ is thus Type A,B. The magnitude of the individual components and
of the combined uncertainty depend to a large degree on specific borehole conditions and
the temperature near the winch.
3.4.4 Example: proposed WAIS Divide borehole, Antarctica
To illustrate the magnitude of the uncertainties and the degree to which they can vary
with depth, we consider the conditions at the proposed WAIS Divide Ice Core site in West
Antarctica (79◦28′ S., 112◦05′ W.). Figure 3.15a shows the ''best-guess'' temperature profile
within the ice sheet at this location based on ice-flow modeling (Tom Neumann, written
commun., 2006). We anticipate the fluid in the proposed borehole will be stably stratified
(nonconvecting) within 2,000 m of the surface once the hole is completed. Figure 3.15b
shows the uncertainty of the resistance corrections assuming the hole is logged with the
current PTLS using a T01-series probe, the logging speed is 5.5 cm·s−1, a 0.47-µF filtering
capacitor is used, and the hardware noise filters are off. With a T01-series probe, the sensor
resistance should range from 20.2 kΩ at the coldest temperatures encountered (−33.9◦C) to
4.6 kΩ at the bottom of the hole. The standard uncertainty (ul , uh, uc, ue) of the resistance
corrections are expected to be less than 0.011 mK at all depths while the uncertainty un
associated with electrical noise is predicted to increase from about 0.06 mK in the upper
2,000 m of the borehole to 0.24 mK at the bottom.
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Figure 3.15: Temperature-measurement uncertainties for the proposed 3.5-kilometer deep
WAIS Divide borehole in West Antarctica. (a) Best-guess temperature profile at this site
based on ice-flow modeling. (b) Expected resistance-correction uncertainties (ul , uh, uc)
and the noise uncertainty (un) assuming the hole is logged with the current PTLS using
a T01-series probe at 5.5 centimeters per second. (c) Combined standard uncertainty (uT)
of the ITS-90 temperature measurements along with the largest contributing uncertainties.
(d) Combined standard uncertainty (urT) of the relative temperature measurements along
with the largest contributing uncertainties. The urT and u
r
Tc curves are upper limits.
Despite the 30-K temperature change along the profile, the combined standard uncer-
tainty uT of the ITS-90 temperature measurements has only a small depth dependence,
varying from 3.05 mK in the upper 2,000 m to 3.19 mK at the bottom (Figure 3.15c). This
stems from the weak temperature dependence of the dominant term, uTc . Similarly, the
combined standard uncertainty urT of the relative temperature measurements that would
be used for borehole paleothermometry is only mildly depth-dependent (Figure 3.15d),
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ranging from 1.71 mK in the upper 2,000 m to 1.86 mK at the base of the ice sheet (about
3,465 m).
Figure 3.16 shows the uncertainty of the temperature sensor’s location (depth) when
logging the WAIS Divide borehole using plausible values for various parameters. How-
ever, it must be emphasized the true depth uncertainties for WAIS Divide temperature
logs will depend on the actual borehole conditions and parameter values that occur during
those logs. These factors will not be known until the borehole is completed and the hole








































Figure 3.16: Depth uncertainties for the proposed WAIS Divide borehole as a function
of sensor depth Z based on plausible values for various parameters. (uF, ucT, uwT) are
the standard uncertainties of the primary depth corrections while uZ˜ is the standard
uncertainty of the measurements reported by the depth counter. The combined standard
uncertainty uZ of the sensor’s true depth ranges from 200 to 250 ppm.
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has been logged several times. For the example shown in Figure 3.16, we assume the tem-
perature Tw(t) of the measuring wheel follows a diurnal cosine-function, fluctuating±5◦C
about a mean value of −10◦C, i.e., typical summertime temperatures inside the drilling
structure where the logging winch will be located. The reference calibration temperature
of the wheel (T?w) is taken to be −10◦C, the fluid level in the borehole is set at the firn/ice
transition (h = 73 m), parameter fT is 0.3, and uncertainties uφ and uψ are both 1 K.
With these values, the standard uncertainty uwT of the depth correction for the thermally
induced radial strain in the measuring wheel during a log is limited to 11–12 ppm. The
correction for the shortening of the cable in the cold borehole has a standard uncertainty
ucT ranging from 25 ppm near the surface to a peak value of about 40 ppm when the
sensor reaches Z ≈ 1,800 m. For a PTLS temperature sensor, the uncertainty ubt of the tool
buoyancy correction is less than 2 ppm and can be ignored.
To account for force-dependent effects on the depth measuring system, we assume in
this example that nine pairs of depth-calibration data (L, L˜) are collected across the range
of borehole depths and that the standard deviation of the fit to the resulting Fi data is
σ = 3.0x10−4. This value for σ is intermediate between that obtained in the recently
logged 1-km Siple Dome A borehole (2.4x10−4) and the 3-km GISP2-D borehole (4.1x10−4);
GISP2-D was logged before the PTLS winch had a level-wind system, so a much higher
value for σ is expected from those logs than would occur today. With the proposed set
of calibration data, the standard uncertainty uF of the depth correction for force-induced
strains ranges from 200 ppm near the surface to a minimum value of 130 ppm at Z ≈
2,500 m. The greatest unknown in the projected depth uncertainties for the WAIS Divide
borehole involves the standard uncertainty uZ˜ of the measurements reported by the depth
counter. For the final set of logs obtained in the Siple Dome A borehole, the uncertainty
uZ˜ was about 140 ppm. Thus, when logging conditions are favorable, the repeatability
of the measurements reported by the depth counter is fairly high. In the WAIS Divide
example, we use a nominal value for uZ˜ of 150 ppm. Combining the individual uncertainty
terms, the standard uncertainty of the temperature sensor’s true depth ranges from 200 to
250 ppm (Figure 3.16b).
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3.5 Summary
From its origins in the early 1990s, the USGS Polar Temperature Logging System has
evolved into a reliable high-precision data-acquisition system for cold polar environments.
This field-proven system has been extensively used in Greenland, Antarctica, and arctic
Alaska. With a temperature resolution better than 0.2 mK, the PTLS is capable of detecting
small subsurface temperature changes due to fluid convection and other phenomena. Our
initial goal of reducing the uncertainty of the temperature measurements to about 1 mK has
proven difficult to achieve. The standard uncertainty uT of the system’s ITS-90 tempera-
ture measurements is 3.0–3.3 mK. This is more than adequate for climate-change detection
and monitoring, especially in the Arctic where contemporary surface-temperature changes
exceeding 1 K/decade have recently been observed. Relative temperature measurements
used to reconstruct past climate changes with borehole paleothermometry have a standard
uncertainty urT whose upper limit ranges from 1.6 to 2.0 mK. This is tantalizingly close to
1 mK.
The uncertainty of the temperature sensor’s location (depth) during a log depends on
specific borehole conditions and the temperature near the measuring wheel. Thus the
depth uncertainty must be treated on a case-by-case basis. However, recent experience
with our large winch indicates that when conditions are favorable (that is the winch is
operated within a shelter, steady power is available for the winch motor, fluid in the bore-
hole is free of debris, and so forth), the 4.5-km system can produce depths with a standard
uncertainty uZ on the order of 200–250 ppm. The small helicopter-transportable winches
have undergone a number of design changes recently. Although the depth-measurement
system for the small winches is very similar to the 4.5-km system, we do not yet have
enough information about various parameters to quantitatively assess uZ for logs acquired
with these portable winches. The current specifications for the USGS Polar Temperature
Logging System are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Specifications of the USGS Polar Temperature Logging System, mid-2008.
Temperature range −60◦C to +23◦C
Temperature resolution 0.02–0.19 mK
Depth range 0–4,500 m
Depth resolution 1.0 cm
Standard uncertainty, ITS-90 temperature measurements 3.0–3.3 mK (Type A,B)
Standard uncertainty, relative temperature measurements 1.6–2.0 mK† (Type A,B)
Standard uncertainty, depth measurements 200–250 ppm‡ (Type A,B)
† Upper limit, ‡ 4.5-km winch with favorable logging conditions.
3.6 Notation and symbols
C capacitance
Cd(Tw, Z˜) depth calibration function
eclT strain, cable, longitudinal, thermal
ecrT strain, cable, radial, thermal
ewrT strain, measuring wheel, radial, thermal
F (Z˜) force-dependent function
g gravitational acceleration
h depth to air/fluid interface in a borehole
K elastic stretch coefficient
Is source current
I′ extraneous current (noise)
Pd power-dissipation constant, thermistor
Q Seebeck coefficient
r radius, logging cable
Rl interconductor leakage resistance
RL lead resistance (Kelvin circuit)
Rs temperature-sensor resistance (true)
R˜s temperature-sensor resistance (measured)
Rn nominal radius used by depth counter
Rw radius, depth-measuring wheel
R? sensor resistance during calibration
t time
T temperature
Tw measuring wheel temperature
T?w reference depth-calibration temperature
T? SPRT reference temperature
ubt standard uncertainty, tool buoyancy correction
uc standard uncertainty, capacitance correction
ucT standard uncertainty, correction for thermal strain (longitudinal) of logging cable
ue standard uncertainty, thermal EMFs
u f standard uncertainty of temperature-sensor calibration due to bath fluctuations
uF standard uncertainty, force-induced corrections
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uF standard uncertainty of function F
uh standard uncertainty, self-heating correction
ul standard uncertainty, leakage correction
un standard uncertainty, instrumental noise
ur standard uncertainty, resistance readout
uR˜s combined standard uncertainty, resistance readout measurements
uR? standard uncertainty, temperature-sensor resistance measurements during calibration
us standard uncertainty, resistance standards
uT combined standard uncertainty, ITS-90 temperature measurements
urT combined standard uncertainty, relative temperature measurements
uTc combined standard uncertainty, temperature-sensor calibration
uT? combined standard uncertainty, SPRT reference temperature
uu standard uncertainty of temperature-sensor calibration due to bath nonuniformity
uwT standard uncertainty, correction for thermal strain of depth measuring wheel
uZ combined standard uncertainty, sensor depth
uZ˜ standard uncertainty of sensor depth (as reported by counter)
v logging speed
V voltage
V ′ extraneous voltage (noise)
Vemf thermoelectric voltage (thermal EMF)
z true depth coordinate
z˜ counter depth coordinate
Z sensor depth (true)
Z˜ sensor depth (reported by counter)
Z˜? reference calibration depth
α coefficient of thermal expansion, linear
αT coefficient of resistance, thermistor
β coefficient of thermal expansion, volumetric
δRc resistance correction, capacitance
δRe resistance correction, thermal EMFs
δRh resistance correction, self-heating
δRl resistance correction, leakage
∆Rr resistance resolution
∆Tr temperature resolution
∆t data sampling rate
∆x horizontal distance between measuring wheel and borehole
∆zr depth resolution
δZbtclF depth correction, tool buoyancy, cable, longitudinal
δZclT depth correction, cable, longitudinal, thermal
δZF depth correction, force-induced strains
δZwrT depth correction, measuring wheel, radial, thermal
σRn standard deviation of resistance noise
σR˜n standard deviation of recorded noise
τ circuit response time
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CHAPTER 4
CREATION OF A 40-YEAR HOMOGENEOUS
BOREHOLE TEMPERATURE DATASET
FROM THE ARCTIC SLOPE
OF ALASKA
4.1 Abstract
A homogeneous set of temperature measurements obtained from the DOI/GTN-P Deep
Borehole Array between 1973 and 2013 is presented. The 23-element array is located on
the Arctic Slope of Alaska, a region of cold continuous permafrost. Most of the moni-
toring wells are situated on the arctic coastal plain between the Brooks Range and the
Arctic Ocean, while others are in the foothills to the south. The data represent the true
temperatures in the wellbores and surrounding rocks at the time of the measurements;
they have not been corrected to remove the thermal disturbance caused by drilling the
wells. With a few exceptions, the drilling disturbance is estimated to have been of order
0.1 K or less by 1989. Thus, most of the temperature measurements acquired during the
last 25 years are little affected by the drilling disturbance. The data contribute to ongoing
efforts to monitor changes in the thermal state of permafrost in both hemispheres by the
Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost (GTN-P), one of the primary subnetworks of
the Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS). The data will also be useful for refin-
ing our basic understanding of the physical conditions in permafrost in arctic Alaska, as
well as providing important information for validating predictive models used for climate
impact assessments. The processed data are available from the ACADIS repository at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5065/D6N014HK.∗
∗This chapter was originally published as: Clow, G.D. (2014), Temperature data acquired from the




The Arctic is highly sensitive to increases in global mean air temperature as exemplified
by the large and persistent physical and biological changes currently being observed there
[Jeffries et al., 2012, 2013]. In turn, the Arctic can have a significant impact on the global
climate system through ice-albedo feedbacks and the potential loss of vast amounts of
methane (a potent greenhouse gas) stored in permafrost to the atmosphere. Despite this,
the Arctic remains a data-sparse region, limiting our understanding of critical processes
and our ability to project future environmental conditions. To address this issue, sev-
eral initiatives have been undertaken to develop comprehensive observing systems for
the atmosphere, ocean, and terrestrial components of the arctic climate system (e.g., the
Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks initiative). These observing systems are generally
built from an aggregation of many national or regional observing networks. The success of
these comprehensive observing systems critically depends on the contributions from the
individual networks.
Here we focus on one such network designed to monitor the thermal state of per-
mafrost on the Arctic Slope of Alaska. The origin of the network began 40 yr ago. From
1975 to 1981, 28 test wells were drilled in the National Petroleum Reserve–Alaska (NPR-A)
as part of a petroleum exploration program overseen by the US Department of the Interior
[Gryc, 1988]. These 1–6 km deep wells (Figure 4.1) penetrated marine and nonmarine
sedimentary sequences between the Brooks Range and the Arctic Ocean. Most of the well
sites are on the low-lying arctic coastal plain while a few are in the rolling foothills to the
south. Permafrost in this area is ''continuous'', being 200–400 m thick. As with all deep
wells, temperatures in the wellbores and surrounding rocks were significantly disturbed
by the addition of drilling muds, circulating fluids, and other processes during drilling.
This thermal drilling disturbance eventually dissipates over many years [Lachenbruch and
Brewer, 1959]. Wells drilled by the petroleum industry on the Arctic Slope of Alaska
were almost always either put into production or plugged and abandoned long before
the wells could return to thermal equilibrium. Realizing the NPR-A test wells provided
a rare opportunity to obtain ''undisturbed'' temperatures in permafrost, the US Geological
Survey (USGS) requested that 21 of the wells (Table 4.1) be completed in a manner that
would allow high-precision temperature measurements to be made over many years. This
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Figure 4.1: Location of the 23 DOI/GTN-P boreholes used to monitor the thermal state of
permafrost (TSP) in the National Petroleum Reserve–Alaska (NPR-A) and near the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. Wells indicated by orange symbols have been plugged and are
no longer accessible.
involved filling the borehole casing with a nonfreezing fluid (diesel oil) above a cement
plug installed 200–900 m below the surface, depending on the well. Four other wells to the
east were preserved in a similar manner through the courtesy of Mobil, Exxon, BP, Sinclair,
and Forest Oil Companies. Information obtained from the borehole temperature measure-
ments was expected to provide better estimates of the regional permafrost thickness and of
the physical conditions controlling the occurrence of ice, unfrozen water, and gas hydrates
in permafrost than was currently available.
After monitoring temperatures in these wells for several years, it became clear that the
temperature profiles also contained evidence of recent climate change in arctic Alaska. The
theory behind this climate-change effect is that any change in the surface energy balance
would generate a downward propagating thermal wave. Without the disruptive effects
of groundwater flow, this thermal wave is effectively preserved in cold continuous per-
mafrost, although the magnitude of the signal dissipates over time. With sufficiently sen-
sitive instruments, a climate-induced thermal wave could be detected and the associated
change in surface temperature inferred. Using this idea and temperatures from the NPR-
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Table 4.1: USGS and GTN-P well codes, location, maximum accessible depth, and date
of first temperature log for the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells. Boreholes coupled with
a nearby DOI/GTN-P climate station are indicated.
Borehole USGS GTN-P Latitude Longitude Depth First Log Climate
Code Code (north) (west) (m) (yr-mon-day) Station
Atigaru Test Well #1 ATI US 01 70◦33.348′ 151◦43.229′ 648 1977 Dec 14
Awuna Test Well #1 AWU US 02 69◦09.193′ 158◦01.355′ 884 1981 Aug 22 •
Drew Point Test Well #1 DRP US 03 70◦52.762′ 153◦54.202′ 640 1978 Sep 17 •
East Simpson Test Well #1 ESN US 04 70◦55.046′ 154◦37.286′ 600 1979 Sep 13
East Teshekpuk Test Well #1 ETK US 05 70◦34.171′ 152◦56.815′ 727 1977 Dec 17 •
Echooka Unit #1 EB1 US 93 69◦23.994′ 148◦16.313′ 595 1973 Sep 26
Ikpikpuk Test Well #1 IKP US 07 70◦27.305′ 154◦20.082′ 615 1980 Sep 10 •
J. W. Dalton Test Well #1 JWD US 08 70◦55.207′ 153◦08.454′ 483 1979 Sep 13
Koluktak Test Well #1 KOL US 10 69◦45.144′ 154◦36.669′ 227 1981 Aug 23 •
Kugrua Test Well #1 KAG US 09 70◦35.191′ 158◦39.923′ 582 1978 Sep 15
Kuyanak Test Well #1 KUY US 11 70◦55.869′ 156◦04.092′ 856 1981 Aug 25
Lisburne Test Well #1 LBN US 12 68◦29.061′ 155◦41.773′ 532 1980 Sep 09
Lupine Unit #1 LUP US 92 69◦06.051′ 148◦37.290′ 469 1975 Aug 15
North Inigok Test Well #1 NIN US 13 70◦15.435′ 152◦46.139′ 625 1982 Aug 31
North Kalikpik Test Well #1 NKP US 14 70◦30.550′ 152◦22.070′ 660 1978 Sep 16
Peard Bay Test Well #1 PEA US 15 70◦42.939′ 159◦00.042′ 591 1979 Sep 15
Seabee Test Well #1 SBE US 16 69◦22.809′ 152◦10.522′ 393 1980 Sep 09 •
South Harrison Test Well #1 SOH US 18 70◦25.468′ 151◦44.071′ 399 1977 Dec 16
South Meade Test Well #1 SME US 17 70◦36.872′ 156◦53.601′ 549 1979 Sep 14 •
Tulageak Test Well #1 TUL US 20 71◦11.338′ 155◦44.228′ 756 1981 Aug 24
Tunalik Test Well #1 TLK US 19 70◦12.358′ 161◦04.153′ 556 1980 Sep 15 •
West Dease Test Well #1 WDS US 21 71◦09.524′ 155◦37.983′ 823 1980 Sep 14
West Fish Creek Test Well #1 FCK US 06 70◦19.600′ 152◦03.634′ 735 1977 Dec 11 •
A monitoring wells and from the nearby Prudhoe Bay oil field, Lachenbruch published
a series of papers in the 1980s [Lachenbruch et al., 1982, 1988b; Lachenbruch and Marshall,
1986] in which he inferred surface temperatures in the Alaskan Arctic had warmed 2–4 K
since 1900. Given the paucity of long-term instrumental records in the Arctic documenting
recent climate change, Lachenbruch’s work was particularly important. Soon thereafter,
other researchers began to use subsurface permafrost temperatures to document recent cli-
mate changes in the North American Arctic, for example: Nielsen and Beck [1989]; Mareschal
and Beltrami [1992]; Beltrami and Mareschal [1992]; Osterkamp and Romanovsky [1999]; Smith et
al. [2005]; Osterkamp and Jorgenson [2006]; Taylor et al. [2006]; Smith et al. [2010]; Romanovsky
et al. [2010].
In 1999, the 21 NPR-A temperature-monitoring wells were incorporated into the Global
Terrestrial Network for Permafrost (GTN-P), a new component of the Global Climate Ob-
serving System (GCOS) and one of its primary subnetworks, the Global Terrestrial Ob-
serving System (GTOS). This formalized the use of the borehole array for monitoring
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the thermal state of permafrost (TSP), one of the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) tracked
by the global climate observing systems [Sessa and Dolman, 2008; Smith and Brown, 2009].
Upon inclusion into GTN-P, the NPR-A wells became the largest array of deep (> 125 m)
boreholes in the world used for monitoring temperatures in permafrost [IPA, 2010]. The
array is unique in that it also provides one the longest records of permafrost thermal state.
As management of the array was shared by two US Department of the Interior (DOI)
agencies (USGS and the Bureau of Land Management), the array became known as the
DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array. Two of the four wells that had been preserved for
USGS temperature monitoring to the east of the NPR-A (Lupine and Echooka, Figure 4.1,
Table 4.1) were later incorporated into GTN-P, bringing the total number of wells in the
DOI/GTN-P Borehole Array to 23. Beginning in 1998, USGS also began deploying auto-
mated climate-monitoring stations in the NPR-A to better understand the nature of the
recent permafrost warming observed there. Nine of the climate stations were co-located
with DOI/GTN-P boreholes to form ''permafrost observatories'' (Table 4.1), although two
of the boreholes were subsequently plugged and abandoned due to the threat of coastal
erosion. Data from the DOI/GTN-P climate stations are available from Urban and Clow
[2014].
Here we present the temperature data acquired from the DOI/GTN-P Borehole Array
in arctic Alaska over the 40 yr period, 1973–2013. The data represent the true temperatures
in the wellbores and surrounding rocks at the time of the measurements; they have not
been ''corrected'' to remove the thermal disturbance caused by drilling the wells. For the
great majority of wells, the drilling disturbance is estimated to have been of order 0.1 K
or less by 1989. Thus, most of the temperature measurements acquired over the last 25 yr
are little affected by the drilling disturbance. The dataset presented here is intended to
serve as the reference point from which datasets corrected for the drilling disturbance will
be derived, enhancing the usefulness of the earlier temperature logs. In addition, analysis
of the uncorrected temperature logs can provide important information about the ice and
unfrozen water content in the permafrost zone. As shown in Figure 4.2, temperature mea-
surements in the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells were concentrated during distinct field
campaigns that occurred during 1977–1984, 1989, 2002–2003, 2007–2008, and 2012–2013.
Measurements were curtailed during the 1990s due to funding limitations, except for a few
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Figure 4.2: Temperature logging history for the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array. Major
field campaigns occurred during 1977–1984 (teal), 1989 (magenta), 2002–2003 (orange-red),
2007–2008 (blue), and 2012–2013 (red). Gray areas indicate times before well completion,
and in some instances when the wells have been plugged and abandoned due to coastal
erosion issues.
experimental logs designed to test design changes in the temperature logging system.
Measurements were resumed in 2002 under a GTN-P protocol specifying that contributing
deep borehole arrays be resampled every 5 yr (Figure 4.3). By 2010, four of the monitoring
wells (ATI, DRP, ETK, JWD) had been plugged and abandoned due to coastal erosion and
were no longer accessible. Data from the DOI/GTN-P Borehole Array will be useful for
documenting how the thermal state of permafrost is changing on the Arctic Slope of Alaska
in response to climate change. Given the important role that permafrost has in shaping the
regional landscape, this information is critical for understanding how lakeshore, river, and
coastal environments may change in the near future; anticipating impacts on terrestrial
ecosystem habitats; and for making well-informed land management decisions in the face
of rapid climate change. The data will also be useful for refining our basic understanding
of the physical conditions occurring within permafrost in this region.
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Figure 4.3: Measuring temperatures in the Koluktak (KOL) Test Well No. 1, National
Petroleum Reserve–Alaska. This well is typical of the other wells in the DOI/GTN-P
Borehole Array.
4.3 Instruments and methods
4.3.1 Borehole temperature measurements
The ''portable'' logging system used by the US Geological Survey to measure tem-
peratures in the DOI/GTN-P boreholes consists of a custom temperature sensor whose
resistance is determined by a resistance readout (digital multimeter) using a 4-wire Kelvin
circuit. This circuit effectively compensates for the resistance of the logging cable and
various connectors that provide the electrical path between the downhole temperature
sensor and the resistance readout located on the surface (Figure 4.4). The temperature
sensor consists of a parallel-series network of negative-temperature-coefficient (NTC) ther-
mistors hermitically sealed in glass. These in turn are enclosed in a thin (4 mm diameter)
stainless steel shell to isolate the thermistors from pressure effects and corrosive chemicals.
The resulting probe design has proved to be rugged and stable, and provides a high
temperature sensitivity [Sass et al., 1971; Clow, 2008].
Several refinements have been made to the portable system since the 1970s when mea-
surements began in the DOI/GTN-P boreholes. To minimize weight, the early version
of the system did not have a slip-ring assembly. Temperatures were measured at fixed
depths, typically every 1.5 or 3.0 m, and the logging cable disconnected from the resistance


















Figure 4.4: Kelvin (4-wire) resistance circuit used by the USGS portable logging system.
The test current Is passes through lines 1 and 2 while the voltage drop across the probe
resistance Rs is measured using the sense lines (3, 4). Logging cables used with the portable
system are 450–900 m long. The resistance readout is located on the surface.
ments were made until the sensor approached thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
environment. A high-quality slip-ring connector was introduced to the system in 1984,
allowing measurements to be acquired while the sensor was moving continuously down-
hole; a circuit triggered the system to acquire a measurement every 30 cm. The depth and
sensor resistance measurements were automatically recorded on magnetic tape. A logging
speed of ∼ 10 cm s−1 was used with this system.
One disadvantage of the rugged probe design is the relatively slow response time
(τ ∈ 7–15 s). Given the thermal memory of the probe, a time deconvolution is required
to determine the actual temperature at any given depth from the temperature measure-
ments while the sensor is moving. To assist with the deconvolution, the resistance readout
was upgraded in 1991 enabling measurements to be triggered on even time increments
(every 2 s) while a computer provided the time of each triggering event. The primary
data stream then consisted of time, depth, and sensor resistance. The logging speed was
also reduced to 2.5–5 cm s−1 to reduce the magnitude of the deconvolution correction.
With a triggering rate of 2 s, this decreased the depth interval between measurements to
5–10 cm. An additional change aimed at improving the results of the time deconvolution
was to replace the hydraulic clutch that regulated the probe descent with a motor drive to
reduce variations in the probe’s downhole speed. The new resistance readout also offered
10 times the resolution while simultaneously reducing the test current Is by a factor of ten.
The latter feature reduced the heating of the thermistor beads during a measurement due
to the test current by 102. Utilizing another capability of the new readout, the measuring
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circuit was recalibrated before each temperature log using a set of ''standard'' resistors.
Efforts were made through the 1990s to further reduce the uncertainty of the resistance
measurements. Issues that were addressed included drift of the measurement circuitry due
to environmental changes during a log and spurious electrical noise caused by the winch
motor, the presence of the system operator, blowing snow, and other sources. By 1999,
these issues were effectively resolved by locating the resistance readout in a Faraday cage
maintained at 23± 0.5◦C for the duration of a logging experiment. The system has changed
little since that time. A complete description of the current system (Figure 4.5) and the
associated measurement uncertainties is given by Clow [2008]. Although a complete un-
certainty analysis was not done for the early version of the portable system, Sass et al. [1971]
and Lachenbruch et al. [1988a] state that the precision of the measurements was better than
0.01 K while the absolute accuracy was ''probably only a few hundredths of a degree.'' This
level of uncertainty persisted through at least 1991. The standard uncertainty of the ITS-90
temperature measurements made with the current (post-1999) logging system ranges from
3.0 mK at −60◦C to 3.3 mK at 0◦C.

















Figure 4.5: Layout of the post-1999 version of the USGS portable temperature logging
system used in arctic Alaska.
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4.3.2 Data processing
The processing of the temperature logs consists of several steps that depends on whether
the data were acquired at fixed depth intervals (pre-1984) or while the sensor was moving
continuously downhole. For the continuously obtained data, the processing steps include:
(1) correcting the measured resistances for systematic biases, (2) converting the resistances
to temperature, (3) removing noise from the signal, and (4) deconvolving the signal to
correct for the thermal memory of the probe. The last step is unnecessary for the fixed
interval data.
4.3.2.1 Resistance corrections
Several sources of systematic error exist for the temperature-sensor resistance mea-
surements. These include: (a) leakage currents between the conductors of the Kelvin
circuit due to dirt, moisture, or imperfections in the conductor insulation, (b) capacitance
effects, (c) heating of the probe due to the passage of the test current, and (d) thermal
EMFs (thermoelectric voltages). These sources are discussed in detail by Clow [2008]. The

















where Rs is the probe resistance, Rl is the interconductor resistance, C is the circuit ca-
pacitance, Is is the test current, Vemf is the sum of the thermoelectric voltages, αT is the
sensors’s temperature coefficient of resistance (αT ≡ R−1s ∂Rs/∂T), Pd is the sensor’s power
dissipation constant, T is temperature, and t is time. In an attempt to correct for the sys-
tematic biases, Eqs. (4.1)–(4.4) are applied as corrections to the resistance R˜s measured by
the logging system’s resistance readout to obtain an estimate of the temperature sensor’s
true resistance,
Rs = R˜s + (δRl + δRc + δRh − δRe). (4.5)
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Expressed in terms of temperature, these corrections are generally limited to 0.1–0.2 mK.
No attempt was made to correct the pre-1991 resistance measurements because the mag-
nitude of the corrections is less than the resolution of the pre-1991 resistance readout.
4.3.2.2 Resistance-to-temperature conversion
Prior to borehole logging experiments, each sensor is calibrated in a temperature cali-
bration bath at the USGS. A standard platinum resistance thermometer (SPRT) certified by
the US National Institute of Standards and Technology is used as the calibration standard.
Before 1991, the calibration data for each sensor were fit to the equation proposed by Swartz
[1954],
T = a0
a1 + log Rs
− a2 (4.6)
in the manner described by Sass et al. [1971]. Using the best-fit values for the calibration
constants (a0, a1, a2), the sensor resistances Rs obtained during a logging experiment are
converted to temperature T .
In 1992, a multiyear effort to upgrade certain aspects of the USGS temperature calibra-
tion facility was initiated. These upgrades included a higher quality SPRT, a more sensitive
and stable SPRT resistance readout, and a temperature calibration bath with a more stable
and uniform temperature field that was also capable of reaching much colder temperatures
(−60◦C). In conjunction with these changes, the calibration function used to fit the higher
quality data was changed to,
T −1 = a0 + a1(ln Rs) + a2(ln Rs)2 + a3(ln Rs)3, (4.7)
where a0, a1, a2, and a3 are now the calibration constants and T is expressed in Kelvin. This
4-term function offered a more precise fit to the calibration data, particularly below 0◦C.
Equation (4.7) is an extension of the often used 3-term Steinhart–Hart equation [Steinhart
and Hart, 1968] which proved inadequate for our purposes. Figure 4.6 shows sample
calibration data and the resulting 4-term calibration fit for one of the USGS temperature
sensors.
4.3.2.3 Denoising
Since the deconvolution step amplifies noise by up to an order of magnitude at periods
less than 3–4 probe time constants (45–60 s for the DOI/GTN-P borehole records), it is
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σ = 0.183 mK
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: Sample calibration data over the range −40 to −2◦C for one of the USGS
temperature sensors (T01-01) along with the best-fit 4-term calibration function (a). Panel
(b) shows the residuals from the calibration fit. In this example, the standard deviation of
the calibration residuals is 0.183 mK.
essential to remove as much of the high- and mid-frequency noise as possible before
attempting to deconvolve the data. Three different types of noise need to be considered for
the DOI/GTN-P temperature records: (1) outliers due to a sudden change in the electric
field surrounding the measuring circuit (pre-1999 measurements), (2) instrumental noise,
and (3) rapid temperature oscillations due to convection of the borehole fluid. An im-
portant consideration is that the frequency content of the climate signal present in these
temperature records changes with depth. In addition, the magnitude and frequency of
borehole convective noise is sensitive to the temperature gradient ∂T/∂z and thus also
changes with depth. Given the nature of the signal and the noise, simple band-pass
filtering cannot be used to remove the noise while still preserving the essence of the climate
signal.
For the DOI/GTN-P borehole temperature measurements, denoising is accomplished
using a discrete wavelet analysis [Strang and Nguyen, 1996]. Wavelet denoising allows
thresholds to be set so that a real signal rising above the noise can be preserved while
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noise is removed, even if they occur at the same frequency. Given the smooth nature of the
underlying temperature signal, order-3 Coiflets were selected for the analyzing wavelets;
these wavelets appear ideal for this purpose, being relatively smooth and nearly symmet-
ric. Wavelet denoising was performed at spatial scales finer than 3.4 m (periods≤ 64 s) for
the post-1991 logs, and finer than 5.0 m for the earlier continuous logs. The top and bottom
of the logs were extended slightly to minimize border distortion. During the first pass
through the wavelet denoising, data points more than 3.5 standard deviations from the
smooth denoised signal are identified as outliers and removed. As the outliers may have
distorted the denoised signal on the first pass, the outlier-free data are passed through the
wavelet denoising a second time. Figure 4.7 shows the temperature measurements and
resulting denoised signal from a portion of a representative DOI/GTN-P temperature log.
Incrementally obtained temperature logs (pre-1984) were not denoised as they contain
insufficient information to perform the kind of denoising analysis described above. In
addition, noise amplification during the deconvolution step is not a concern since these
logs do not require a temporal deconvolution.


























Figure 4.7: Portion of a sample DOI/GTN-P temperature log (Kuyanak Test Well #1, 5
August 2012). The temperature measurements T are shown in red while the denoised
signal is given by the green line. Blue line shows the deconvolved signal, which represents




The USGS temperature probes have a time constant τ of 7–15 s, depending on the ther-
mophysical properties of the fluid filling the borehole. Since τ is greater than the sampling
rate (2 s), a measurement represents an average of what the probe has experienced during
the last few time constants. More exactly, the temperature measurements T are given by
the convolution of the actual temperatures in the borehole (T) with the logging system’s




h(t− µ) T(µ)dµ. (4.8)
Given the low capacitance of the system’s measurement circuit, the system response is
dominated by the characteristics of the temperature probe. Following Nielsen and Balling
[1984], the impulse response function is taken to be,
h(t) =









, t ≥ to (4.9)
where to is the time delay before the system begins to sense a temperature change. Time
constant experiments with the USGS temperature sensors indicate to is much less than the
sampling rate [Saltus and Clow, 1994].
Recognizing that a temperature log is a finite-length discrete sampling of the actual






where n is the number of terms in the response function h. Using serial division, Eq. (4.10)
can be inverted to find the actual borehole temperatures in terms of the measurements








, i ≥ 2. (4.11)
Beginning in 1991, the temperature sensor was always allowed to reach thermal equilib-
rium at a fixed depth in the borehole fluid before beginning to move the sensor downhole.
In this case, the first value T1 is equal to the measured value T1 and we can take Ti−j = T1
when (i − j) ≤ 0 in Eq. (4.11). This procedure was generally not used for the pre-1991
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temperature logs. Rather, the temperature sensor was lowered from the surface into the
borehole fluid without pausing. The deconvolution errors for the first 60 s (3–4 τ) of these
logs are quite large. Hence, the upper few meters of the 1984–1991 logs are discarded.
Returning to Figure 4.7, we can see the relationship between the actual temperatures in
a borehole (deconvolved signal) and the measurements obtained by the logging system
for a sample DOI/GTN-P temperature log.
4.4 DOI/GTN-P borehole temperatures
4.4.1 Temperature-depth profiles
The processed temperature-depth profiles T(z) derived from the 1973–2013 DOI/GTN-
P borehole logs are shown in Figures 4.8–4.30. Digital versions of the temperature profiles
are available from the ACADIS repository [Clow, 2013]. Gaps apparent in some of the
profiles are almost entirely due to logging tool hangups. These occur when the temper-
ature sensor temporarily ''hangs'' on a borehole casing weld or other minor obstruction
and then subsequently slips by. Due to the sensor’s relatively long time constant and
uncertainties regarding the sensor’s actual location during these hangups, it is difficult to
recover the true well temperatures at these locations. The data are masked in these sections
to avoid reporting erroneous values. Since the focus of current well-monitoring efforts is
to capture climate change effects, the more recent temperature logs are generally made
only to ∼ 200 m as little temperature change is expected beyond this depth. Efforts to
occasionally log beyond 200 m will still be made in the future in an attempt to track small
changes in the base of permafrost over time.
4.4.2 Drilling disturbance
The DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells were drilled using conventional rotary drilling tech-
niques. In the process, a drilling fluid is pumped downhole through the drill pipe to the
bottom of the well to pick up the drill cuttings for return to the surface via the annulus
between the drill pipe and the borehole wall. As a result, heat is exchanged between
the circulating drill fluid and the borehole wall at a rate that depends on their relative
temperature difference and the physical properties of the two media. As the fluid tends
to take on the average temperature of the rock column penetrated by the borehole, the net
effect is to cool the lower portion of a deep borehole while the upper portion warms. After
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Figure 4.8: Temperature profiles in the Atigaru Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). Due to the dissipation of the drilling disturbance, the temperature profiles
cool progressively over time. Thus, the first log (1977-DEC-14) is the warmest of the series.
Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2007 logs are shown in the right
panel using the same color coding. Black horizontal line shows the base of permafrost.

















































Figure 4.9: Temperature profiles in the Awuna Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012 logs are shown
in the right panel.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature profiles in the Drew Point Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2003, and 2007
logs are shown in the right panel.











































Figure 4.11: Temperature profiles in the East Simpson Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012
logs are shown in the right panel.
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Figure 4.12: Temperature profiles in the East Teshekpuk Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1984, 2003, and 2007 logs















































Figure 4.13: Temperature profiles in the Echooka Unit No. 1 well, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). The temperature gradient calculated from the 2013 log is shown in the
right panel.
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Figure 4.14: Temperature profiles in the Ikpikpuk Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012 logs are
shown in the right panel.









































Figure 4.15: Temperature profiles in the J. W. Dalton Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989 and 2003 logs are












































∂T /∂z (mK m− 1)
Figure 4.16: Temperature profiles in the Koluktak Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012 logs are
shown in the right panel.




















































Figure 4.17: Temperature profiles in the Kugrua Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012 logs are shown
in the right panel.
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Figure 4.18: Temperature profiles in the Kuyanak Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1984, 2002, and 2012 logs are

















































Figure 4.19: Temperature profiles in the Lisburne Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisi-
tion date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989 and 2002 logs are shown
in the right panel.
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Figure 4.20: Temperature profiles in the Lupine Unit No. 1 well, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). The temperature gradient calculated from the 2013 log is shown in the right
panel.
















































Figure 4.21: Temperature profiles in the North Inigok Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012
logs are shown in the right panel.
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Figure 4.22: Temperature profiles in the North Kalikpik Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1984, 2003, and 2012
logs are shown in the right panel.


















































Figure 4.23: Temperature profiles in the Peard Bay Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1984, 2003, and 2012 logs are




















































Figure 4.24: Temperature profiles in the Seabee Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012 logs are shown














































∂T /∂z (mK m− 1)
Figure 4.25: Temperature profiles in the South Harrison Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2002, and 2012
logs are shown in the right panel.
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Figure 4.26: Temperature profiles in the South Meade Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1984, 2002, and 2012
logs are shown in the right panel.
















































Figure 4.27: Temperature profiles in the Tulageak Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acqui-
sition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2003, and 2007 logs are
shown in the right panel.
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Figure 4.28: Temperature profiles in the Tunalik Test Well No. 1, color-coded by acquisition
date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989, 2003, and 2012 logs are shown
in the right panel.














































Figure 4.29: Temperature profiles in the West Dease Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradient calculated from the 1989 log is shown in the
right panel.
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Figure 4.30: Temperature profiles in the West Fish Creek Test Well No. 1, color-coded by
acquisition date (left). Temperature gradients calculated from the 1989 and 2012 logs are
shown in the right panel.
cessation of drilling, temperatures in the well and surrounding rock gradually return to
the undisturbed predrilling condition. As these wells were drilled to much greater depths
(up to 6 km) than the portion that has remained accessible for temperature logging, all
the logs were acquired from the upper zone that was warmed by drilling. As a result,
the DOI/GTN-P temperature profiles exhibit a gradual cooling over time (left panels,
Figures 4.8–4.30).
Although the transfer of heat within a well during drilling is a complicated process,
the recovery of a well from the drilling disturbance can be approximated by a simple
relationship for times not too soon after well completion. If t is the time since the drill
bit first reached a given depth z and s is the duration of the drilling disturbance at that
depth (i.e., the duration of fluid circulation), then the temperature at depth z and time t
can be approximated by,





















where To(z) is the undisturbed predrilling temperature, K is the thermal conductivity of
the surrounding rock, κ is the rock’s thermal diffusivity, a is the borehole radius, and q¯l
is the mean heat-flux from the drilling fluid into the surrounding rock per unit length of
borehole [Lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959]. The validity of this expression is restricted to times
t s. If we let τ ≡ (t/s) represent dimensionless time, Eq. (4.12) can be re-expressed as,















where Fs ≡ (κs/a2) is the dimensionless source-function Fourier number. For the DOI/
GTN-P temperature logs, τ is large enough that the term of order τ−3 is negligible and
can be ignored. The second term in brackets takes into account the finite dimension of
a well and is only important when the product Fsτ2 is small. Most of the DOI/GTN-P
monitoring wells were drilled over a few months and have associated Fourier numbers Fs
in the range 100–300 while the remaining wells took roughly a year to drill and have Fs
values exceeding 1500. Given these large Fourier numbers, the second term in brackets
(Eq. 4.13) is small and can be safely ignored under the conditions for which the equation
is valid (t s).
Figure 4.31 shows the recovery of temperatures from the drilling disturbance in one of
the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells (Atigaru Test Well No. 1). The temperatures do indeed
recover in the manner predicted by Eq. (4.13) for τ > 8. The right panel of Figure 4.31
shows the evolution of the thermal drilling disturbance,
∆Td(z, τ) = T(z, τ)− To(z) (4.14)
over time. For the last log obtained in the Atigaru well (13 August 2007), the drilling
disturbance had dissipated to the extent that temperatures were within 0.03–0.05 K of the
undisturbed predrilling condition. Table 4.2 lists the drilling disturbance values (∆Td)
for all the DOI/GTN-P wells during the 1989, 2002–2003, 2007–2008, and 2012–2013 field
campaigns. With the exception of the Tunalik test well, the drilling disturbances remaining
in the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells were of order 0.1 K or less by the early 2000s. For
all but five of the wells (AWU, LBN, NIN, SBE, TLK), ∆Td was of order 0.1 K or less

























































~ 100 m  (blue)
~ 280 m  (magenta)
~ 480 m  (orange)
Figure 4.31: Recovery of temperatures from the thermal drilling disturbance at fixed
depths in the Atigaru Test Well No. 1 (left). In this case, the earliest log was obtained
at dimensionless time τ = 5.6, or ln (1 + 1/τ) = 0.16. Complete thermal recovery occurs
as ln (1 + 1/τ) approaches zero (τ → ∞). A least-squares fit to the temperature data
for times τ > 8 provides values for the undisturbed temperature profile To(z) and the
factor q¯l/(4piK) (dark blue lines). With these values, the evolution of the thermal drilling
disturbance ∆Td (right panel) can be found using Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14).
4.4.3 Latent heat effects
Many of the wells display an abnormally slow recovery for intervals within the per-
mafrost layer, particularly at small dimensionless times τ. The Echooka, J. W. Dalton,
and Seabee test wells are good examples (Figure 4.13, Figure 4.15, Figure 4.24), as is the
250 m depth in the Atigaru well (Figure 4.8). This slow recovery is attributable to latent
heat effects. While drilling a deep borehole through permafrost, interstitial ice within the
permafrost zone generally thaws in the vicinity of the well. Once the well is completed, the
thawed interstitial ice releases its latent heat upon refreezing, retarding the cooling process
as the permafrost returns to its predrilling state. Permafrost intervals showing a delayed
recovery are likely to have appreciable amounts of interstitial ice. An extensive discussion
of latent heat effects in the cold permafrost found on the Arctic Slope can be found in
Lachenbruch et al. [1982]. In warm permafrost (mean annual surface temperature > −2◦C),
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Table 4.2: Drilling disturbance ∆Td remaining in the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells at the
time of the 1989, 2002–2003, 2007–2008, and 2012–2013 field campaigns. The corresponding
dimensionless times τ are also listed.
Borehole USGS Drilling 1989 2002–2003 2007–2008 2012–2013
Code Duration τ ∆Td (K) τ ∆Td (K) τ ∆Td (K) τ ∆Td (K)
(days)
Atigaru Test Well #1 ATI 60 76 0.07–0.13 156 0.03–0.06 186 0.03–0.05 – –
Awuna Test Well #1 AWU 412 8 0.20–0.33 20 0.09–0.14 25 0.07–0.11 29 0.06–0.10
Drew Point Test Well #1 DRP 54 78 0.05–0.09 173 0.02–0.04 200 0.02–0.04 – –
East Simpson Test Well #1 ESN 44 87 0.07–0.11 195 0.03–0.05 236 0.03–0.04 278 0.03–0.04
East Teshekpuk Test Well #1 ETK 56 87 0.05–0.09 179 0.02–0.04 205 0.02–0.04 – –
Echooka Unit #1 EB1 160 – – – – – – 94 0.04–0.05
Ikpikpuk Test Well #1 IKP 442 9 0.09–0.16 20 0.04–0.07 24 0.04–0.06 28 0.03–0.05
J. W. Dalton Test Well #1 JWD 86 43 0.10–0.16 103 0.04–0.07 – – – –
Koluktak Test Well #1 KOL 24 127 0.04 326 0.01–0.02 401 0.01 477 0.01
Kugrua Test Well #1 KAG 98 43 0.13–0.16 91 0.06–0.07 113 0.05–0.06 129 0.04–0.05
Kuyanak Test Well #1 KUY 42 – – 186 0.03–0.05 229 0.03–0.04 273 0.02–0.03
Lisburne Test Well #1 LBN 344 11 0.35–0.40 25 0.12–0.18 – – – –
Lupine Unit #1 LUP 309 – – – – – – 46 0.07-0.09
North Inigok Test Well #1 NIN 45 68 0.33–0.38 175 0.13–0.15 215 0.10–0.12 256 0.09–0.10
North Kalikpik Test Well #1 NKP 40 – – 233 0.04–0.05 269 0.03–0.04 315 0.03
Peard Bay Test Well #1 PEA 73 53 0.10–0.11 123 0.04–0.05 143 0.04 168 0.03
Seabee Test Well #1 SBE 257 14 0.19–0.26 33 0.08–0.11 40 0.07–0.09 47 0.06–0.08
South Harrison Test Well #1 SOH 67 69 0.14–0.15 140 0.07–0.08 167 0.06 195 0.05
South Meade Test Well #1 SME 341 – – 26 0.06–0.11 32 0.05–0.09 37 0.04–0.08
Tulageak Test Well #1 TUL 22 140 0.03–0.05 373 0.01–0.02 439 0.01 – –
Tunalik Test Well #1 TLK 407 10 0.53–0.67 22 0.24–0.29 26 0.20–0.26 30 0.17–0.22
West Dease Test Well #1 WDS 36 96 0.05–0.08 – – – – – –
West Fish Creek Test Well #1 FCK 67 68 0.15–0.16 – – 171 0.06 193 0.05–0.06
latent heat effects in the surficial layer at the top of permafrost can strongly modulate the
response of the underlying ground to climate change [Riseborough, 1990; Romanovsky et al.,
2010]. These effects are much less important on the cold Arctic Slope.
4.4.4 Temperature gradients
Temperature gradients ∂T/∂z calculated from select temperature profiles are shown in
the right panels of Figures 4.8–4.30 for all of the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells. Except
for the upper 100 m where climate-change effects are large, the gradients primarily reflect
thermal conductivity variations with depth; thermal profiles undisturbed by latent heat
effects were used wherever possible to find the gradients. A 10 m averaging interval
was used for the gradient calculations, 2–3 times greater than the spatial scales at which
the wavelet denoising and deconvolution operate. In most cases, the thermal gradient
determined in this way shows good agreement among logs for any given well. Depths
below 100 m where the gradient ∂T/∂z between logs is disparate indicate intervals where
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one or more of the temperature profiles is less certain. Unlike nearby Prudhoe Bay, a sig-
nificant change in the temperature gradient is not observed at the base of permafrost in
the NPR-A wells or in the Lupine or Echooka test wells; the strong gradient contrast at the
base of permafrost in Prudhoe Bay has been attributed to the high porosity (∼ 39 %) of the
saturated coarse-grained materials found there [Lachenbruch et al., 1982].
4.4.5 Borehole fluid convection
The fluid in a monitoring well is expected to freely convect wherever the temperature














Here, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion for the borehole fluid, cp is its specific heat,













accounts for the effects of viscous drag within the fluid and the boundary conditions at
the wall of the borehole; ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, κ is its thermal dif-
fusivity, a is the borehole radius, γ ≡ (a/L) is the aspect ratio for convective cells of
height L, and Rac is the critical Rayleigh number. Charlson and Sani [1970, 1971] found that
the minimum (Racγ4) value at which convection will occur is 71 for perfectly insulating
side walls and 220 for perfectly conducting walls. Using the thermal properties of the
DOI/GTN-P borehole fluid (diesel oil), the radius of the boreholes (12–17 cm), and assum-
ing thermally conducting sidewalls (a reasonable assumption for these wells), the lapse
rate term is 1.44 mK m−1 while the critical potential-temperature gradient is much smaller,
0.007–0.028 mK m−1. Thus, the viscosity of the fluid and resistive drag on the walls is small
enough that the onset of convection in these wells is predominantly determined by the
lapse rate term. Considering both terms, free convection is expected to occur at all depths
where the temperature gradient exceeds 1.47 mK m−1. Except for the climate-induced
gradient reversal near the surface, the temperature gradients in these wells exceed the
value necessary for the onset of convection by more than an order of magnitude. Thus the
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form of the convective flow is expected to be fully turbulent. Analysis of the temperature
logs confirms that the borehole fluid is undergoing turbulent convection. Random tem-
perature fluctuations as large as ±10 mK associated with the turbulent eddies constitutes
the primary source of noise in the post-1999 temperature logs.
During the spring and early summer, temperature gradients typically exceed 100 mK m−1
in the upper∼ 10 m of permafrost. As a result, convection of the borehole fluid can become
so intense that the temperatures within the monitoring wells become nearly isothermal
during this period at shallow depths. Figure 4.32 shows temperatures in the Koluktak test
well monitored by a thermistor string located 5–13 m below the surface. Strong positive
temperature gradients develop near-surface by early March as the permafrost chills. By
early June, the isothermal zone extends down to 10 m in this well and then warms in
response to summer heating. By early- to mid-August, near-surface gradients weaken,
shallow convection ceases, and the isothermal zone vanishes. As most of the DOI/GTN-P
temperature logs have been acquired at about the convective transition period, many of
the logs show an isothermal section in the upper ∼ 10 m while others do not.
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Figure 4.32: Temperatures in the Koluktak Test Well No. 1 measured by a thermistor string
extending over the 5–13 m depths from 2 March through 20 July (2007); thermistor string
temperatures are displayed once per week. The thermistor string was removed from the
well and a standard borehole temperature log acquired on 22 July 2007 (black line). The
thermistor string data confirm the development of a nearly-isothermal zone in the upper
10 m of the well due to intense convection during the spring and early summer.
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4.4.6 Climate change effects
Although the temperatures in this dataset have not been corrected for the thermal
drilling disturbance, measurements acquired during the last 25 yr when the disturbance
has been small demonstrate the magnitude of permafrost warming experienced on the
Arctic Slope of Alaska since the late 1980s. Figure 4.33 shows the last four temperature
logs acquired in the Awuna test well as an example. Correcting the logs for the drilling
disturbance is a high priority as it will give a clearer picture of how near-surface tempera-
tures in permafrost have evolved in this region since the onset of the monitoring program
in 1973. A preliminary analysis of the well log data indicates a spatially variable warming
has occurred across with the Arctic Slope of Alaska, with temperature increases ranging
2–3 K at the 20-m depth since the late 1980s.
4.5 Summary
A 40 yr dataset of borehole temperature measurements from continuous permafrost in
arctic Alaska has been assembled for the period 1973–2013. The data represent the true
temperatures in the wellbores and surrounding rocks at the time of the measurements;
they have not been corrected to remove the thermal disturbance caused by drilling the






















Figure 4.33: Upper portion of the last four temperature logs from the Awuna Test Well
No. 1. Near-surface permafrost temperatures have warmed substantially at this site since
the late 1980s in response to climate change. Seasonal effects in the upper 18 m have been
removed to more clearly show the climate signal.
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wells. With a few exceptions, the drilling disturbance is estimated to have been of order
0.1 K or less by 1989. Thus, most of the temperature measurements acquired during the
last 25 yr are little affected by the drilling disturbance. The data contribute to ongoing
efforts to monitor changes in the thermal state of permafrost in both hemispheres by the
Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost (GTN-P), one of the primary subnetworks of
the Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS). In addition, the data will be useful for
refining our basic understanding of the physical conditions in near-surface materials on
the Arctic Slope of Alaska, including the thickness of permafrost and its ice content, as
well as provide important information for validating predictive models used for climate
impact assessments. The dataset may also prove useful for testing the validity of borehole
recovery models used to describe how the thermal disturbance caused by drilling dimin-
ishes over time. Such models are often used to ascertain undisturbed rock temperatures
from a series of temperature logs perturbed by drilling effects. Very few high-quality
datasets are available for testing such models, particularly in permafrost terrain. The fully
processed borehole temperature data are available online from the ACADIS repository at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5065/D6N014HK.
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CHAPTER 5







A knowledge of subsurface temperatures in sedimentary basins, fault zones, volcanic
environments, and polar ice sheets is of interest for a wide variety of geophysical applica-
tions∗. However, the process of drilling deep boreholes in these environments to provide
access for temperature and other measurements invariably disturbs the temperature field
around a newly created borehole. Although this disturbance dissipates over time, most
temperature measurements are made while the temperature field is still disturbed. Thus,
the measurements must be 'corrected' for the drilling-disturbance effect if the undisturbed
temperature field is to be determined. This paper provides compact analytical solutions for
the thermal drilling disturbance based on 1-D (radial) and 2-D (radial and depth) Green’s
functions in cylindrical coordinates. Solutions are developed for three types of boundary
conditions at the borehole wall: (1) prescribed temperature, (2) prescribed heat flux, and (3)
a prescribed convective condition. The boundary condition at the borehole wall is allowed
to vary both with depth and time. Inclusion of the depth dimension in the 2-D solution
allows vertical heat-transfer effects to be quantified in situations where they are potentially
important, that is near the earth’s surface, at the bottom of a well, and when considering
∗This chapter was originally published as: Clow, G.D. (2015), A Green’s function approach for assessing
the thermal disturbance caused by drilling deep boreholes in rock or ice, Geophys. J. Int., 230, 1877–1895,
doi:10.1093/gji/ggv415.
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finite drilling rates. The 2-D solution also includes a radial- and time-dependent bound-
ary condition at the earth’s surface to assess the impact of drilling-related infrastructure
(drilling pads, mud pits, permanent shelters) on the subsurface temperature field. Latent-
heat effects due to the melting and subsequent refreezing of interstitial ice while drilling a
borehole through ice-rich permafrost can be included in the Green’s function solution as a
moving-plane heat source (or sink) located at the solid-liquid interface. Synthetic examples
are provided illustrating the 1-D and 2-D Green’s function solutions. The flexibility of
the approach allows the investigation of thermal drilling effects in rock or ice for a wide
variety of drilling technologies. Numerical values for the required radial Green’s functions
GR are available through the Advanced Cooperative Arctic Data and Information Service
at doi:10.5065/D64F1NS6.
5.2 Introduction
A variety of technologies are currently used to drill deep (> 500 m) boreholes in rock
or ice. These include the use of rotary drills with either direct or reverse fluid circulation,
coiled tubing drills with downhole hydraulic motors, hot-water drills designed to rapidly
melt a hole through ice, and cable-suspended electromechanical and electrothermal drills
used to core through the polar ice sheets. An inevitable consequence of deep drilling is
that temperatures in the vicinity of a new borehole are always disturbed, the magnitude
of the disturbance depends on the size of the hole and the drilling method. For most tech-
nologies, the thermal disturbance is primarily due to heat exchange between the drilling
fluid and the material surrounding the hole. Other sources include: frictional heating at
the drill bit (most drills), direct injection of heat at the bottom of the hole (electrothermal
drills), frictional heating between the drill rods and the surrounding rock (rotary drills),
and heat generated by downhole motors (electromechanical and coiled tubing drills).
Although temperatures around a well eventually return to the undisturbed state, for
commercial, regulatory, or logistical reasons, borehole-temperature measurements can only
be made relatively soon after a hole is drilled in most circumstances. Thus, the measured
temperatures must be 'corrected' if the undisturbed temperature distribution in the sur-
rounding rock or ice is to be found. Undisturbed formation temperatures are of interest
for a wide range of geophysical applications, including regional heat-flow studies, model-
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ing hydrocarbon maturation in sedimentary basins, assessment of geothermal-reservoir
potential, interpretation of electric well logs, prediction of gas-hydrate stability zones,
permafrost characterization, and climate-change studies.
Several methods have been proposed for correcting borehole-temperature measure-
ments for the thermal drilling disturbance. The earliest class of methods treated the bore-
hole as an infinitely long line-source that exchanged heat with the formation at a constant
rate during the drilling phase [Bullard, 1947; Lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959]. Sˇtulc [1995]
later extended the method to consider intermittently drilled boreholes, a somewhat com-
mon situation. The main disadvantage of line-source methods is that they are only valid
for large shut-in times when the thermal recovery is insensitive to the details of the drilling
process, the finite dimension of the hole, and the contrast of thermal properties between
the formation and the borehole fluid. The approximate limit of validity is ts > 5s where s
is the duration of the heat source (provided by fluid circulation, frictional heating, or direct
heat injection) and ts is the 'shut-in' time, that is the time since the hole was completed and
the perturbing heat sources were terminated.
A second class of methods uses cylindrical-source models that were developed to better
simulate thermal recovery at the small shut-in times relevant for the acquisition of most
borehole-temperature logs. The first models in this class assumed the thermal properties of
the fluid inside the borehole to be identical to those of the surrounding medium [Middleton,
1979; Leblanc et al., 1981]. This limitation was subsequently removed with the development
of new analytical models incorporating different thermal properties inside and outside
a borehole. Due to the mathematical complexity of the cylindrical-source problem with
composite media, analytical solutions became available only for simple boundary con-
ditions (constant temperature change or constant heat flux) and these were restricted to
conditions occurring near the bottom of the hole [Lee, 1982; Shen and Beck, 1986]. Numerical
cylindrical-source models were developed in parallel to simulate the thermal recovery at
any depth in a borehole [Lee, 1982; Nielsen et al., 1990]. Numerical models also allowed for
the use of time-dependent boundary conditions (BCs) at the borehole wall during drilling
[e.g., Nielsen et al., 1990]. More recently, Fomin et al. [2003] presented an approximate
analytical solution based on the generalized integral-balance method [Volkov et al., 1988]
that is less restrictive than previous analytical solutions. In addition, Fomin et al. [2003]
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utilized a convective (Robin) BC at the borehole wall following Newton’s law of cooling
instead of the commonly used temperature or heat-flux BC. A third class of methods is
represented by the spherical-source model advanced by Ascencio et al. [1994]. This model
attempts to simulate radial and vertical heat flow near the bottom of a well by assuming
a spherically symmetric source at the bottom of the hole. This model was specifically
developed to aid in the interpretation of bottom hole temperatures and is inappropriate
for conditions higher up in a borehole.
Despite the large number of drilling-disturbance models currently available, accurately
determining undisturbed formation temperatures remains a technical challenge, especially
for small shut-in times [Andaverde et al., 2005; Bassam et al., 2010; Espinoza-Ojeda et al., 2011;
Wong-Loya et al., 2012]. Modern numerical methods are capable of simulating all the princi-
pal heat flow mechanisms involved in the thermal recovery of a borehole and surrounding
medium from the drilling disturbance. However, given the large number of parameters
that must typically be specified in these models, it is often difficult to gain physical insight
into which variables are most important and the interaction between them. In addition, the
values for many of these parameters are often poorly known. Analytic solutions provide
a clearer view of the principal physical controls, their evaluation is generally faster and
potentially more accurate than solving the heat-transfer problem numerically, and are
essential for testing complex numerical codes. The main difficulty with analytical models
is finding the solution, which can be a significant challenge for all but the simplest cases.
Given the continued value of analytic solutions, the aim of this paper is to present
a general solution for the thermal recovery of the medium outside a borehole that en-
compasses a broad range of situations. Green’s functions (GFs) are used to solve the
transient thermal problem which leads to solutions in a very compact form. Although heat
transfer is predominantly radial for the drilling-disturbance problem, vertical effects can
also be important near the earth’s surface, at the bottom of a well, and when considering
finite-drilling rates [Lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959; Shen and Beck, 1986]. To connect with
earlier work and to treat vertical heat-transfer effects, both 1-D (pure radial) and 2-D
(radial and depth) cylindrical-source solutions are presented. Three boundary conditions
are considered at the borehole wall, all of which can be time- and depth-dependent: (i) pre-
scribed temperature, (ii) prescribed heat flux, and (iii) a prescribed convective condition.
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This flexibility is intended to allow the investigation of drilling effects for a wide range
of drilling technologies, none of which are likely to result in a steady BC at the borehole
wall for the entire drilling cycle (e.g., Figure 5.1). With this approach, it is assumed the BC
at the borehole wall can be specified from borehole-temperature monitoring experiments,
determined using geophysical inverse methods [e.g., Nielsen et al., 1990], or through the
use of an auxiliary model such as an engineering wellbore thermal simulator [Garcia et al.,
1998; Espinosa et al., 2000; Szarka and Bobok, 2012]. The primary difficulty with the Green’s
function (GF) approach is finding the appropriate Green’s function. Once the GF has been
found, it is relatively straightforward to solve the thermal problem for different initial
conditions, boundary conditions, and heat-production functions.
5.3 General temperature solution
To consider boreholes drilled in rock or moving ice, we begin with the advection-
diffusion equation,















Figure 5.1: Fluid temperatures inside the drill pipe (blue lines) and in the annulus between
the pipe and the formation (red lines) for a hypothetical well drilled to 3000 m with a
rotary drill based on the Szarka and Bobok [2012] wellbore model. Solid lines show the
temperatures when the drill has penetrated to 1000, 2000, and 3000 m. Temperatures in the
annulus are relatively constant for the first 1000 m of drilling and then steadily increase as
the drill penetrates to depths warmer than the fluid injection temperature (+10◦C in this
simulation). Fluid circulation continues for 6 hours after drilling is completed to condition





= ∇ · K∇T(r, t) − ρcpv(r) · ∇T(r, t) + g(r, t) (5.1)
describing heat-transfer in the medium surrounding the hole. Here T is temperature, t is
time, r is the vector location, ρ is the density of the medium, cp is its specific heat, K is the
thermal conductivity, and v is the velocity. The first term on the right hand side of eq. (5.1)
represents heat diffusion, the second term represents heat advection, and the third term
g(r, t) represents any heat production sources that may be present. Potential heat sources
include the decay of radioactive isotopes in rock, strain heating in ice, and latent-heat
effects associated with the melting and refreezing of interstitial ice while drilling boreholes
through permafrost. The advection term can be ignored when the rate of temperature
change due to the drilling disturbance satisfies (∂T/∂t)  v · ∇T. Using the Dansgaard
and Johnsen [1969] model to describe the horizontal and vertical velocities in an ice sheet,
v · ∇T is found to be less than 10−10 K s−1 except near ice streams and within 10% of the
edge of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets. Thus in most circumstances, ice advection
can be ignored during the time of interest (first few decades after a borehole is drilled)
and the transient drilling disturbance can be treated as a pure conduction problem. If
we further assume the medium outside the borehole is homogeneous and isotropic, the
























G(r, t |r′, t′) g(r′, t′) dV ′dt′, (5.2)
when a prescribed heat flux or convective condition occurs on the bounding surfaces Si
of volume V [O¨zis¸ik, 1980]. The first term on the right hand side of (5.2) describes the
thermal effect of the initial condition F(r), the second term is the thermal effect due to
the boundary conditions fi(r, t) on surfaces Si, and the third term is the effect of the heat-
production function g(r, t); κ is the thermal diffusivity. The Green’s function G(r, t | r′, t′) is
the thermal response at location r and time t due to an instantaneous heat source released
at time t′ at location r′. It can also be interpreted as the weighting function acting on g(r′, t′)
needed to find the thermal effect at (r, t) due to the heat-production function. Similarly,
G(r, t | r′, t′)|t′=0 is the weighting function acting on F(r′) needed to find the thermal effect
at (r, t) due to the initial temperature field, and G(r, t | r′, t′)|r′=ri is the weighting function
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acting on fi(r′, t′) needed to find the thermal effect at (r, t) due to the boundary condition
on surface Si. The second term in (5.2) takes a slightly different form for any boundaries Sj
























G(r, t |r′, t′) g(r′, t′) dV ′dt′. (5.3)
To complete the mathematical description of the transient thermal problem, the initial
condition is,
T(r, t)|t=0 = F(r), (5.4)
while the three BCs considered in this paper are,






= fi(r, t) Neumann, prescribed heat flux (Q-BC) (5.6)





= hi Tf = fi(r, t). Robin, convective condition (C-BC) (5.7)
For the convective BC, we specify the heat-transfer coefficient hi across the fluid boundary-
layer adjacent to boundary Si and the fluid temperature Tf outside the boundary layer.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the problem domain for the drilling-disturbance problem. Surface S1
refers to the borehole wall while S2 refers to the earth’s surface.
5.3.1 One-dimensional radial temperatures
Before presenting the complete 2-D solution to the drilling-disturbance problem, we
consider just the radial aspects. For simplicity, the initial condition F(r, t) and heat-
production function g(r, t) are assumed to be axisymmetric about the borehole. Without
the vertical and azimuthal dependencies, the problem reduces to a 1-D semi-infinite
problem in cylindrical coordinates. To provide greater insight into the interaction between
variables, we express the Green’s function and associated temperature solution in terms of
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the problem domain, boundary surfaces S1 and S2, and the coor-
dinate system convention; ζ is the dimensionless radial distance while η is dimensionless
depth.







where a is the borehole radius. A dimensionless version of the radial Green’s function
(indicated in boldface) is defined by,
GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) = a2 GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) . (5.10)
Given the single boundary surface (the borehole wall), the temperature solution at radial
location ζ and time τ can be expressed as a linear combination of three terms,
T(ζ, τ) = Tic(ζ, τ) + Tbc(ζ, τ) + Tg(ζ, τ) , (5.11)
in which Tic is the thermal effect of the initial temperature field, Tbc is the effect of the
boundary condition at the borehole wall, and Tg is the heat-production effect. Based on

































GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) g(ζ ′, τ′) ζ ′dζ ′ dτ′ (5.14)
for the 1-D radial problem in dimensionless coordinates.
The radial Green’s function GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) appearing in the temperature terms (5.12)–
(5.14) can be found using the procedure outlined in O¨zis¸ik [1980] by (i) solving the ho-
mogeneous version of eq. (5.1) for the semi-infinite 1-D radial problem without advection
using separation of variables, (ii) expressing the solution in the form of eq. (5.12) so that
GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|τ′=0 can be identified (T = Tic since Tg and Tbc are zero for the homoge-
neous version of the problem), and (iii) replacing τ with (τ− τ′) in GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′))|τ′=0 to
find GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′). Following this procedure, the radial GF is found to be,






2 (τ−τ′) Ro(χ, ζ) R∗o (χ, ζ ′) χ dχ, (5.15)
where χ is a dimensionless integration parameter. O¨zis¸ik [1980] provides expressions
for the radial function Ro and normalization integral N for each of the three boundary
conditions (5.5)–(5.7) in terms of radial coordinate r. Dimensionless versions of these
functions involving combinations of Bessel functions of the first and second kind, Jν(χζ)
and Yν(χζ), are given in Table 5.1. To incorporate the effects of convective heat transfer,
the dimensionless Biot number Bi = (hi a/K) appears in the Ro(χ, ζ) and N(χ) expressions
for the convective BC.
If the temperature is prescribed at the borehole wall, the derivative ∂GR/∂ζ ′ must also
be known to find the temperature at (ζ, τ). Defining a new radial function,
R1(χ, ζ) = Y1(χζ) Jo(χ) − J1(χζ)Yo(χ) , (5.16)
the derivative is,
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Table 5.1: Radial function Ro(χ, ζ) and associated normalization integral N(χ) for the
three types of boundary condition at the borehole wall.
BC Type Ro(χ, ζ) N(χ)
Prescribed temperature Jo(χζ)Yo(χ)−Yo(χζ) Jo(χ) J2o (χ) +Y2o (χ)
Prescribed heat flux Jo(χζ)Y1(χ)−Yo(χζ) J1(χ) J21(χ) +Y21 (χ)
Convective condition Jo(χζ) [χY1(χ) + Bi Yo(χ)] [χJ1(χ) + Bi Jo(χ)]
2









2(τ−τ′) Ro(χ, ζ) R∗1(χ, ζ
′) χ2 dχ . (5.17)
Given the complexity of the integrands, (5.15) and (5.17) must be integrated numerically
to find the radial Green’s function GR and its derivative ∂GR/∂ζ ′. Because of the Bessel
functions, Ro(χ, ζ) oscillates rapidly when χ > 1/ζ, posing a considerable challenge for
accurately determining the integrals when the time difference ∆τ = (τ− τ′) is small; when
∆τ is large, the exponential time term in the integrands effectively damps the oscillations.
Performing the integration in a piecewise fashion between the zeros of Ro(χ, ζ) can be used
to successfully resolve the integration difficulties for small ∆τ.
As expected, in the small-time limit (∆τ < 0.1) the radial GF is greatest in the im-
mediate vicinity of ζ (Figure 5.3). As the time difference ∆τ = (τ − τ′) increases, GR
becomes increasingly broad, reflecting the fact that the temperature at location ζ depends
on F(ζ ′) and g(ζ ′, τ′) over an increasingly large range of radial distances. The Green’s
function GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) for the convective condition at the borehole wall reduces to the
prescribed temperature GF in the limit Bi  1 (compare Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3c) and
to the prescribed heat-flux GF when Bi  1 (Figure 5.3b and Figure 5.3d). Evaluating
GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) at τ′ = 0 provides the GF term appearing in the initial-condition effect Tic
(eq. 5.12, Figure 5.4). The GF term appearing in the boundary-condition effect Tbc (eq. 5.13)
exhibits a maximum when ∆τ ≈ (ζ2/6) regardless of the type of BC (Figure 5.5). Thus, the
thermal response at radial location ζ is most sensitive to the BCs occurring on the borehole
wall at a time ∆τ ≈ (ζ2/6) prior to the evaluation time τ. Although the GF term appearing
in Tbc for the prescribed temperature and convective BCs are quite different, [∂GR/∂ζ ′]ζ ′=1






































































































(c) Convective BC, Bi = 10






































(d) Convective BC, Bi = 0.01
















Figure 5.3: Radial Green’s function GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) at radial location ζ = 3. Panel (a)
shows GR for a prescribed temperature condition at the borehole wall, (b) shows GR for a
prescribed heat-flux BC, while (c) and (d) show GR for a convective BC with Biot numbers
Bi = 10 and Bi = 0.01, respectively.
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(c) Convective BC, Bi = 10
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Figure 5.4: Radial Green’s function term GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|τ′=0 appearing in the initial con-
dition effect Tic (eq. 5.12) at radial location ζ = 3 and times τ ranging from 0.01 to 105.
Panel (a) shows the Green’s function for a prescribed temperature condition at the borehole
wall, (b) shows the GF for a prescribed heat-flux BC, while (c) and (d) show the GF for a
convective BC with Biot numbers Bi = 10 and Bi = 0.01, respectively.
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(c) Convective BC , Bi = 10
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Figure 5.5: Radial Green’s function term appearing in the boundary condition effect Tbc
(eq. 5.13) at radial locations ζ ∈ (1, 128). Panel (a) shows [∂GR/∂ζ ′]ζ ′=1 for a prescribed
temperature condition at the borehole wall, (b) shows GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 for a prescribed
heat-flux BC, while (c) and (d) show GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 for a convective BC with Biot
numbers Bi = 10 and Bi = 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 5.5c) while the magnitudes differ by a factor of Bi.
5.3.2 One-dimensional vertical temperatures
The vertical aspects of the drilling disturbance are treated as a 1-D semi-infinite prob-
lem with a single boundary at the earth’s surface where a prescribed temperature condition
is assumed to occur. The development of the vertical solution is very similar to that used
to find the 1-D radial solution in Section 5.3.1. For the radial problem, the borehole radius
a is the natural length scale. The vertical dimension lacks such a clear-cut scale. We simply
let L be the vertical length scale, allowing it to be set by the depth of the annual thermal
wave, the total depth of the borehole, or by a convenient scaling number such as 10 m. The













and a dimensionless version of the vertical GF (indicated in boldface) by,
GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) = L GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) . (5.20)
Dimensionless time τ is defined in the same way as for the radial problem (eq. 5.9). With
a single boundary, the temperature solution at dimensionless depth η and time τ is,























GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) g(η′, τ′) dη′dτ′. (5.24)
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Following the procedure outlined by O¨zis¸ik [1980], the vertical GF is found to be,









(τ−τ′) Z(χ, η) Z∗(χ, η′) dχ. (5.25)
Consideration of the homogeneous problem shows that the depth function and normal-
ization integral are Z(χ, η) = sin(χη) and N(χ) = pi/2, respectively, for a prescribed
temperature BC. With these simple functions, (5.25) can be solved analytically for the
Green’s function,







































We now develop the general 2-D solution to the drilling-disturbance problem in cylin-
drical coordinates. Given the existence of two boundary surfaces, the complete solution is
a superposition of four terms,
T(ζ, η, τ) = Tic(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc1(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc2(ζ, η, τ) + Tg(ζ, η, τ), (5.28)
 
 


















(a) Depth η = 1


































(b) Depth η = 10














Figure 5.6: Vertical Green’s function GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) for sample depths η = 1 (a) and η = 10
(b). The ratio of the vertical and radial length scales α is assumed to be 100 in this example.
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that involve a 2-D Green’s function GRZ(ζ, η, τ | ζ ′, η′, τ′). For the axisymmetric cylindrical
coordinate system, GRZ can be obtained very simply as the product of the 1-D GFs derived
in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, GRZ = GR · GZ, with the restriction that the heat-transfer
coefficient hi must be a constant for any surface Si having a convective BC [Beck et al.,
1992]. Starting with eqs (5.2) and (5.3), transforming to dimensionless coordinates, and
separating the 2-D GF into its 1-D components, the four terms in (5.28) are,
Tic(ζ, η, τ) =
∞∫
ζ ′=1
GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|τ′=0
∞∫
η′=0
GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′)|τ′=0 F(ζ ′, η′) dη′ ζ ′dζ ′ (5.29)
















GR(ζ, τ|ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1
∞∫
η′=0
GZ(η, τ|η′, τ′) f1(η′, τ′)dη′dτ′ Q-BC, C-BC
(5.30)












GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) f2(ζ ′, τ′) ζ ′dζ ′ dτ′ T-BC (5.31)







GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)
∞∫
η′=0
GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) g(ζ ′, η′, τ′) dη′ ζ ′dζ ′dτ′. (5.32)
Equations (5.28)–(5.32) provide the general solution to the 2-D temperature-transient prob-
lem in cylindrical coordinates.
5.4 One-dimensional radial disturbance
5.4.1 Green’s function-based thermal disturbance
In this section we focus on the radial aspects of the drilling disturbance, the dominant
mode of the thermal disturbance in most situations. The initial condition F(ζ, η) is set at
a time prior to the onset of drilling and is thus equivalent to the undisturbed temperature
field. Unless a borehole is drilled in a very special topographic location (e.g., the top of
a mountain), the initial temperature distribution is unlikely to have a significant radial
dependence. We are thus reasonably safe assuming that the initial temperature field is
independent of ζ and can be regarded as a constant (Fη) at any depth η. The radial
temperature disturbance caused by drilling is then defined by the difference between the
temperature at time τ and the initial undisturbed value,
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∆Td(ζ, τ) = T(ζ, τ) − Fη . (5.33)
To proceed, we assume the BC at the borehole wall (surface S1) can be expressed in one of
the following forms for the three types of BCs,
f1(τ) =

T(τ)|S1 = Fη + ∆T? θ(τ) T-BC
q(τ)|S1 = q? ϑ(τ) Q-BC
h Tf (τ) = h
[




Thus for a prescribed temperature BC, the temperature change at the borehole wall is given
by the product of a scaling temperature ∆T? that describes the characteristic magnitude
of the change and a dimensionless function θ(τ) that encapsulates the time-dependence.
Similarly, q? is a scaling heat flux while ϑ(τ) and ϕ(τ) are dimensionless functions de-
scribing the time-dependence of the heat flux and convective BCs. The thermal effect
due to boundary condition f1(τ) then consists of two components, one due to the initial
temperature field and the other due to the drilling disturbance,
Tbc(ζ, τ) = Tbco(ζ, τ) + Tbc∆(ζ, τ). (5.35)
















GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 dτ′. C-BC
(5.36)
Next, we separate the heat-production function into its short- and long-term components,
g(ζ, τ) = gs(ζ, τ) + gl(ζ, τ). (5.37)
Here, the short-term component gs(ζ, τ) operates on timescales less than or comparable
to that associated with the drilling disturbance (τd) while the timescale for the long-term
component gl(ζ, τ) is much greater than τd. Radiogenic heating in rock and basal shear
heating in ice are examples of sources that would contribute to gl while latent-heat effects
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in permafrost would contribute to gs. The thermal effect due to the heat-production term
(5.14) can then be separated into its short- and long-term components,
Tg(ζ, τ) = Tgs(ζ, τ) + Tgl(ζ, τ). (5.38)
With the BC in the form of (5.34), we are able to examine the solution to simple steady-state
problems using the general 1-D radial temperature solution (5.11)–(5.14). This examination
yields the following useful relationship that holds for all three types of boundary condi-
tion,
Fη = Tic(ζ, τ) + Tbco(ζ, τ) + Tgl(ζ, τ) . (5.39)
Substituting (5.34)–(5.39) into the 1-D radial temperature solution, the radial drilling dis-
turbance is found to consist of two terms, one due to the thermal effect of the disturbance
at the borehole wall and the other due to the effect of short-term heat production,
∆Td(ζ, τ) = Tbc∆(ζ, τ) + Tgs(ζ, τ) . (5.40)
As expected, the drilling disturbance is independent of all terms related to the initial
condition and to long-term heat production. The thermal effect due to the disturbance




















GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 ϕ(τ′) dτ′. C-BC
(5.41)
A borehole drilled into ice-rich permafrost may constitute a situation for which the
short-term heat-production term gs(ζ, τ) is important. In this case, it is common for the
interstitial ice to melt near the borehole while it is being drilled and then refreeze during
the recovery phase. The phase change can be treated as a moving-plane heat source (or
sink) located at the solid-liquid interface [O¨zis¸ik, 1980]. For the 1-D radial case, the moving
source can be expressed by,
gs(ζ, τ) =




δ[ζ − σ(τ)], (5.42)
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where φ is the porosity, ρi is the density of ice, L f is the latent heat of fusion for ice, Sr
is the fractional saturation of the pores, σ(τ) is the location of the phase boundary (in
dimensionless radial coordinates), and δ is the Dirac delta function. Substituting gs(ζ, τ)
into (5.14), the short-term heat production effect for permafrost is,
Tgs(ζ, τ) =








This expression can also be used to estimate the thermal effect of the moving-phase bound-
ary at the edge of hot-water holes drilled into glaciers and ice sheets by letting Srφ = 1.
The remaining unknown, the location of the phase-boundary σ(τ), can be found from the
condition that on the interface,
Tm = Fη + Tbc∆(σ, τ) + Tgs(σ, τ), (5.44)
where Tm is the melting temperature.
When the short-term heat production effect Tgs is negligible, eqs (5.40) and (5.41) show
that the magnitude of the radial drilling disturbance ∆Td is directly related to ∆T? for the
prescribed temperature BC, to (a q?/K) for the prescribed heat-flux BC, and to (Bi∆T?)
for the convective BC. The dissipation of the disturbance ∆Td over time is directly related
to the integral of the dimensionless functions θ(τ), ϑ(τ), ϕ(τ) over time, weighted by
the appropriate GF (or ∂GR/∂ζ ′ for a prescribed temperature BC). These relationships are
more complicated in situations where a significant heat-production term gs(ζ, τ) exists
such as in ice-rich permafrost.
5.4.2 Applications
We illustrate the radial drilling disturbance with three synthetic examples, all of which
involve time-dependent BCs. For the pure radial models presented in this section, we let
τ = 0 when the drill bit first reaches the depth of interest. During the recovery phase, the
time since borehole completion is δτ = (τ − τs) where τs is the duration of drilling and
circulation.
5.4.2.1 Uniformly drilled borehole
The first example (model UNI) focuses on conditions at the 500-m depth while drilling
a 23.2-cm diameter borehole to 3000 m using a conventional rotary drill with direct fluid
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circulation. Drilling at a uniform rate (50 m day−1), the borehole is completed in 60
days. To estimate the fluid temperatures in the annulus between the drill pipe and the
borehole wall, we use the Szarka and Bobok [2012] wellbore model for the entire drilling
process. Necessary parameters include the temperature of the fluid entering the drill pipe
at the surface (Te), the pumping rate p, the formation surface temperature Fo, and the
formation temperature gradient Γ. For this example, these parameters are set to Te = 10◦C,
p = 378 liters min−1, Fo = −10◦C, and Γ = 30 K km−1. Fluid temperatures at 500
m are initially 3.38 K warmer than the undisturbed formation temperature Fη when the
drill bit first passes through this zone, they cool slightly over the next 2 days as drilling
continues through formation rock cooler than Te, and then they warm substantially, ulti-
mately becoming 11.30 K warmer than the formation temperature on day 60 when drilling
is completed and circulation ends (Figure 5.1). The temperature difference Tf (τ) − Fη
is then used to define ∆T? ϕ(τ) during the drilling phase assuming a convective BC at
the borehole wall (Figure 5.7a). Although the value selected for the scaling temperature
∆T? is somewhat arbitrary, we set it here to the maximum fluid temperature differential
(Tf − Fη = 11.30 K). During the recovery phase (τ > τs), the time-dependent function ϕ(τ)
is set according to the condition that the heat flux at the borehole wall is approximately
zero once the fluid circulation is terminated.
In this example the short-term heat production term gs(ζ, τ) is assumed to be zero, in
which case the radial drilling disturbance is due solely to conditions at the borehole wall
[∆Td(ζ, τ) = Tbc∆(ζ, τ)]. The thermal disturbance can then be found from the time-integral
of ϕ(τ) weighted by the radial Green’s function GR|ζ ′=1 (eq. 5.41). With a Biot number
Bi = 10, the disturbance at the wall for model UNI drops rapidly from its peak value
(11.30 K) at the termination of drilling and then follows a logarithmic decline with time
(Figure 5.8); the transition to logarithmic behavior occurs at roughly (δτ/τs) = 10. The
disturbance at the wall diminishes to 1, 0.1, and 0.01 K at approximately (δτ/τs) = 1.0,
13, 140, respectively. For a 23.2-cm diameter petroleum well, these times correspond to
50, 670, 6960 days after borehole completion assuming a nominal thermal diffusivity of
κ = 1× 10−6 m2 s−1; the corresponding times for the thermal disturbance to reach these
levels would be 22 times less for a 5-cm diameter hole due to the presence of a2 in the
definition of dimensionless time τ (eq. 5.9).
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(b) Intermittently Dri l led Borehole
↓
Figure 5.7: Dimensionless function ϕ(τ) describing the time dependence of the convective
BC in the uniformly drilled (model UNI) and intermittently drilled (model INT) radial
disturbance examples. Panel (a) shows ϕ(τ) for model UNI based on fluid temperatures
from the Szarka and Bobok [2012] wellbore model (red line). Also shown is an equivalent
'constant temperature' model (ConTF, dashed line) in which ϕ(τ) during drilling is a
constant equal to the mean ϕ-value of model UNI during this phase. Panel (b) shows
ϕ(τ) for model INT. Borehole completion occurs at dimensionless time τs = 323 for model
UNI and τs = 806 for model INT (arrows).
It is often assumed that temperatures at the borehole wall are nearly constant during
the drilling phase. To examine the impact of this assumption, the thermal disturbance for
an equivalent 'constant temperature' model (ConTF) was determined. For model ConTF,
∆T? ϕ(τ) is a constant set to yield the same mean fluid temperature Tf as model UNI
during the drilling phase; during recovery, ϕ(τ) is again set to the condition that the
heat flux is approximately zero once circulation has ended (Figure 5.7a). The ratio of
the thermal disturbance calculated with models UNI and ConTF shows that the drilling
disturbance is significantly different between the two models (up to a factor of 2) at the
onset of the recovery phase due to the timing difference of heat deposition in the formation
(Figure 5.8b). Strong differences persist between the models until (δτ/τs) ∼ 1 and then
diminish to near-zero by (δτ/τs) ∼ 10.
For a convective BC, temperatures at the borehole wall are controlled by the efficiency
of heat transfer across the fluid boundary layer adjacent to the wall and by heat con-
duction into the medium surrounding the hole. This control is incorporated into the
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Figure 5.8: Panel (a) shows the drilling disturbance at 500 m for a uniformly drilled 3000 m
borehole (model UNI, solid lines) assuming a convective BC with Biot number Bi = 10.
Dashed lines show the disturbance for the 'constant' temperature model (model ConTF).
Diagonal line indicates a logarithmic decline with time. Panel (b) shows the ratio β of
the drilling disturbance during the recovery phase calculated with time-dependent model
UNI to that determined with the constant temperature model ConTF.
GF solution through the dimensionless Biot number Bi. Large Bi values are expected
to produce wall temperatures close to the mean fluid temperature Tf and large drilling
disturbances as a consequence. This dependence on the Biot number is confirmed when
model UNI is used to calculate the drilling disturbance for a wide range of Bi numbers
(Figure 5.9a). The magnitude of the thermal disturbance reveals three different regimes: (i)
when Bi < 0.1, the magnitude of the drilling disturbance is linearly dependent on the Biot
number (Figure 5.9b). In this regime, conductive heat transfer in the formation is much
more effective than convective heat transfer across the fluid boundary layer. (ii) When
Bi > 10, the drilling disturbance is both large and insensitive to the Biot number. In this
regime, convective heat transfer in the fluid is much more efficient than conductive heat
transfer in the formation. The prescribed temperature BC corresponds to this regime in
the limit Bi → ∞. (iii) A transitional regime (0.1 < Bi < 10) occurs when both convective
and conductive heat transfer provide important controls on the wall temperature. As the
thermal conductivity is roughly the same (order of magnitude level) for most geophysical
applications, the primary controls on the Biot number are the heat-transfer coefficient of
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity of the drilling disturbance at the borehole wall to the Biot number
for model UNI (a). Panel (b) shows the magnitude of the drilling disturbance as a function
of Bi. The behavior indicates the existence of 3 regimes in the Green’s function solution:
(i) small Biot number (Bi < 0.1), (ii) large Biot number (Bi > 10), and (iii) transitional
(0.1 < Bi < 10).
the fluid (h) and the borehole radius a. Thus, the small Biot number regime (Bi < 0.1) is
likely to occur when fluid flow is laminar (or stagnant) and/or the borehole diameter is
very small. Conversely, the large Biot number regime (Bi > 10) is associated with fully
turbulent fluid flow and/or very large borehole diameters.
5.4.2.2 Intermittently drilled borehole
The second radial example is provided by model INT which is used to illustrate the
radial drilling disturbance for an intermittently drilled borehole. Model INT is the same
as UNI except that the drilling is accomplished in three distinct phases separated by two
suspension periods, resulting in a more complicated BC (Figure 5.7b). The suspensions
extend the time before the borehole is completed to τs = 806. Figure 5.10a shows the
drilling disturbance for the intermittent drilling model along with the uniformly drilled
borehole (model UNI) modified to the have the same completion time. Although the
intermittent and uniform models produce very different thermal disturbances during the
drilling phase, close to the borehole wall (ζ < 2) the disturbances are very similar (within
a few percent) during the recovery phase (Figure 5.10b). In contrast, the effect of the
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Figure 5.10: Panel (a) shows the drilling disturbance at 500 m for an intermittently drilled
borehole (model INT) using a convective BC with Bi = 10 (solid lines). Dashed lines show
the disturbance for a uniformly drilled borehole (model UNI) modified to have the same
completion time (τs = 806). Panel (b) shows the ratio β of the drilling disturbance during
the recovery phase calculated with the intermittent model INT to that determined with the
uniform model UNI.
due to the delay in propagation of the boundary signal away from the hole. The thermal
disturbance of the intermittently drilled borehole is half that of the uniformly drilled hole
in the radial zone ζ = 16 to 64, at least for recovery times (δτ/τs) < 1. The difference
between the models is smaller at greater radial distances as the details of the changes
at the borehole wall tend to be filtered by the intervening material. Although the two
models converge at large times, differences of 10–20% still exist at (δτ/τs) ∼ 100 for radial
distances ζ > 8.
5.4.2.3 Borehole drilled in ice-rich permafrost
The final radial example (model PERMA) involves drilling a 3000-m borehole through
ice-rich permafrost at a uniform rate. We use the same drilling and formation parameters
as those used for radial model UNI, although here we focus on the 200-m depth where the
undisturbed formation temperature is −4◦C. In addition, the dimensionless function ϕ(τ)
is modified slightly from model UNI so that temperatures at the borehole wall remain at
the melting point during the phase transition. In this example, the melting temperature is
assumed to be 0◦C, the porosity φ is 30%, the pores are fully saturated (Sr = 1), the thermal
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diffusivity is κ = 1× 10−6 m2 s−1, and the thermal conductivity is K = 2.2 W m−1 K−1.
Figure 5.11a shows the temperature components (Fη , Tbc∆, Tgs) shortly after the drill has
passed the 200-m depth and the relatively warm drilling fluid has caused interstitial ice to
melt near the borehole. The sum of the components (T = Fη + Tbc∆ + Tgs) is equal to the
melting temperature Tm at the phase boundary as required by eq. (5.44). In addition, the
shape of the source term Tgs(ζ, τ) guarantees that the difference between the conductive
heat fluxes on the liquid and solid sides of the phase-change interface equals the latent-heat
flux there,
q liqc − q solidc =







With the drilling and formation parameters utilized in this example, the zone of melting
continues to expand until τ = 370 which occurs shortly after the drilling and circulation
phases have concluded (τs = 361). At this time, the melt extends from the borehole wall to
radial distance ζ = 7.5 (Figure 5.11b). Interstitial water then refreezes as temperatures at
the borehole wall cool. It takes approximately 2τs for all the interstitial water to refreeze,
substantially increasing the duration of the thermal disturbance (Figure 5.11c). Comparing
the drilling disturbance for ice-rich permafrost with (model PERMA) and without (model
PERMA-noLH) latent-heat effects confirms the importance of the ice phase-change for
this material. During the recovery phase, liberation of latent heat amplifies the drilling
disturbance by up to a factor of 4 at (δτ/τs) ∼ 2 (Figure 5.11d). Although the amplification
diminishes with time, the drilling disturbance including latent-heat effects is still up to 50%
larger at (δτ/τs) = 10 and 25% larger at (δτ/τs) = 100 than it is if latent-heat effects are
neglected.
5.5 Two-dimensional drilling disturbance
5.5.1 Green’s function-based thermal disturbance
The development of expressions for the 2-D drilling disturbance is very similar to that
used for the 1-D radial disturbance in Section 5.4. Once again, the initial temperature
field is assumed to be independent of radial position so that F(ζ, η) = F(η). The drilling
disturbance is then defined by the difference between the temperature T(ζ, η, τ) and the
initial temperature field,
∆Td(ζ, η, τ) = T(ζ, η, τ) − F(η). (5.46)
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Figure 5.11: Latent-heat effects in ice-rich permafrost (model PERMA). Panel (a) shows
the temperature distribution T(ζ, τ) at τ = 16 shortly after drilling begins (black line), and
its components Fη , Tbc∆(ζ, τ), and Tgs(ζ, τ). Dashed line shows the melting temperature
Tm. The migration of the phase-change interface σ(τ) is shown in (b). Panel (c) shows
the drilling disturbance with the inclusion of latent-heat effects (∆Td = Tbc∆ + Tgs). Also
shown is the disturbance if latent-heat effects are ignored (∆Td = Tbc∆, dashed lines,
model PERMA-noLH). The ratio of the drilling disturbance with latent-heat effects to that
if latent-heat effects are neglected is shown in (d). Down-arrows in all panels indicate the
completion of the drilling and circulation phases (τ = 361) while up-arrows indicate when
the interstitial water has completely refrozen (τ = 1178).
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Boundary conditions at the borehole wall (surface S1) and earth’s surface (S2) are given by,
f1(η, τ) =

T(η, τ)|S1 = F(η) + ∆T1? θ(η, τ) T-BC
q(η, τ)|S1 = q?ϑ(η, τ) Q-BC
hTf (η, τ) = h [F(η) + ∆T1?ϕ(η, τ)] C-BC
(5.47)
f2(ζ, τ) = T(ζ, τ)|S2 = Fo + ∆T2? ω(ζ, τ) T-BC (5.48)
where ∆T1? is the characteristic magnitude of the temperature change at the borehole
wall, q? is the scaling heat flux at the wall, and θ, ϑ, ϕ are dimensionless functions de-
scribing the time- and depth-dependencies of boundary condition f1(η, τ). Construction
of drilling pads, mud pits, and permanent drilling structures disrupt the natural land-
scape and thereby create a thermal disturbance on the surface near many boreholes. This
drilling-related disturbance results from a change in the surface energy balance in the
area near the borehole due to a change in surface albedo, change in cold-season snow
depth, and other factors. Terms appearing in boundary condition f2(ζ, τ) include the
initial surface temperature Fo = F(0) and the characteristic temperature change ∆T2? of
the disturbed area. Dimensionless function ω(ζ, τ) describes the variation of the surface
disturbance with radial position and time. With BCs in the form of eqs (5.47) and (5.48),
the thermal effect due to the BCs consists of two components,
Tbc1(ζ, η, τ) = Tbc1o(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc1∆(ζ, η, τ) (5.49)
Tbc2(ζ, η, τ) = Tbc2o(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc2∆(ζ, η, τ) (5.50)
where the part due to the initial temperature field is,
















GR(ζ, τ|ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1
∞∫
η′=0
GZ(η, τ|η′, τ′)F(η′) dη′dτ′ C-BC
(5.51)












GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) ζ ′dζ ′dτ′. T-BC (5.52)
Once again the heat-production term is separated into its short- and long-term components
(g = gs + gl), resulting in a two-component thermal effect,
Tg(ζ, η, τ) = Tgs(ζ, η, τ) + Tgl(ζ, η, τ). (5.53)
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Consideration of simple 2-D steady-state problems then yields the following relationship
that holds for all three types of BCs,
F(η) = Tic(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc1o(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc2o(ζ, η, τ) + Tgl(η). (5.54)
Substitution of (5.47)–(5.54) into the general 2-D temperature solution (5.28)–(5.32) yields
the 2-D drilling disturbance which is now found to consist of three terms,
∆Td(ζ, η, τ) = Tbc1∆(ζ, η, τ) + Tbc2∆(ζ, η, τ) + Tgs(ζ, η, τ). (5.55)
The thermal effect due to the heating (or cooling) at the borehole wall (Tbc1∆) and that due
to the drilling-related disturbance on the earth’s surface (Tbc2∆) are given by,
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GR(ζ, τ|ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1
∞∫
η′=0
GZ(η, τ|η′, τ′) ϕ(η′, τ′)dη′dτ′ C-BC
(5.56)












GR(ζ, τ|ζ ′, τ′)ω(ζ ′, τ′)ζ ′dζ ′dτ′. T-BC (5.57)
5.5.2 Two-dimensional applications
To illustrate the potential impact of vertical heat flow in the drilling-disturbance prob-
lem, we return to the first example of Section 5.4.2 (model UNI), i.e., drilling a 23.2-cm
diameter borehole to 3000 m in 60 days using a conventional rotary drill. A convective
condition is assumed to exist at the borehole wall. For the 2-D problem, we let τ = 0 when
the drill bit first penetrates the earth’s surface. With this convention, drilling is completed
and circulation terminated at τs = 387 (60 drilling days + 6 hours of fluid circulation for
well conditioning). Using L = 10 m for the vertical length scale, the maximum borehole
depth is η = 300 and the ratio α = (L/a) is 86. As with other drilling technologies,
the function ϕ(η, τ) representing conditions along the borehole wall is a strong function
of both depth and time for this rotary drilling example (Figure 5.12a). Using the same
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Figure 5.12: Panel (a) shows the dimensionless function ϕ(η, τ) representing conditions
along the borehole wall for the 2-D applications presented in Section 5.5.2 based on fluid
temperatures estimated with the Szarka and Bobok [2012] wellbore model. Drilling and
formation parameters are the same as for model UNI (Section 5.4.2). Panel (b) shows a
snapshot of the thermal drilling disturbance surrounding the well at τ = 390 shortly after
borehole completion (τs = 387), assuming a convective BC with Biot number Bi = 10.
during drilling between the surface and η = 130, and cool at greater depths, as a result of
the temperature contrast between the circulating drill fluid and the surrounding medium
(Figure 5.12b). Thereafter, temperatures relax back to the initial state.
To assess the significance of vertical heat-transfer effects, we examine the ratio of the
drilling disturbance found using the 2-D formulation (eqs 5.55–5.57) with that considering
only the radial effects (eqs 5.40–5.43),




Vertical effects are negligible when βz ≈ 1. Focusing solely on the disturbance due to
heating and cooling at the borehole wall, we assume in this section that the boundary at
the earth’s surface remains undisturbed (∆T2? = 0) and the source term gs(ζ, η, τ) is zero.
In this case, βz reduces to,
βz(ζ, η, τ) =
τ∫
τ′=0
GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1
 ∞∫
η′=0




GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 ϕ(η, τ′) dτ′
(5.59)
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for a convective BC and to similar expressions for the other two types of boundary con-
dition. By inspection, vertical effects arise from the integral of ϕ(η, τ) along the borehole
wall weighted by the vertical Green’s function GZ (term in brackets). In the special case
where ϕ is independent of depth, the term in brackets can be solved analytically and (5.59)
reduces to,
βz(ζ, η, τ) =
τ∫
τ′=0






















GR(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′)|ζ ′=1 ϕ(τ′) dτ′
(5.60)
where ηm is the maximum depth of the borehole. This expression reveals the following
limits,
βz(ζ, η, τ) =











1/2 η = ηm .
(5.61)
Thus strong vertical heat-transfer effects are expected near the earth’s surface (η = 0) due
to the presence of the upper boundary and near the bottom of the borehole (ηm) due to
the finite depth of drilling; τo is the time when the drill reaches depth η. We emphasize
that expression (5.60) results strictly from the geometry of the problem encapsulated by the
vertical Green’s function GZ and does not consider the additional effect due to ϕ-variations
along the borehole wall. Nevertheless, it indicates where strong vertical effects are likely
to occur.
5.5.2.1 Thermal disturbance near the earth’s surface
Information contained in temperature profiles at shallow depths is often used in cli-
mate studies, either to infer the magnitude of climate changes over the recent past (last few
centuries) or to document the rate at which the earth’s surface is currently warming. Thus,
consideration of vertical heat-transfer effects near the earth’s surface is potentially impor-
tant when correcting borehole-temperature measurements for the drilling disturbance.
Near the earth’s surface, βz values determined with the exact expression (5.59) confirm
that vertical heat-transfer effects are small (βz ≈ 1, Figure 5.13) and hence can be ignored
at depths η greater than 4
√
τ − τo/α as suggested by the limits in (5.61). However vertical
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Figure 5.13: Ratio (βz) of the drilling disturbance found using the 2-D formulation near
the earth’s surface with that considering only the radial effects. Panels (a) and (b) show βz
profiles at radial distances ζ = 8 and 64, respectively, based on the exact expression (5.59).
Dashed lines show βz profiles calculated with the approximate expression that ignores
ϕ-variations along the borehole wall (eq. 5.60).
effects are substantial at shallower depths, diminishing the drilling disturbance to zero at
η = 0. Profiles of βz calculated with the expression ignoring vertical ϕ-variations (eq. 5.60)
are within a few percent of those calculated with the exact expression except close to the
borehole very near the earth’s surface (ζ < 16, η < 0.3, Figure 5.13), demonstrating that
the dominant source of vertical heat-transfer effects near the earth’s surface is the geometry
of the problem domain (i.e., the presence of the upper boundary).
Translating the results to dimensional depths, vertical heat-transfer effects are signifi-
cant at depths less than 20 m one year after well completion for the 3000 m rotary-borehole
example. This is probably of little consequence as the affected depths are entirely embed-
ded within the zone of strong seasonal change. However, large boreholes similar to the one
emulated by this example have been used to monitor contemporary climate change for the
last 40 years [Clow, 2014]. Ten years after these wells were drilled, vertical heat-transfer
significantly affected the drilling disturbance from the surface to the 70 m depth. After
40 years, the drilling disturbance was significantly affected to the 140 m depth. As this
range of depths encompasses those of interest for climate change studies, the 2-D drilling
disturbance equations accounting for vertical heat-transfer effects should be utilized in
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these studies.
5.5.2.2 Thermal disturbance near the bottom of a borehole
The situation near the bottom of the example borehole is quite dynamic with ϕ(η, τ)
and the duration of fluid circulation varying rapidly with depth (Figure 5.12a). As a result,
the expression for βz ignoring ϕ-variations along the borehole wall (eq. 5.60) provides
only a rough approximation to the exact solution (5.59). This is particularly true as time
proceeds as the temperature at any location (ζ, η) depends on conditions along a greater
extent of the borehole wall (the Green’s function GZ broadens with time). Results based
on the exact expression confirm that vertical heat-transfer effects are important at heights
∆η = (ηm − η) < 4√τ − τo/α above the bottom and that they reduce the drilling dis-
turbance by half in the limit η → ηm (Figure 5.14). Thus for the 3000-m rotary borehole,
vertical effects are important up to 5 m above the bottom 15 days (δτ = 100) after well
completion and up 15 m above the bottom 155 days (δτ = 1000) after well completion.














(a) βz(8 , η , τ ) near borehole bottom
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(b) βz(32 , η , τ )
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Figure 5.14: Ratio (βz) of the drilling disturbance found using the 2-D formulation near the
bottom of a borehole with that considering only the radial effects. Panels (a) and (b) show
βz as a function of height above bottom at radial distances ζ = 8 and 32, respectively, based
on the exact expression (5.59). Also shown are βz profiles calculated with the expression
ignoring ϕ-variations along the borehole wall (eq. 5.60, dashed lines).
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5.6 Summary and conclusions
Analytical solutions for the thermal disturbance caused by drilling deep boreholes in
rock or ice have been developed in 1-D (radial) and 2-D (radial and depth) cylindrical
coordinates using a Green’s function approach. Solutions are developed for three types
of boundary conditions at the borehole wall: (i) prescribed temperature (Dirichlet), (ii)
prescribed heat flux (Neumann), and (iii) a prescribed convective condition (Robin). These
boundary conditions are allowed to be both depth- and time-dependent. Inclusion of the
depth dimension in the 2-D solution allows vertical heat-transfer effects to be quantified in
situations where they are potentially important, i.e., near the earth’s surface, at the bottom
of a well, and when considering finite drilling rates. The 2-D solution also includes a
radial- and time-dependent boundary condition at the earth’s surface to assess the impact
of drilling-related infrastructure (drilling pads, mud pits, permanent shelters) on the sub-
surface temperature field. The drilling disturbance ∆Td for the full 2-D problem is found to
consist of three terms: (i) the thermal effect associated with the boundary condition at the
borehole wall, (ii) the effect due to the boundary condition at the earth’s surface, and (iii)
the effect related to short-term heat production. An example of short-term heat production
that may be important in certain situations is provided by the melting and subsequent re-
freezing of interstitial ice when drilling a borehole through ice-rich permafrost; the thermal
contribution of this latent-heat effect to the drilling disturbance is developed. As expected,
heat production terms operating on timescales much longer than the drilling disturbance
do not contribute to ∆Td.
Each of the three terms contributing to the 2-D drilling disturbance involves a radial
Green’s function GR(ζ, τ| ζ ′, τ′) and a vertical Green’s function GZ(η, τ| η′, τ′), both of
which are developed in this paper. A simple analytical expression is found for GZ. In
contrast, the integral expressions describing GR for the three types of boundary condi-
tion at borehole wall cannot be solved analytically due to their complexity. Instead, a
challenging numerical integration must be performed to evaluate GR. To eliminate the
need to repeat these calculations, numerical values for GR are made available through the
Advanced Arctic Data and Information Service for all three types of boundary condition
considered in this paper [Clow, 2015]. The salient equations describing the Green’s function
and drilling-disturbance solutions are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Equations describing the Green’s function and drilling-disturbance solutions.
Nomenclature Equations
Dimensionless coordinates:
Radial ζ eq. (5.8)
Vertical η eq. (5.18)
Temporal τ eq. (5.9)
Green’s functions:
Radial GR, ∂GR/∂ζ ′ eqs (5.15) and (5.17)
Vertical GZ, ∂GZ/∂η′ eqs (5.26) and (5.27)
Drilling disturbance:
1-D drilling disturbance ∆Td(ζ, τ) eq. (5.40)
1-D thermal effect of borehole Tbc∆(ζ, τ) eq. (5.41)
1-D latent-heat effect, permafrost Tgs(ζ, η) eq. (5.43)
2-D drilling disturbance ∆Td(ζ, η, τ) eq. (5.55)
2-D thermal effect of borehole Tbc1∆(ζ, η, τ) eq. (5.56)
2-D thermal effect of earth’s surface Tbc2∆(ζ, η, τ) eq. (5.57)
With the availability of the Green’s functions, calculating the drilling disturbance for a
wide range of situations is relatively straightforward as demonstrated by several applica-
tions:
(i) The effect of time-varying boundary conditions at the borehole wall, including those
due to uniformly drilled and intermittently drilled boreholes using conventional
rotary drills. The time-varying boundary condition associated with a uniformly
drilled rotary borehole produces a thermal disturbance up to a factor of 2 differ-
ent from that produced by the often-used 'constant' boundary condition, at least
until (δτ/τs) ∼ 1 where τs is the duration of the drilling and circulation phases
and δτ is the time since hole completion. The differences diminish to near-zero
by (δτ/τs) ∼ 10. Comparison of the thermal disturbance caused by intermittently
drilling a borehole with that due to drilling at a uniform rate without suspensions
shows strong differences away from the wall. Although these differences diminish
with time, differences of 10–20% still exist at (δτ/τs) ∼ 100.
(ii) The dependence of the drilling disturbance on the Biot number for a convective BC
can be described by 3 regimes related to the relative efficiency of convective heat
transfer in the fluid boundary layer adjacent to the wall as compared to conductive
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heat transfer in the material surrounding the borehole. When the Biot number is
small (Bi < 0.1), the drilling disturbance is linearly dependent on the Biot num-
ber. These conditions are associated with laminar (or stagnant) fluid flow and/or
very small borehole diameters. The drilling disturbance is greatest when Bi > 10.
This regime is associated with fully turbulent fluid flow and/or very large diameter
boreholes. In this regime, ∆Td is insensitive to the Biot number. The prescribed
temperature BC corresponds to this case in the limit Bi → ∞. A transitional regime
(0.1 < Bi < 10) occurs when convective heat transfer in the borehole fluid and
conductive heat transfer in the formation are both important for controlling the tem-
perature at the borehole wall.
(iii) Latent-heat effects that occur when drilling a borehole through ice-rich permafrost
strongly moderate the drilling disturbance away from the borehole wall during the
drilling phase. During recovery, liberation of latent heat as interstitial ice refreezes
amplifies the drilling disturbance by up to a factor of 4 at (δτ/τs) ∼ 2 for typical
permafrost conditions, and by 1.5 at (δτ/τs) = 10. A 25% amplification is still
present at (δτ/τs) = 100.
(iv) Vertical heat-transfer effects are important near the earth’s surface and near the bot-
tom of a borehole, significantly reducing the drilling disturbance from that predicted
by expressions based solely on radial heat transfer. Near the earth’s surface, all
depths η < 4
√
τ − τo/α are affected by vertical heat-transfer while near the bottom
of a hole all depths η > ηm − 4√τ − τo/α are affected; τo is the time the drill reaches
dimensionless depth η, ηm is the maximum depth of the hole, and α is the ratio of the
vertical and radial length scales.
The flexibility of the Green’s function approach is expected to allow the investigation of
thermal drilling effects in rock or ice over both the drilling and recovery phases for a wide
variety of drilling technologies, including conventional rotary drills, coiled tubing drills,
hot-water drills, electromechanical drills, and electrothermal drills. One limitation of the
current work is that the medium outside the borehole is assumed to be homogeneous
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EFFECTS CAUSED BY DRILL PADS,
RESERVE PITS, AND THE OCEAN
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5 we alluded to potential subsurface thermal effects caused by drilling
infrastructure in the form of drill pads, reserve pits, and permanent shelters. For the wells
drilled in the NPR-A, no permanent structures other than the well heads were left after
drilling was completed [Schindler, 1988]. To further rehabilitate the environment, materials
were scraped from the thicker drill pads into the reserve pits after which the pads were
seeded with a grass mix of Tundra Bluegrass, Arctared Fescue, Nugget Bluegrass, and
annual rye. Despite these efforts, most or all of the original reserve pit still exists at most of
the sites. In addition, the revegetation efforts were largely unsuccessful at the coastal sites,
leaving a drill pad with a very different albedo from its surroundings during the summer
and much thinner snow cover during the rest of the year due to wind scouring (Figure 6.1).
As a result of this 'landscape' change, mean-annual temperatures immediately beneath the
coastal drill pads tend to be colder than the nearby undisturbed tundra. In contrast, the
reseeded vegetation for some of the inland sites tends to be much taller than the adjacent
undisturbed tundra allowing it to capture and retain more snow during autumn, winter,
and spring. Thicker snow cover leads to warmer mean-annual temperatures beneath
these inland drill pads. The reserve pits are also expected to produce a warming effect,
behaving in a similar way to shallow lakes which are warmer than the surrounding tundra
on an annual average [Lachenbruch et al., 1962]. Finally, many of the coastal wells are
relatively close to the Beaufort Sea. Using a simplified model, Lachenbruch [1957] showed
that the relatively warm temperatures of the Arctic Ocean (∼ 0◦C) should affect subsurface
permafrost temperatures up to several hundred meters inland of a stationary shoreline.
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Figure 6.1: Drew Point Test Well No. 1 on the Beaufort Sea coast, arctic
Alaska. The ocean is moving inland approximately 19 m a−1 at this site
[Barnhart et al., 2014].
However, coastal erosion rates along the NPR-A section of the Beaufort Sea have been
relatively high with a mean value of 5.6 m a−1 during 1955–2002 [Jones et al., 2008]. Erosion
rates along this coast have been accelerating due to an increased exposure to relatively
warm ocean water and were up to 13.6 m a−1 by 2002–2007 [Barnhart et al., 2014; Jones et
al., 2009a]. This rapid transgression is expected to reduce the effect of the ocean on inland
permafrost temperatures.
Given the shape of the drill pads, reserve pits, and the Beaufort Sea coastline, a carte-
sian coordinate system is a more natural system in which to estimate the thermal effects
than the cylindrical system used in Chapter 5. Here, a cartesian system is used to develop
a general 3-D temperature solution to investigate the subsurface thermal disturbance as-
sociated drill pads, reserve pits, and the transgressing Arctic Ocean. The temperature logs
acquired in the DOI/GTN-P boreholes can then be 'corrected' for these effects if they are
sufficiently large.
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6.2 Three-dimensional temperature solution
The development of a 3-D temperature solution in cartesian coordinates closely follows
that used for the 2-D cylindrical solution presented in Chapter 5. The origin of the local
coordinate system is located on the surface at the well head. The problem domain is infinite
in the xˆ- and yˆ-directions parallel to the surface, and semi-infinite in the zˆ-direction (depth).
A single boundary condition (BC) occurs at the earth’s surface which is assumed to be a
Type 1 BC (prescribed temperature). The complete 3-D temperature solution can be found
from the superposition of three terms,
T(x, y, z, t) = Tic(x, y, z, t) + Tbc(x, y, z, t) + Tg(x, y, z, t), (6.1)
in which Tic is the thermal effect of the initial temperature field F(x, y, z), Tbc is the effect of
the BC at the earth’s surface f (x, y, t), and Tg is the heat-production effect [O¨zis¸ik, 1980]; Tbc


























where κ is the thermal diffusivity. Assuming the diffusivity and thermal conductivity K are
approximately constant within the problem domain, the three components of the general
temperature solution can be expressed in terms of 2-D and 3-D Green’s functions (GFs),
GXY and GXYZ,







GXYZ(ζ, ν, η, τ|ζ ′, ν′, η′, τ′)|τ′=0 F(ζ ′, ν′, η′) dζ ′ dν′ dη′ (6.4)














GXY(ζ, ν, τ |ζ ′, ν′, τ′) f (ζ ′, ν′, τ′)dζ ′dν′dτ′ (6.5)











GXYZ(ζ, ν, η, τ|ζ ′, ν′, η′, τ′) g(ζ ′, ν′, η′, τ′)dζ ′dν′dη′dτ′. (6.6)
An advantage of the cartesian coordinate system is that the 2-D and 3-D GFs can be
obtained from simple products of 1-D Green’s functions [Beck et al., 1992]. Thus, GXY =
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GX GY and GXYZ = GX GY GZ. The 1-D GFs depend on the boundary conditions. For those
described here, the 1-D GFs are,
GX(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) = α








GY(ν, τ | ν′, τ′) = α








GZ(η, τ | η′, τ′) = α





























[O¨zis¸ik, 1980; Clow, 2015].
6.3 Drill pads and reserve pits
To simulate the thermal effect of a drill pad or reserve pit, the boundary condition
f (x, y, t) in Eq. (6.5) must be specified. The dependence of f on x, y, and t can be as
complicated as desired. To estimate the magnitude of the effect, we assume the pad or
pit is instantaneously created at time t = 0 and that it can be approximated by a ∆x× ∆y
rectangle centered at (x0, y0). Once created, the temperature difference between the pad
(or pit) and the surrounding terrain is ∆T? θ(t) where ∆T? is the characteristic temperature
difference and θ(t) is a dimensionless function describing the time dependence. We retain
the time dependence as the pad may trap more snow some winters than others, or the
pit may remain ice-covered longer some years than others. With these provisions, the
boundary condition can be described by a function utilizing dimensionless variables,











whereΠ is the rectangular or normalized boxcar function. Substituting f into Eq. (6.5), the
subsurface thermal effect of a drill pad or reserve pit is,
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Three different drill-pad designs were used in the NPR-A, thick pads, thin pads, and
insulated pads. Material for the thin pads came entirely from the reserve pits. No attempt
was made to push this material back into the pit upon completion of the drilling, leaving
the original reserve pit completely intact. Material for the thick pads was imported from
other sources to avoid the ice-rich materials generally found in the reserve pits. At the
conclusion of drilling, at least some of this material was pushed back into the reserve pit
to reduce the height of the pad and obscure the boundary of the pit. This action moved
the edge of the remaining reserve pit further from the well head. A few of the deeper
wells utilized insulating foam in the drill pad to accommodate year-round or multiyear
drilling. Only a small amount of material from immediately around the well head was
pushed into the reserve pit during environmental rehabilitation in these cases. Although
the exact geometry varied amongst the NPR-A wells, the Koluktak Test Well serves as an
approximate example of the drill-pad dimensions and the placement of the well head near
the reserve pit (Figure 6.2). For the Koluktak (KOL) well, the main part of the drill pad
is 161 m × 61 m and the center of the pad is 30 m from the well head. Koluktak utilized
the thin-pad design so the original reserve pit is completely intact; the edge of the 78 m ×
86 m reserve pit is 15 m from the well head.
Figure 6.2: Koluktak Test Well No. 1, National Petroleum Reserve–Alaska.
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To avoid the possible influence of seasonal effects, a common practice in the permafrost
community is to report temperature changes observed in boreholes at the 20-m depth.
Cross-sections of the normalized pad disturbance (Tbc/∆T?) for the KOL well indicate
temperatures may be significantly disturbed at the 20-m depth at this time, 35 years after
well completion, depending on the magnitude of ∆T? (Figure 6.3). For the drill-pad effect,
we assume the vegetation on the pad reached its equilibrium height within a few years of
well completion so we can treat the function θ(τ) as a constant (θ = 1). Unlike the drilling
disturbance discussed in Chapter 5, the disturbance associated with the drill pad becomes
stronger and penetrates to greater depth with increasing time. At the borehole, the shape
of the drill-pad disturbance profile mimics that due to a change in climate coincident with
drill pad completion (Figure 6.4a). For the thermal disturbance shown in Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.4a, the thermal diffusivity κ was assumed to be 1.0× 10−6m2 s−1, a typical value
for earth materials. However, κ is poorly known for the fine-grained permafrost found in
the NPR-A. Temperature trends at the 20 and 40-m depths in the KOL borehole show the
strong influence κ has on the thermal disturbance due to the pad (Figure 6.4b).









(a) Cross-Section at y = 0 (T bc /∆T⋆)















(b) Cross-Section at x = 0 (T bc/∆T⋆)

























Figure 6.3: Cross-sections of the subsurface thermal effect associated with the Koluktak
drill pad, 35 years after the pad was created, assuming κ = 1.0 × 10−6m2 s−1. White
vertical lines represent the borehole, located at x = 0, y = 0. Dashed horizontal line
highlights the depth (20 m) at which permafrost temperature changes are commonly
reported.
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(b) Temperature trend at borehole
z = 20 m
z = 40 m
Figure 6.4: Drill-pad disturbance in the Koluktak well. Normalized drill-pad disturbance
profiles are shown in panel (a) for κ = 1.0× 10−6m2 s−1 and θ(τ) = 1. Panel (b) shows
the temperature trends due to the pad disturbance at the 20 and 40-m depths for κ =
1.0× 10−6m2 s−1 (solid lines) and 0.4× 10−6m2 s−1 (dashed lines).
is the primary source of uncertainty for the drill-pad effect. At Koluktak in the southern
portion of the Arctic Coastal Plain, the pad vegetation is much taller than that of the
surrounding tundra. As a result, the pad tends to catch and retain more snow than the
tundra during the cold seasons. A limited set of 1-m depth temperatures acquired on the
KOL drill pad and in the surrounding terrain shows considerable interannual variability.
Analysis of data from the nearby Koluktak climate station [Urban and Clow, 2016] confirms
this variability is primarily due to year-to-year variability of the cold-season snowpack.
During years with a thin tundra snowpack, the pad is about 3 K warmer than the sur-
rounding terrain while during thick tundra snowpack years, the pad is 0.5–1.0 K warmer.
Data from the Koluktak climate station show that thin tundra snowpacks occur about 30%
of the time. At the Drew Point well (Figure 6.1) on the Beaufort Sea coast the reverse is true.
Here, the pad vegetation is extremely sparse so the snowpack on the windswept pad tends
to be very thin most winters. A pair of climate-monitoring stations operating on the pad
and in the nearby tundra for a few years again show considerable variability. On average,
pad temperatures at this site tend to be about 4 K colder than the surrounding tundra
during the winter. This strong temperature difference is mitigated somewhat during the
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snow-free period due to a lower albedo on the drill pad and stronger evaporative cooling
over the wet tundra. On an annual average, the 1-m depth pad temperatures are 1–2 K
cooler at Drew Point than the surrounding tundra. Koluktak and Drew Point represent
the two end members in terms of pad vegetation. Given the frequency of thin tundra
snowpacks, and the limited data available regarding the temperature difference between a
drill pad and the surrounding tundra, ∆T? appears to be between 0 and 1 K for sites in the
southern NPR-A where the pad vegetation is much taller than the tundra. At sites where
the pad vegetation is sparse, ∆T? is between 0 and −2 K. Thus, at southern NPR-A sites
with tall pad vegetation, the present warming at the 20-m depth due to the drill pad may
be as large as 0.4–0.5 K (Table 6.1). At sites with sparse pad vegetation, a cooling of up to
0.8–0.9 K may presently occur at 20-m due to the drill pad. We emphasize that these values
are probably upper limits.
In contrast to the drill pads, the thermal effect of the reserve pits is always to warm
the subsurface. These water-filled depressions essentially act as small lakes. At high
northern latitudes, the seasonal ice that forms on lakes is categorized as 'bedfast-ice' if
it freezes solid to the bottom of the lake, 'floating-ice' if some liquid water remains beneath
the ice throughout the winter, and 'intermittent' if it is bedfast some years and floating
during others. Temperatures at the bottom of floating-ice lakes are always warmer than
0◦C. Thus, floating-ice lakes on the Arctic Coastal Plain (ACP) can make a large thermal
impression on the landscape [Lachenbruch et al., 1962]. Whether a lake is a bedfast-ice lake
or a floating-ice lake depends on whether the maximum seasonal ice-cover thickness Zmaxice
exceeds the depth of the lake. During the 1970s and 1980s, Zmaxice for lakes in the maritime
zone along the Beaufort Sea coast was 2.0± 0.2 m [Weeks et al., 1981; Arp et al., 2012]. With
a warming climate in arctic Alaska over the last few decades [e.g., see Bieniek et al., 2014],
the maximum seasonal ice thickness on these lakes had decreased to about 1.5 m by 2010
[Arp et al., 2012]. Unfortunately, ice-thickness data from the inland portion of the ACP are
only available back to 1998. But by 2010, Zmaxice for lakes in this zone was about 1.4 m. Zhang
and Jeffries [2000] showed that Zmaxice for lakes in northernmost Alaska depends primarily
on snow depth and secondarily on air temperature. Although there is a great deal of
interannual variability, data from Urban and Clow [2016] show that for any given year the
winter snowpack is fairly uniform across the Arctic Coastal Plain in the NPR-A, as is the
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Table 6.1: Drill-pad and reserve-pit thermal effects at the 20-m depth in the DOI/GTN-P
monitoring wells 35 years after well completion for two thermal diffusivities κ. Also listed
are the pad type, the distance of the well head from the edge of the reserve pit ∆y, and
a classification of the vegetation on the drill pad. Vegetation classification '-' indicates
pad vegetation much shorter than surrounding tundra, '+' is much taller than surrounding
tundra, and '0' is about the same. The range of Tpadbc values are based on ∆T? ∈ (−2, 0)K for
sparse pad vegetation sites and ∆T? ∈ (0,+1) K for inland sites with tall pad vegetation.
Borehole Pad ∆y Vegetation κ = 0.4× 10−6m2 s−1 κ = 1.0× 10−6m2 s−1







Tunalik insul 20 - [-0.76, 0] 0.38 [-0.92, 0] 0.73
Peard Bay thin 15 - [-0.76, 0] 0.60 [-0.92, 0] 1.02
Kugrua thick 19 - [-0.76, 0] 0.43 [-0.92, 0] 0.80
South Meade thick 15 0 0 0.59 0 1.01
Kuyanak thin 12 - [-0.76, 0] 0.70 [-0.92, 0] 1.08
Tulageak thin 11 0 0 0.76 0 1.15
West Dease thin 11 0 0 0.77 0 1.18
East Simpson #1 thin 15 - [-0.76, 0] 0.57 [-0.92, 0] 0.95
Ikpikpuk thick 23 0 0 0.31 0 0.62
Drew Point thick 35 - [-0.76, 0] 0.09 [-0.92, 0] 0.26
J.W. Dalton thick 26 - [-0.76, 0] 0.21 [-0.92, 0] 0.44
East Teshekpuk thick 44 0 0 0.03 0 0.09
North Kalikpik thick 37 - [-0.76, 0] 0.08 [-0.92, 0] 0.24
Atigaru thick 36 - [-0.76, 0] 0.09 [-0.92, 0] 0.24
South Harrison thick 33 - [-0.76, 0] 0.08 [-0.92, 0] 0.21
West Fish Creek thick 34 0 0 0.11 0 0.29
North Inigok thin 18 0 0 0.45 0 0.80
Koluktak thin 15 + [ 0, 0.38] 0.58 [ 0, 0.46] 0.95
Seabee insul 22 - [-0.76, 0] 0.31 [-0.92, 0] 0.62
Awuna insul 18† + [ 0, 0.38] 1.56 [ 0, 0.46] 2.40
†Initially 18 m from the well-head, the edge of the Awuna reserve pit has been eroding
towards the well at 0.55 m a−1.
winter air temperature. Given the similarity of the environmental parameters controlling
ice thickness in the maritime and inland portions of the ACP, it is likely Zmaxice has been
following the same trend in the two zones since the 1980s. Based on this reasoning, Zmaxice
for lakes in the inland portion of the ACP is expected to have been 1.9± 0.2 m during the
late 1970s and early 1980s.
Information provided by the drilling contractor to the U.S. Geological Survey indicates
the depth of the thin-pad NPR-A reserve pits is about 1.4 m, and is 1.5 m for the thick-pad
reserve pits. Thus, the reserve pits for both drill-pad designs would have frozen solid
each winter in the early 1980s since the mean Zmaxice was 1.9–2.0 m across the entire ACP
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at that time, with an ±0.2 m interannual variability, Zmaxice ranged 1.7–2.2 m. By 2010, the
maximum seasonal ice thickness Zmaxice in the coastal and inland zones would have been
comparable to the depth of the reserve pits, 1.4–1.5 m. As a consequence, the reserve
pits would have had bedfast ice some winters and floating ice during others, placing
them firmly in the 'intermittent' category by 2010. The Awuna well is an exception as
its reserve pit is 3.4 m deep. This depth greatly exceeded Zmaxice even during the early
1980s so the Awuna reserve pit has been a floating-ice lake since its inception. Arp et al.
[2012] recently provided lake-bed temperature data for bedfast-ice, intermittent-ice, and
floating-ice lakes in the NPR-A. From these data we find the reserve pits were ∼ 4 K
warmer than the surrounding tundra on a mean-annual basis during the early 1980s when
they were bedfast-ice lakes. With their transition to intermittent-ice lakes, they would have
been 9 K warmer than the surrounding permafrost by 2010. The floating-ice reserve pit at
Awuna would have been 9.5 K warmer than the surrounding tundra ever since the pit was
created in 1980.
To simulate the thermal effect of the reserve pits, we let the boundary condition f
increase from 4 K to 9 K within the confines of the pit over the time interval 0 to 35 yrs
( f is zero outside the pit). This is accomplished by setting ∆T? = 9 K and θ(t) to a linear
function increasing from 0.45 at t = 0 to 1.0 at t = 35 yrs. The Awuna reserve pit is modeled
as a constant 9.5 K warming since its creation. As expected, the resulting normalized
reserve-pit disturbance (Tbc/∆T?) is focused beneath the pit and is relatively small at the
location of the well (Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6a). Since the well head is some lateral distance
from the reserve pit, the temperature trends are more sensitive to the thermal diffusivity
than is the case for the drill-pad disturbance (Figure 6.6b). Given the linear increase
in the BC function θ(t), the subsurface warming due to the reserve pits is predicted to
have been increasing almost linearly over time. Despite the small normalized reserve-pit
disturbance at the well, the absolute disturbance Tbc is large due to the magnitude of ∆T?.
The disturbance is also quite sensitive to the distance of the well head to the edge of the
reserve pit (Figure 6.7). For the thin-pad reserve pits, the warming at the 20-m depth 35 yrs
after the pads were created is on the order of 1 K (Table 6.1). For the thick drill pads where
some degree of reserve pit infilling occurred during environmental rehabilitation, the 20-m










(a) Cross-Section at y = 0 (T bc /∆T⋆)















(b) Cross-Section at x = 0 (T bc/∆T⋆)























Figure 6.5: Cross-sections of the subsurface thermal effect associated with the Koluktak
reserve pit, 35 years after the pit was created, assuming κ = 1.0 × 10−6m2 s−1. White
vertical lines represent the borehole, located at x = 0, y = 0. Dashed horizontal line
highlights the depth (20 m) at which permafrost temperature changes are commonly
reported. Note the different temperature scales used in (a) and (b).









































(b) Temperature trend at borehole
z = 20 m
z = 40 m
Figure 6.6: Reserve-pit disturbance in the Koluktak well. Normalized reserve-pit dis-
turbance profiles are shown in (a) assuming κ = 1.0 × 10−6m2 s−1. Panel (b) shows
the temperature trends due to the reserve-pit disturbance at the 20 and 40-m depths for
κ = 1.0× 10−6m2 s−1 (solid lines) and 0.4× 10−6m2 s−1 (dashed lines).
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Figure 6.7: Predicted thermal disturbance at the 20-m depth in the NPR-A wells due to
the reserve pits, 35 yrs after the pits were created. Solid and open circles are for κ =
1.0× 10−6m2 s−1 and κ = 0.4× 10−6m2 s−1, respectively. Blue points indicate thin-pad
reserve pits, red indicate thick-pad pits, while black are for insulated-pad reserve pits.
Awuna is not shown.
6.4 Ocean transgression
Given the proximity of the ocean to some of the coastal wells in the DOI/GTN-P
array, it is pertinent to investigate what effect the ocean may have on the temperature
logs acquired in these wells. Surface temperatures along the Beaufort Sea coast were about
−10◦C in the early 1980s, prior to the current climate warming. Mean-annual ocean bottom
temperatures close to shore are about −1◦C, producing a 9 K temperature contrast at the
shoreline. Lachenbruch [1957] solved this thermal problem for the steady-state case, and for
the case where the ocean instantaneously moved to its current position 10,000 years ago at
the end of the last ice age. However, comparison of old maps, air photos, and more recent
satellite imagery indicate the shore is eroding fairly quickly along most of the Beaufort
Sea coast of the NPR-A. To address this, we consider a moving boundary condition of the
form,
f (x, t) = ∆T? H(vt− x) (6.13)
where ∆T? is the temperature difference between the base of the ocean and the land surface
(9 K), v is the velocity of the eroding coastline, and H is the Heaviside step function. The
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coordinate system is oriented with xˆ perpendicular to the coastline. To further simplify
the problem, the coastline is assumed to be straight so any y-dependence can be neglected.
This is a reasonable assumption along most sections of the Beaufort coast. In terms of
dimensionless variables, the moving boundary condition becomes,
f (ζ, τ) = ∆T? H (v t?τ − L ζ) . (6.14)
Substituting into Eq. (6.5), the subsurface effect of the moving boundary condition is found
to be,












GX(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) dζ ′ dτ′. (6.15)
The motion of the boundary is encapsulated in the upper integration limit for ζ.
We assume the coast is initially static and far off-shore. The initial condition can then
be described by,
F(ζ, η) = ∆T? H(−ζ) + L Γη H(ζ), (6.16)
where Γ is the onshore permafrost temperature gradient. After substituting F into Eq. (6.4),
the thermal effect of the initial condition is ultimately found to be,























where Ts is the onshore surface temperature. Ignoring any heat-production terms, the
complete solution for the temperature field near the ocean is,



































GX(ζ, τ | ζ ′, τ′) dζ ′ dτ′. (6.18)
Letting the ocean move inland for 1000–2000 years to mitigate the effect of the simpli-
fied initial condition, the maximum subsurface thermal effect of the ocean at the coastal
wells is found to be less than 1 mK at the time of their most recent temperature logs
(Table 6.2). Wells near a slowly eroding shore (East Simpson, Tulageak) are still far enough
away from the coast that the warm ocean has little effect. Wells adjacent to a rapidly
eroding section of coast (J.W. Dalton, Drew Point) have now been overridden by the ocean.
In these cases, the ocean moved in so quickly that the subsurface temperatures at the well
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Table 6.2: Maximum subsurface thermal effect at the coastal wells
during their most recent temperature logs due to the transgression
of the Arctic Ocean; ∆x is the distance of the well from the coast at
that time. The velocity of the moving coast at each site is v.
Borehole v (m a−1) ∆x (m) max(Tbc) (K)
East Simpson 0.6 427 7.2× 10−5
Tulageak 1.2 187 1.8× 10−4
Atigaru 3.6 60 2.8× 10−4
J.W. Dalton 9.5 100 5.7× 10−15
Drew Point 10 155 9.8× 10−23
never saw it coming. Figure 6.8 illustrates the thermal effect of the encroaching ocean at
the Tulageak well site at the time of its most recent temperature log.
The situation at the Awuna borehole is unique among the DOI/GTN-P monitoring
wells in that the edge of the reserve pit has been eroding towards the well. From re-
peat photography, the mean erosion rate is estimated to be 0.55 m a−1. Following the
methodology used to simulate the ocean transgression, the effect of the eroding reserve
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Figure 6.8: Thermal effect of the ocean at the Tulageak well site. The boundary condition
effect Tbc due to the transgression of the Beaufort Sea at the Tulageak well is shown in (a)
during the latest temperature log (2-JUL-2014). Panel (b) shows the complete temperature
solution at that time. The well (vertical white lines) was 187 m from the coast (x = 1200 m)
during 2014. The ocean is moving inland (left to right) at 1.2 m a−1 at this site.
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(coordinate ν) in Eq. (6.12). The great depth of this reserve pit, combined with the erosion
of its edge, leads to a present-day thermal disturbance at the well greatly exceeding 1 K at
the 20-m depth (Table 6.1).
6.5 Summary
There is a continuum of vegetation states on the NPR-A drill pads, ranging from ex-
tremely sparse at several coastal locations (Drew Point, East Simpson, Kuyanak), to being
much taller than the surrounding undisturbed tundra in the southern NPR-A (Koluktak,
Awuna). The ability of pad vegetation to catch and retain snow in the ever-present arctic
winds is the dominant factor controlling the temperature difference between the drill pads
and the surrounding vegetation. This leads to a cooling beneath some drill pads and
a warming beneath others. Unlike the drilling disturbance discussed in Chapter 5, this
effect becomes stronger with time. Based on the few data that exist for the pad-to-tundra
temperature offset, the cooling that occurs at the location of the well for sparsely vegetated
drill pads likely ranges between -0.9 K and 0 K at the 20-m depth at present. The warming
at the well for drill pads with tall vegetation likely ranges between 0 K and +0.5 K at
the 20-m depth. The thermal effect of the drill pads is potentially large enough to bias
the climate pattern on the Arctic Slope ultimately deduced from the temperature profiles
acquired in the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells. Given the potential size of the drill-pad
effect, further effort should be made to measure the pad-to-tundra temperature difference
at a range of sites.
Water-filled reserve pits adjacent to the drill pads produce a substantial subsurface
warming at all well sites. The strength of this effect has been enhanced by a reduction of
the maximum seasonal ice thickness since ∼ 1980, another ramification of arctic climate
change. Similar to the drill-pad effect, the warming due to the reserve pits increases with
time, although at rate that is nearly linear. At present, the reserve pit warming at the
20-m depth in the wells ranges from almost zero to +1.2 K, depending on the distance of
the well head from the edge of the reserve pit. The strength of the effect is also sensitive
to the thermal diffusivity of the local permafrost. The reserve-pit warming is expected
to be a substantial fraction of the total warming observed in many of the wells since the
well-monitoring program began. The reserve pit warming at the Awuna well is excep-
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tionally large due to its great depth and the erosion of the pit towards the well. In this
case, the thermal disturbance due to the reserve pit may be the dominant component of
the warming observed in this well.
The thermal effect of the warm ocean near the coastal wells of the DOI/GTN-P array is
smaller than our detection limit, 1 mK. Wells near a slowly eroding section of the coast are
still too far from the ocean to see the effect. Near rapidly eroding portions of the coast, the
ocean is moving inland faster than the thermal diffusion rate so the ocean engulfs the well
before the subsurface thermal effects are sensed.
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CHAPTER 7
A THERMAL MODEL FOR PERMAFROST ON
THE WESTERN ARCTIC SLOPE
7.1 Introduction
Permafrost in the NPR-A primarily consists of fine-grained sedimentary rocks (shales
and mudrocks). In contrast to coarse-grained permafrost such as that found to the east in
Prudhoe Bay, fine-grained permafrost is a much more complex material due to its ability
to retain pore water in the unfrozen state at temperatures well below 0◦C. The extent to
which it retains unfrozen water depends largely on sediment texture, clay composition,
and porosity. As a result, the thermophysical properties of these materials are strongly
dependent on both the sediment characteristics and the temperature.
To better understand the properties of fine-grained permafrost and its response to
drilling processes and climate change, multidimensional numerical heat-transfer models
are developed in this chapter. These models are designed to handle the unique character-
istics possessed by fine-grained permafrost, including: unfrozen water and latent-heat ef-
fects, moving phase boundaries, temperature-dependent thermophysical parameters, and
material inhomogeneities. In these models, permafrost is treated as a matrix of nonvolatile




Although substantial quantities of unfrozen water can exist within the pores of fine-
grained permafrost, it generally migrates so slowly, if at all, that advective heat-transfer




= −∇ · J + S, (7.1)
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where ρ is the bulk density, H is the specific enthalpy, J = −K∇T is the diffusive heat flux,
S is a source term, and t is time; K is the bulk thermal conductivity and T is temperature.
For coarse-grained permafrost, latent-heat effects can be included as a moving source term
[O¨zis¸ik, 1980; Clow, 2015]. However for fine-grained permafrost, latent-heat effects are
more appropriately included in the enthalpy change term, ∂(ρH)/∂t.
7.2.2 Thermophysical parameters
7.2.2.1 Unfrozen water content
The freezing of pore water in fine-grained sediments is a complex process occurring
over a wide range of temperatures. Several models have been proposed to explain this
behavior [see reviews by Davis, 2001; Watanabe and Mizoguchi, 2002]. Early capillary and
hydrodynamic models that examine the bulk free energy of the water-ice system fail to
predict the existence of unfrozen water more than a few tenths of a degree below the triple
point Ttr (273.16 K). A more complete accounting of the free energies on all the interfaces,
the bulk free energies of the ice and water, and the free energies related to the inter-
molecular forces between the molecules in the ice, water, and mineral layers is required
to predict the stable existence of unfrozen water at lower temperatures. These effects are
incorporated in the 'premelting' model which predicts liquid water at temperatures as low
as ∼ 0.9 Ttr [Davis, 2001]. Experimental evidence confirms the existence of unfrozen water
in fine-grained materials at these low temperatures. For example, experiments by Watanabe
and Mizoguchi [2002] found that 5% of the water in a silty clay soil is in the liquid state at
−20◦C and that 20% was unfrozen at −10◦C.
For thick permafrost as is found on the Arctic Slope, three effects potentially contribute
to a depression of the freezing point: (a) pore-pressure effects, (b) solute (chemical) effects,
and (c) soil-texture effects. The freezing point Tf , defined to be the temperature at which
ice just begins to form within the pores, is given by the linear combination,
Tf = Ttr − θp − θc − θs (K) (7.2)
where θp, θc, and θs are the freezing point depressions due to pressure, chemical, and
sediment-texture effects, respectively [Osterkamp and Payne, 1981].
Beginning with the pressure effect, Osterkamp and Payne [1981] found the related freez-
ing point depression is given simply by,
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θp = bP (7.3)
where b is the Clausius-Clapeyron slope (7.66× 10−8 K/Pa) and P is the pore pressure.
If the water is freely connected with the earth’s surface, the pore pressure is equal to
the hydrostatic pressure P = ρugz where ρu is the density of unfrozen water, g is the
acceleration of gravity, and z is the depth below surface. However if water is trapped, the
pore pressure can be nearly equal to or exceed the lithostatic pressure P = ρgz [Turcotte and
Schubert, 1982]. On the Arctic Coastal Plain, pore-pressure data from drill-stem tests and
well-log calculations indicate pressures are close to hydrostatic in near-surface sedimen-
tary rocks [Collett et al., 1988]. The greatest pressure effects are expected to occur along the
Beaufort coast where permafrost is up to 410 m thick [Clow, 2014]. Here, the freezing-point
depression due to pressure θp can be as large as 0.30 K. In the Arctic Foothills, sedimentary
horizons tend to be overpressured [Collett et al., 1988]. Thus at sites such as the Awuna
well, θp may be as large as 0.56 K near the base of permafrost.
Water samples recovered from drill-stem and production tests show that salinities in
near-surface (0–1500 m) sedimentary rocks are generally low on the Arctic Slope and that
the dominant solute is NaCl [Collett et al., 1988]. Ninety percent of the Nanushuk and
Colville water samples reported by Collett et al. [1988] had salinities less than 9 parts per
thousand (ppt); the median value was 4.9 ppt. The freezing point depression due to NaCl
can be estimated using the empirical equation,
θc = 0.0137+ 0.051990 s + 0.00007225 s2 (K) (7.4)
where the salinity s is expressed in ppt [Osterkamp and Payne, 1981]. Based on this equation,
the freezing point depression due to chemical solutes is expected to be less than 0.49 K (90%
probability) in the NPR-A. The median expected value for θc is 0.27 K.
The freezing point depression due to sediment texture is more complicated. Using
data from six representative soil samples, Anderson et al. [1973] empirically found the
unfrozen water content of a fine-grained sediment at atmospheric pressure is related to
the temperature (in Celsius) through a power law,
wu = α (−T)β, for T < 0◦C (7.5)
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where α and β are constants that depend on the sediment type. In the permafrost literature,
the unfrozen water content wu is defined by the ratio of the mass of unfrozen water per-
unit-volume to the mass of the sediment in its completely dry state,
wu =
ρuφu
ρg(1− φ) . (7.6)
Here, ρg is the mean density of the mineral grains, φ is the sediment porosity, and φu
is the volume fraction of unfrozen water. The volume fractions of the other potential
pore constituents are φi for ice and φa for air (φ = φu + φi + φa). Using thermodynamic
arguments, Qin et al. [2009] showed that wu can be described by an expression of the form,
wu = − koρk
1
1+ b− a (−T)
1+b−a + c
where k, ko, a, b, and c are experimentally determined parameters. This can be restated as,
wu = A(−T)B + c,
where A and B are constants. Since the amount of unfrozen water is zero in the limit
T → −∞, parameter c should be zero (B < 0). Thus, the power law commonly used
for wu (Eq. 7.5) can be derived directly from thermodynamic arguments, placing it on a
stronger theoretical footing. A consequence of this relationship is that the unfrozen water
content is independent of porosity; to first order it depends only on the temperature and
the sediment type. Figure 7.1 shows the unfrozen water content for the six representative
soils (M = 1–6) considered by Anderson et al. [1973]. Among these soils, bentonite, illite
(Hawaiian clay), kaolinite, and silty clay retain significant amounts of unfrozen water at
low temperatures while Fairbanks silt and fine sand hold very little. Naturally occurring
sediments often have two or more dominant components. Returning to the definition of
unfrozen water content, wu for binary and more complicated mixtures can be expressed
by,
wu = f1wu1 + f2wu2 + f3wu3 + · · · (7.7)
where fi = (mi/m) is the fraction of the total dry mass (m = ∑mi) belonging to the ith
material and wui is its unfrozen water content. Once wu has been determined, the volume


































M = 1 (very fine sand)
M = 2 (Fairbanks silt)
M = 3 (Suffie ld silty c lay)
M = 4 (kaolinite )
M = 5 (Hawaiian c lay)
M = 6 (Umiat bentonite )
Figure 7.1: Unfrozen water content wu for six representative soils from Anderson et al.
[1973]. Hawaiian clay is predominately illite with small amounts of kaolinite [Wentworth
et al., 1940].
Unlike wu, the relative amount of water in the liquid state [φu/(φu + φi)] is very sensitive
to the porosity. This sensitivity is shown in Figure 7.2 for a sediment with the unfrozen
water properties of Suffield silty clay (M = 3). The tendency of pore water to remain
in the liquid state is so strong for silty clay that no ice forms until temperatures are well
below 0◦C, especially at porosities less than 30%. With a porosity of 20%, no ice forms in
Suffield silty clay until temperatures drop below −3.43◦C (θs = 3.43) and 71% of the pore
water remains in the liquid state at temperatures as cold as −10◦C. This tendency is even
stronger for kaolinite, illite, and bentonite, all of which have been reported to occur on the
Arctic Slope. Thus, the freezing point depression due to sediment texture θs potentially can
be as large as several degrees for permafrost in the NPR-A, especially if porosities are low
and sediment typesM ≥ 3 are present in significant quantities (Figure 7.3). In contrast,
the freezing point depression due to sediment texture is weak for soils M ≤ 2 or if the
porosity is high (φ > 0.35). Under these conditions, the contributions of θp, θc, and θs to
the freezing point Tf are roughly comparable.
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Figure 7.2: Fraction of water in the liquid state for Suffield silty clay (M = 3) with

























































Figure 7.3: Freezing point depression due to sediment texture (θs) in kelvin for sediment
typesM = 2–4 (silt, silty clay, kaolinite).
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7.2.2.2 Enthalpy and the volumetric heat capacity








where cp is the specific heat associated with the lattice vibrations of the constituent atoms
and ∑i Li represents the latent heat associated with any phase changes occurring between
absolute zero and temperature T (in Kelvin). For fine-grained permafrost, the amount of
latent heat per-unit-volume associated with unfrozen water is,
L = ρuφuL f , (7.9)
where L f is the latent heat of fusion for water. The total enthalpy-per-volume for per-




cp(T′) dT′ + ρuφuL f . (7.10)
The volumetric heat capacity, defined by C ≡ ρ (∂H/∂T), consists of a lattice-energy term
and a latent-heat term,








= (1− φ)ρgL f ∂wu∂T , (latent heat) (7.13)
where cpg, cpi, cpu, and cpa are the specific heats of the mineral grains, ice, unfrozen wa-
ter, and air, respectively. For most argillaceous mineral grains, the density ρg is about
2650 kg m−3 and the specific heat cpg is 890–900 J kg−1 K−1. The specific heat of ice is
given by,
cpi(T) = 152.32+ 7.11590 T, (J kg
−1 K−1) (7.14)
where T is in Kelvin [Yen, 1981]. As noted by Holten et al. [2012], the specific heat of liquid
water (cpu) has a strong temperature dependence in the supercooled region, possibly due
to a liquid–liquid critical point in the vicinity of 227 K. A least-squares fit using an 8th-
degree polynomial provides an adequate representation of the data reported by Angell et
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al. [1982] below 270 K and to the International Association for the Properties of Water and
Steam (IAPWS) 2008 values above 273 K (Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.5a shows the lattice-energy component (ρcp) of the heat capacity for argilla-
ceous materials such as those found in the NPR-A. The low specific heat of ice compared to
that of unfrozen water causes the lattice-energy term to be smaller when the sediments are
in a partially frozen state (T < Tf ) than when completely thawed. For silty clay, the phase-
transition term exceeds the lattice-energy term in the temperature range −7◦C < T < Tf
and becomes quite large as T approaches the freezing point, particularly at high porosities
(Figure 7.5b). Other fine-grained materials behave in a similar way. As a result, for all
temperatures encountered in the NPR-A, the total heat capacity C is substantially greater
when the sediments are partially frozen than when thawed.
7.2.2.3 Thermal conductivity and diffusivity
Farouki [1981a, b] compared several methods for finding the thermal conductivity of
frozen soils and found that for saturated or nearly saturated frozen fine-grained soils, the
simple geometric mean gave the best match to available measurements. This method has
also been commonly used to find the thermal conductivity of unfrozen aggregates [e.g.,
Sass et al., 1971]. Ignoring the thermal conductivity of air, the thermal conductivity of
saturated permafrost may then be written,






















Figure 7.4: Specific heat of liquid water.
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Figure 7.5: Lattice-energy component (ρcp) of the heat capacity for argillaceous sediment
at porosities φ ranging 20–40% (a). Panel (b) shows the total volumetric heat capacity C of
a silty clay (solid lines) and the lattice-energy component for comparison (dashed lines).




u for T < Tf
= K(1−φ)g K
φu
u , T ≥ Tf
(7.15)
where Kg, Ki, and Ku are the mineral grain, ice, and unfrozen-water conductivities. All
three components have a temperature dependence. For most silicate grains, the thermal
conductivity decreases about 0.25% per kelvin [Birch and Clark, 1940]. The thermal conduc-
tivity of ice is best described by an exponential function of the form,
Ki(T) = a e−b T (7.16)
where a = 9.828 W m−1 K−1, b = 0.0057 K−1, and T is in Kelvin [Yen, 1981]. Huber et al.
[2012] provide a correlating function for the thermal conductivity of water that extrapo-






where T˜ = T/(300 K) and T is again in Kelvin. Constants c1–c4 are 1.6630,−1.7781, 1.1567,
−0.432115 W m−1 K−1 while d1–d4 are −1.15,−3.4,−6.0,−7.6.
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Figure 7.6 shows the bulk thermal conductivity K of a silty clay assuming the mean
grain conductivity K25g is 1.85 W m−1 K−1 at 25◦C (the superscript is used to designate the
reference temperature). Since the thermal conductivity of liquid water (0.5–0.6 W m−1 K−1)
is much less than that of the matrix, the bulk conductivity K is sensitive to the unfrozen
water content. As a result, K is sensitive to the porosity at temperatures exceeding the
freezing point Tf and to the in-situ temperature when T < Tf . This produces a strong
conductivity contrast at high porosities but only a subtle contrast at low porosities. This
contrast should be reflected in the temperature gradient at locations where the temperature
is near the freezing point.
The thermal diffusivity is a measure of a material’s ability to conduct thermal energy










Figure 7.7 shows the thermal diffusivity for a silty clay assuming a mean grain conductiv-
ity K25g of 1.85 W m−1 K−1. Due to the effects of unfrozen water, the thermal diffusivity for
fine-grained materials such as silty clay are extraordinarily low in the temperature range
typically experienced by permafrost in the NPR-A (−10◦ to 0◦C). Thus, the propagation
of heat in fine-grained permafrost in response to temperature changes at a borehole wall





















Thermal Conductivity: K 25
g z








Figure 7.6: Thermal conductivity of a silty clay (M = 3) assuming a grain conductivity
K25g of 1.85 W m−1 K−1.
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 φ = 0.2
 φ = 0.25
 φ = 0.3
 φ = 0.35
 φ = 0.4
Figure 7.7: Thermal diffusivity of a silty clay (M = 3) assuming a grain conductivity K25g
of 1.85 W m−1 K−1.
during drilling, or at the earth’s surface due to climate change, is expected to proceed
relatively slowly.
7.2.3 Numerical heat-transfer models
The Green’s function solutions presented in Chapters 5 and 6 for assessing the thermal
disturbance caused by drilling processes and surface modifications (engineering effects)
assume the material properties K, ρ, C are homogeneous and independent of tempera-
ture. Section 7.2.2 indicates these assumptions are in general not satisfied for fine-grained
permafrost. Numerical heat-transfer models potentially allow us to relax the assumptions
regarding the material properties and treat permafrost in a more realistic way. In addi-
tion to giving a first assessment of the magnitude of the engineering effects, the Green’s
function solutions provide important analytic solutions for testing the numerical models.
Several standard approaches are used for developing numerical heat-transfer models,
including finite-difference, finite-element, and control-volume methods. To date, all nu-
merical heat-transfer models for permafrost have been based on the finite-difference and
finite-element schemes [e.g., Goodrich, 1978; Zhang, 1993; Noetzli et al., 2007; Marchenko et
al., 2008]. Although current models incorporate latent-heat effects and unfrozen water,
nearly all of them are 1-dimensional, limiting their use for exploring thermal effects near
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recently drilled boreholes or in the vicinity of drill pads, reserve pits, lakes, transgressing
shorelines, and other local/regional-scale features with strong lateral gradients. The one
known 3-dimensional permafrost model assumes the material in the problem domain is
homogeneous and isotropic [Noetzli et al., 2007], a severe restriction for the layered sedi-
ments of the Arctic Slope. In addition, nearly all the current models ignore the radiogenic
heat production (source) term which is important when modeling the thermal field in thick
continuous permafrost.
Given the importance of latent-heat effects, large contrasts in thermophysical proper-
ties over short distances (Figures 7.5–7.7), the likely presence of composite media, and the
possibility of one or more moving phase-boundaries, the control-volume (CV) approach
was selected for the development of cartesian and cylindrical numerical heat-transfer mod-
els for fine-grained permafrost. The CV approach has several advantages in this situation:
(a) The numerical scheme can be designed to strictly conserve energy (and mass) in every
finite volume. Thus, energy is not artificially created or destroyed at domain boundaries,
phase boundaries, or strong material property contrasts [Minkowycz et al., 1988; Anderson et
al., 1984]. (b) The expressions tend to be more accurate near boundaries. (c) The accuracy
is unaffected by the use of non-uniform grids. (d) Since the governing equations are
based on an energy balance, the resulting discretization equations have a specific physical
interpretation which is useful during model development and verification.
When applied to internal energy, the starting point for the control-volume method is




(ρH) dV = −
∫
V




























where the superscripts refer to the time step following standard numerical nomenclature
(i.e., tn+1 = tn + ∆t). Using Eq. (7.10), the enthalpy change per volume over a time step is,
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Utilizing a Taylor expansion for φu, the enthalpy change can be written,
(ρH)n+1 − (ρH)n =
[












where Cn is the volumetric heat capacity at time tn. Substituting into Eq. (7.20), we can


















To proceed further, the problem domain and coordinate system must be specified.
7.2.3.1 One-dimensional vertical model
For a 1-D vertical problem, we consider a finite problem domain divided into discrete
'control-volumes'. Grid points are located at the centers of the control volumes, and on
the upper and lower boundaries. Scalars such as temperature (T) and conductivity (K)
are computed at the grid points while heat fluxes (J) are computed at the control-volume
interfaces (Figure 7.8). Applying the enthalpy conservation equation (Eq. 7.22) to a 1-D















S(z, t) dz dt. (7.23)
Each integral appearing in Eq. (7.23) is now approximated to find a discretized version of












where subscript P is used to denote values at the center of the control volume (grid point
P) which are assumed to represent reasonable averages for the entire CV. Second, the heat-
flux integral is written as a linear combination of values at either end of the time step,
t+∆t∫
t
(Jd − Ju) dt = ∆t
[

















Figure 7.8: Schematic showing the nomenclature associated with a control-volume in the
interior of the 1-D vertical model. The control-volume is bounded by interfaces at depths
zu and zd, through which fluxes Ju and Jd pass. Grid point P is located at the center of the
CV. Grid points U and D are located at the center of the adjacent control volumes.
Here, we introduce the explicit/implicit weighting factor f . Setting f = 0 produces a fully
explicit code while f = 1 is fully implicit. Following Patankar [1980], the heat fluxes at the
interfaces are written as,
Ju = − K˜u
(δz)u
(TP − TU) (7.26)
Jd = − K˜d(δz)d (TD − TP) (7.27)



























The use of effective conductivities guarantees the heat fluxes exactly balance at the in-
terface between materials with different properties (e.g., composite media). Leaving the




S(z, t) dz . (7.30)
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Substituting Eqs (7.24)–(7.27) and (7.30) into Eq. (7.23), the discrete form of the enthalpy













































P + b (7.32)
with discretization coefficients,
aU = ∆t f
K˜u
(δz)u
, a′U = ∆t (1− f )
K˜u
(δz)u
aD = ∆t f
K˜d
(δz)d
, a′D = ∆t (1− f )
K˜d
(δz)d
aP = ∆z CnP + (aU + aD) , a
′
P = ∆z C
n
P − (a′U + a′D)
b = SP.
(7.33)
These coefficients apply to all the interior control volumes. Consideration of the enthalpy
balance shows that the coefficients are slightly different for CVs adjacent to the boundaries.
For a control volume adjacent to a boundary with a prescribed temperature (Dirichlet BC),
a factor of (4/3) is introduced into the coefficients associated with the boundary and the
opposing interface; this factor improves the estimated heat flux at the boundary. Thus, if
the temperature on the upper boundary is specified [e.g., TU = Ts(t)], the coefficients for

























∆t (1− f ) K˜d
(δz)d
aP = ∆z CnP + (aU + aD) , a
′
P = ∆z C
n
P − (a′U + a′D)
b = SP.
(7.34)
When the heat flux is prescribed on a boundary (Neumann BC), the coefficients associated
with the boundary are zero, and the specified heat flux appears in discretization coeffi-
cient b. Thus, if the heat flux on the lower boundary is specified [e.g., Jd = qb(t)], the
discretization coefficients for the lowest CV become,
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
aU = ∆t f
K˜u
(δz)u
, a′U = ∆t (1− f )
K˜u
(δz)u
aD = 0 , a′D = 0
aP = ∆z CnP + (aU + aD) , a
′
P = ∆z C
n
P − (a′U + a′D)
b = SP − ∆t
[




With the discretization coefficients defined for all of the control volumes, the discretiza-
tion equation (Eq. 7.32) can be solved recursively at each time step using the TriDiagonal
Matrix Algorithm, TDMA [Patankar, 1980]. Given their temperature sensitivities, wu, φu,
K, and C are updated at every time step using the thermophysical model developed in
Section 7.2.2. In order for the numerical scheme to remain unconditionally stable, all of the
discretization coefficients must be ≥ 0. This consideration leads to the numerical stability















2(1− f )κ .
Once the vertical grid is selected, the time step ∆t must be set to satisfy the numerical sta-
bility condition (Eq. 7.36). An interesting facet of the model is that the high volumetric heat
capacity that occurs below the freezing temperature Tf (Figure 7.5) enhances numerical
stability. However, the stability will be diminished should a CV completely thaw (T > Tf ).
Thus, the stability condition should be checked periodically during a model run and the
time step adjusted accordingly.
7.2.3.2 One-dimensional radial model
Development of a 1-D radial model is very similar to that used for the 1-D vertical
model. We begin again with the integral form of the enthalpy conservation equation
(Eq. 7.22), approximate the integrals, and derive a discrete form for the energy balance of a











Figure 7.9: Schematic showing the nomenclature associated with a control-volume in the
interior of the 1-D radial model. The control-volume is bounded by interfaces at radial
distances rw and re, through which fluxes Jw and Je pass. Grid point P is located at the
center of the CV. Grid points W and E are located at the center of the adjacent control
volumes.
again located at the centers of the control volumes, and on the inner and outer boundaries.
The resulting discretization equation is,
















P + b (7.37)
with discretization coefficients,
aW = ∆t f
rwK˜w
(δr)w
, a′W = ∆t (1− f )
rwK˜w
(δr)w
aE = ∆t f
reK˜e
(δr)e
, a′E = ∆t (1− f )
reK˜e
(δr)e




P − (a′W + a′E)
b = SP
(7.38)
for the internal control volumes. The spatial factor Λ is defined to be (r2e − r2w)/2.

































S(r, t) r dr. (7.41)
Consideration of the enthalpy balance for the control volumes adjacent to the boundaries
leads to discretization coefficients that are modified in the same way as for the 1-D vertical
case: (1) A factor of (4/3) is introduced into coefficients associated with the boundary and
opposing interface when the boundary temperature is prescribed (Dirichlet BC). (2) Coef-
ficients associated with a boundary are set to zero for a Neumann BC and the prescribed
heat flux included in the discretization coefficient b (Table 7.1). An additional situation
that sometimes occurs with the radial geometry is that the problem domain extends to
r = 0 so that no inner boundary condition exists. In this case, the discretization coefficients
for the innermost CV are the same as for the internal CVs (Eq. 7.38).
As with the 1-D vertical model, the discretization equation (Eq. 7.37) can be solved
recursively using TDMA once the discretization coefficients have been defined for all the
Table 7.1: Discretization coefficient b for a control volume adjacent to a
prescribed heat-flux boundary condition.
Coordinate Prescribed b
System Heat Flux
R min(R): qa(t) SP + ∆t
[
f rw qn+1a + (1− f ) rw qna
]
max(R): qo(t) SP − ∆t
[
f re qn+1o + (1− f ) re qno
]
Z min(Z): qs(t) SP + ∆t
[
f qn+1s + (1− f ) qns
]
max(Z): qb(t) SP − ∆t
[
f qn+1b + (1− f ) qnb
]
RZ min(R): qa(t) SP + ∆z∆t
[
f rw qn+1a + (1− f ) rw qna
]
max(R): qo(t) SP − ∆z∆t
[
f re qn+1o + (1− f ) re qno
]
min(Z): qs(t) SP +Λ∆t
[
f qn+1s + (1− f ) qns
]
max(Z): qb(t) SP −Λ∆t
[
f qn+1b + (1− f ) qnb
]
XYZ min(X): qa(t) SP + ∆y∆z∆t
[
f qn+1a + (1− f ) qna
]
max(X): qo(t) SP − ∆y∆z∆t
[
f qn+1o + (1− f ) qno
]
min(Y): qc(t) SP + ∆x∆z∆t
[
f qn+1c + (1− f ) qnc
]
max(Y): qd(t) SP − ∆x∆z∆t
[
f qn+1d + (1− f ) qnd
]
min(Z): qs(t) SP + ∆x∆y∆t
[
f qn+1s + (1− f ) qns
]
max(Z): qb(t) SP − ∆x∆y∆t
[
f qn+1b + (1− f ) qnb
]
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7.2.3.3 Two-dimensional cylindrical model
The 2-D cylindrical model builds on elements of the 1-D vertical and 1-D radial models,
using the same nomenclature and boundary conditions. Considering the enthalpy balance
of a 2-D cylindrical control volume, the discretization equation can be expressed by,



























P + b (7.43)
with internal CV discretization coefficients,
aW = ∆z∆t f
rwK˜w
(δr)w
, a′W = ∆z∆t (1− f )
rwK˜w
(δr)w
aE = ∆z∆t f
reK˜e
(δr)e
, a′E = ∆z∆t (1− f )
reK˜e
(δr)e
aU = Λ∆t f
K˜u
(δz)u
, a′U = Λ∆t (1− f )
K˜u
(δz)u
aD = Λ∆t f
K˜d
(δz)d
, a′D = Λ∆t (1− f )
K˜d
(δz)d
aP = Λ∆z CnP + (aW + aE) + (aU + aD)
a′P = Λ∆z C
n
P − (a′W + a′E) − (a′U + a′D)
b = SP.
(7.44)






S(r, z, t) r dr dz. (7.45)
Discretization coefficients for the control volumes adjacent to the boundaries are modified
in the same way as for the 1-D vertical and 1-D radial models; expressions for coefficient b
on the four boundaries are listed in Table 7.1.
For the 2-D model, the line-by-line method utilizing TDMA alternately between the
radial and vertical directions can be used to efficiently solve the discretization equation
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(Eq. 7.43). Considering the requirement that all discretization coefficients must be ≥ 0 for





















7.2.3.4 Three-dimensional cartesian model
Extending the 1-D vertical model to three dimensions in the cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, the enthalpy balance for a control volume can be written as,







































P + b (7.47)
where grid points W and E lie along the x-axis while S and N lie along the y-axis. Dis-
cretization coefficients for the internal CVs are,
aW = ∆y∆z∆t f
K˜w
(δx)w
a′W = ∆y∆z∆t (1− f )
K˜w
(δx)w
aE = ∆y∆z∆t f
K˜e
(δx)e
a′E = ∆y∆z∆t (1− f )
K˜e
(δx)e
aS = ∆x∆z∆t f
K˜s
(δy)s
a′S = ∆x∆z∆t (1− f )
K˜s
(δy)s
aN = ∆x∆z∆t f
K˜n
(δy)n
a′N = ∆x∆z∆t (1− f )
K˜n
(δy)n
aU = ∆x∆y∆t f
K˜u
(δz)u
a′U = ∆x∆y∆t (1− f )
K˜u
(δz)u
aD = ∆x∆y∆t f
K˜d
(δz)d
a′D = ∆x∆y∆t (1− f )
K˜d
(δz)d
aP = ∆x∆y∆z CnP + (aW + aE) + (aS + aN) + (aU + aD)
a′P = ∆x∆y∆z C
n
P − (a′W + a′E) − (a′S + a′N) − (a′U + a′D)
b = SP,
(7.48)








S(x, y, z, t) dx dy dz. (7.49)
Effective conductivities K˜s and K˜n are defined in a completely analogous way to their x-
axis counterparts, K˜w and K˜e.
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Once again, the discretization coefficients for the CVs adjacent to the boundaries are
modified in the same way as for the 1-D models. With all the coefficients defined, the
discretization equation (Eq. 7.47) can be solved using the line-by-line method with TDMA.






























This condition must be satisfied in each CV for the scheme to remain unconditionally
stable.
7.3 Numerical examples
7.3.1 Drilling disturbance revisited
As shown in Chapter 5, latent-heat effects strongly modify the recovery of temperatures
near a well drilled through permafrost. Here, we consider the drilling of the Tunalik Test
Well #1 in the western NPR-A using the 2-D cylindrical control-volume model. This 34-cm
diameter well took 418 days of continuous drilling, ultimately reaching a total depth of
6198 m. To simulate the dissipation of the drilling disturbance surrounding this well, we
select the following values for necessary parameters: porosity φ = 0.33, sediment type
M = 2.66 (66% silty clay, 34% silt), mean grain conductivity K25g = 1.7 W m−1 K−1, pore
water salinity s = 4.9 ppt, and geothermal flux qb = 58 W m−2. With these values, the
freezing point Tf is −0.73◦C which puts the base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) at this
location at 271 m. Figure 7.10 shows a snapshot of the temperature field and drilling distur-
bance surrounding the well 332 days after borehole completion. High heat-capacity values
indicate locations where pore water is refreezing in significant quantities (Figure 7.10b).
On day 332, refreezing is occurring at the 70–220 m depths near the borehole wall; several
meters away from the borehole, pore water is refreezing slightly above the B-IRP (271 m).
As expected, the drilling disturbance ∆Td is much greater above the B-IRP as latent-heat
effects retard the cooling of temperatures following the heat input caused by drilling.
Also apparent is a minimum in the drilling disturbance at about 255 m near the borehole
wall. Lachenbruch et al. [1982] predicted a drilling disturbance minimum should occur
at or very near the B-IRP. The availability of the 2-D heat-transfer model allows us to
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Figure 7.10: Snapshot of the simulated temperature field (a), volumetric heat capacity (b),
and drilling disturbance ∆Td (c), 332 days after the completion of the Tunalik Test Well.
Panel (d) shows the evolution of temperatures along the borehole wall from 4 to 332 days
after well completion. Solid black line in (d) is the undisturbed formation temperature
while the dashed line indicates the freezing point, Tf .
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examine this prediction in more detail. For fine-grained permafrost, the minimum drilling
disturbance initially occurs several tens of meters above the B-IRP (Figure 7.11). Over
time, the minimum disturbance migrates downwards as the freezing front moves down
the borehole wall. A reduction of the drilling disturbance near the earth’s surface is also
apparent as predicted by the 2-D Green’s function solution proposed by Clow [2015].
7.3.2 Reserve pit disturbance
Given the lateral offset of the reserve pits from the well-heads, the magnitude of the
reserve-pit disturbance Tpitbc at the wells is expected to be sensitive to the thermal diffusivity
of the intervening material (Chapter 6). The thermal diffusivity, in turn, depends on the
temperature, sediment texture, and porosity. Here we explore the sensitivity of Tpitbc to
sediment type and porosity using the 3-D cartesian control-volume model. The reserve pit
is assumed to have dimensions similar to that found at the Peard Bay Test Bay (110 m ×
106 m); the edge of the reserve pit is 15 m from the well-head. For these tests, the local
surface temperature Ts is fixed at−10◦C, the geothermal flux at 40 mW m−2, and the grain
conductivity at 1.2 W m−1 K−1. The reserve pit is instantaneously created at year 0; initially
4 K warmer than the surrounding terrain, the reserve pit warms at a linear rate until it is































(b) Dri l l ing Disturbance
⇐= time
Figure 7.11: Evolution of temperatures and the associated drilling disturbance along the
borehole wall for the Tunalik Test Well from 4 to 5900 days after borehole completion.
Horizontal magenta lines indicate the base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP). Dashed line in
(a) indicates the freezing point Tf .
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9 K warmer than Ts by year 35 (see discussion in Chapter 6).
Sensitivity tests confirm the magnitude of the reserve-pit disturbance is largely con-
trolled by the thermal diffusivity (Figure 7.12). Thus, reserve pits created in fine sand or silt
(M = 1–2) are expected to produce the greatest thermal disturbance Tpitbc at the well-heads
while those created in silty clay or kaolinite-rich sediments (M = 3–4) should have the
least. In general, low porosities reduce the disturbance slightly. An exception to this be-
havior occurs when the materials are always warmer than their freezing point temperature
Tf . As discussed in Section 7.2.2, silty clays and kaolinite-rich sediments tend to have large
freezing point depressions, especially at low porosities. At a porosity of 15%, silty clays
and kaolinite are always above the freezing point in these simulations. This accounts for
the moderately high thermal diffusivity κ and thermal disturbance Tpitbc at φ = 0.15 for
sedimentsM≥ 2.9 (Figure 7.12). The nonlinearity of the heat capacity beneath the reserve
pit leads to an additional short rapid-rise in the thermal disturbance curves at Tpitbc ≈ 0.55 K
at the 20-m depth and at Tpitbc ≈ 0.2 K at the 40-m depth (Figure 7.12).
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Figure 7.12: Sensitivity of the reserve pit disturbance to sediment type and porosity. Tpitbc
is shown in (a) assuming the pit was created 35 years earlier. Solid and dashed lines show
the disturbance at the 20- and 40-m depths at the well location, respectively. The well-head
is 15 m from the edge of the reserve pit in these simulations. Panel (b) shows the thermal
diffusivity of the material between the reserve pit and the well-head.
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7.3.3 Climate change sensitivities
The sequence of temperature logs acquired in each DOI/GTN-P borehole represents
the local response of permafrost to changing boundary conditions at both the borehole
wall and at the earth’s surface. In this example, we focus on just the climate effects by
exploring the response of fine-grained permafrost to a 1 K/decade climate warming for
a period of 50 years using the 1-D vertical model. The surface temperature is initially
−9◦C while the geothermal flux and grain conductivity are fixed at qb = 50 W m−2 and
K25g = 1.85 W m−1 K−1, respectively.
Numerical simulations show that the thermal response of high-porosity (φ = 0.40)
permafrost strongly depends on the sediment type (Figure 7.13a). This is almost entirely
due to the sensitivity of the heat capacity and thermal diffusivity to the unfrozen water
content of the different sediment types; C and κ vary by a factor of 4 for sediment types
M = 1–4 (Figure 7.13c, d). Hence, the climate warming is predicted to penetrate to much
greater depths by year 50 for silt and fine sand than it is for kaolinite or silty clay. The
simulations also reveal the extent to which the thermal properties change as the surface
warms. For sediment types tending to have higher unfrozen water contents (M ≥ 3), the
heat capacity increases by a factor of two at shallow depths during the 50-yr simulation
while the thermal diffusivity decreases by a factor of two. The thermal conductivity also
changes but to a lesser extent (Figure 7.13b).
At low porosities, the thermal response becomes more complicated due to the large
freezing point depression that occurs for some sediment types (Figure 7.3). This is appar-
ent in the low-porosity (φ = 0.20) simulations shown in Figure 7.14; all other parameters
are identical to those used for the high-porosity simulations. In the low-porosity case, the
entire temperature profile for kaolinite (M = 4) is warmer than its freezing point while
the profiles for the other sediment types are below their freezing points, at least down to
130 m. Comparison of the thermal responses for kaolinite in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14
demonstrates the importance of the porosity to the response, especially for sediment types
M≥ 3. These sediment types may be on either side of their freezing points for conditions
encountered in the NPR-A, depending on the porosity.
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Near-Surface Porosity, φ =0.40
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(d)
M = 1 (fine sand)
M = 2 (silt)
M = 3 (silty c lay)
M = 4 (kaolinite )
Figure 7.13: Response of high-porosity (φ = 0.40) permafrost to a 1 K/decade warming
for 50 years for sediment typesM = 1–4 (a). The initial surface temperature was -9◦C, the
geothermal heat flux qb = 50 W m−2, and the grain conductivity K25g = 1.85 W m−1 K−1.
Panel (b) shows the thermal conductivity, (c) the volumetric heat capacity, and (d) the
thermal diffusivity. Dashed lines show the initial values.
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Near-Surface Porosity, φ =0.20
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Figure 7.14: Response of low-porosity (φ = 0.20) permafrost to a 1 K/decade warming for
50 years.
7.4 Summary and conclusions
The thermophysical properties of fine-grained permafrost are strongly dependent on
sediment type, porosity, and temperature. This is primarily due to the ability of fine-
grained sediments to retain significant amounts of unfrozen water within the pores at
temperatures well below 0◦C. The volumetric heat capacity and thermal diffusivity are
particularly sensitive to the sediment type, varying by a factor of 4 for sediment typesM =
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1–4 (fine sand, silt, silty clay, kaolinite). As a result, the thermal response of fine-grained
permafrost to climate change strongly depends on the sediment type. An additional com-
plication is that order of magnitude changes in C and κ are expected as fine-grained sed-
iments warm or cool through their freezing points. At the temperatures experienced in
the NPR-A, this transition is more likely to occur in low-porosity sediments; a transition
through the freezing point will produce a nonlinear response to climate change. Even with-
out a transition through the freezing point, C and κ are sufficiently sensitive to temperature
that they can change by a factor of two within a few decades with a 1 K/decade climate
warming, thereby altering the response of permafrost on a relatively short timescale. As
the sequence of temperature logs acquired in any of the DOI/GTN-P boreholes represents
the response of local permafrost to changing boundary conditions at the borehole wall
and at the earth’s surface, the thermal properties at the site must be at least approximately
known before the logs can be properly interpreted for climate change.
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CHAPTER 8
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
PERMAFROST ON THE WESTERN
ARCTIC SLOPE
8.1 Introduction
The response of fine-grained permafrost to a temperature change at the earth’s surface,
or at a borehole wall, depends on its thermophysical properties (ice content, heat capacity,
thermal conductivity and diffusivity). As shown in Chapter 7, these properties are sensi-
tive to the porosity and texture of the permafrost, and to the thermal conductivity of the
grains. Rocks in the upper 2–3 km of the NPR-A consist primarily of fine-grained shales,
claystones, and siltstones, limited sections of sandstone, gravel, and coal, and in the up-
permost sections, small fragments of carbonaceous material and wood. In order of oldest
to youngest, the major rock units present in the upper kilometer are the Torok Formation,
the Nanushuk Group, and the Colville Group (Figure 8.1); permafrost in the NPR-A is
200–400 m thick, depending on location [Lachenbruch et al., 1987]. The upper 3/4’s of the
Torok Formation is a thick relatively uniform sequence of marine shale and siltstone with
minor amounts of thin-bedded sandstone [Bird, 1987]. These sediments were deposited in
a deep trough that formed during the uplift of the Brooks Range to the south. Conformably
overlying the Torok are the fluvial-deltaic deposits of the Nanushuk Group [Huffman et al.,
1988]. The lower Nanushuk consists primarily of marine mudstones and shales. These
grade upward into transitional facies, and then into nonmarine facies. The Nanushuk
sequence relates to the northeastward buildout of the Corwin delta on the western Arctic
Slope (west of 156◦W, Figure 8.2) and to the northward buildout of the Umiat delta on
the central Arctic Slope (156◦–149◦W). The Corwin delta was a relatively muddy system
deposited into a slowly subsiding basin with low wave energy and restricted circulation.
Due to the large amount of intergranular material (clay, silt, mud) and diagenic effects,
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Figure 8.1: North-south geologic cross section through the eastern NPR-A from Bird [1987].
the porosity and permeability of the Nanushuk Group in the western region is generally
low. The Nanushuk Group of the central Arctic Slope is more complicated. The Umiat
delta does not appear to have extended north of Umiat (Seabee well) to any great extent.
Sediments north of Umiat represent a coastal barrier shoreline supplied by sediments from
the Umiat delta, and occasionally the Corwin River, by longshore currents. The porosity
and sand content tend to be greater in this high-energy environment than to the west.
Above the Nanushuk lies the Colville Group, a sequence of prodelta claystones and soft
clay shales with minor interbedded siltstones, sandstones, and gravels. Bartsch-Winkler
and Huffman [1981] describe the petrography of the Nanushuk Group and the Torok For-
mation, although they focus on the sandstones. They found a significant quantity of
matrix material filling the interstitial spaces consisting of unsorted silt and clay particles
of quartz, chlorite, sericite, and unidentifiable material. The most common authigenic clay
is kaolinite, followed by chlorite and sericite.
Above the Colville Group is a thin veneer of unconsolidated marine and nonmarine
clastic sediments known as the Gubik Formation covering most of the Arctic Coastal Plain.
These sediments were deposited during a series of six marine transgressions and regres-
sions that postdate the opening of the Bering Strait between 3 and 3.5 Ma [Brouwers, 1994;
Carter and Galloway, 2005]. These deposits extend to a maximum altitude of about 40 m
above present sea level. Where present, the Gubik is generally 10–15 m thick but locally
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Figure 8.2: Location of the DOI/GTN-P boreholes used to monitor the thermal state of
permafrost on the Arctic Slope of Alaska. The Seabee Test Well (SBE) is located at Umiat,
Alaska. The Colville River forms the eastern boundary of the NPR-A.
can be as thick as 60 m [Black, 1964; Repenning, 1983]. In the eastern portion of the NPR-A
(south of Teshekpuk Lake), the upper portion of the Gubik consists of an eolian sand sheet
deposited during the latter part of the Wisconsin Ice Age (36–12 ka). The source for the
sand was the Colville River delta which was subaerially exposed at that time when sea
level was at least 100 m lower than today. Prevailing northeasterly winds carried the sand
back onto the coastal plain. Present-day ridges of the sand sheet consist of stabilized linear
dunes up to 30 m high [Carter, 1981].
Aside from the relatively thin Gubik Formation, the permafrost zone at the Awuna,
Tulageak, and West Dease wells consist entirely of Torok shales and siltstones (Table 8.1).
Rocks of the Nanushuk Group span the permafrost zone below the Gubik at all the other
western NPR-A wells while Colville rocks span most of the permafrost section at the
eastern well sites.
In addition to the geologic descriptions provided by Bird [1987], Huffman et al. [1988],
and others, several other sources of information are valuable for assessing the properties
of permafrost in the NPR-A. (1) A description of the cuttings acquired during drilling
operations provides a qualitative description of the materials at the well sites, although
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Table 8.1: Depth to the top of the Torok formation, Nanushuk group, and Colville group
at the DOI/GTN-P well sites measured relative to the height of the kelly bushing Hkb on
the drill rig [Bird, 1988]; e- estimated from regional trends, dash - unit is not present.
Borehole USGS Hkb Torok Nanushuk Colville
code (m) (m) (m) (m)
Awuna AWU 7.9 8 — —
Tunalik TLK 9.1 1905 30e —
Peard Bay PEA 8.5 753 24e —
Kugrua KAG 7.6 710 24e —
South Meade SME 6.1 759 24e —
Tulageak TUL 5.2 30e — —
West Dease WDS 5.8 24e — —
Kuyanak KUY 5.2 381 23e —
East Simpson #1 ESN 4.9 820 90 24
Ikpikpuk IKP 6.1 899 30e —
Koluktak KOL 8.2 1283 23e —
Seabee SBE 9.1 395 85 30
Drew Point DRP 7.0 975 375 24e
J.W. Dalton JWD 5.5 1262 811 64
East Teshekpuk ETK 6.7 945 483 30e
North Kalikpik NKP 6.4 1058 730 30e
Atigaru ATI 6.1 1341 1058 30e
South Harrison SOH 6.1 1286 981 30e
West Fish Creek FCK 6.4 1193 777 30e
North Inigok NIN 9.1 995 585 30e
in most cases cuttings from the upper 30–150 m were not examined. These descriptions
suggest a much more varied lithology for the eastern NPR-A wells than for those on the
western Arctic Slope. (2) A limited set of rock cores have been acquired at depths less
than 1 km since petroleum exploration began in the NPR-A during the 1940s. Bartsch-
Winkler and Huffman [1981] report porosity measurements for some of these cores. (3) A
suite of nonthermal geophysical logs were acquired in many of the NPR-A wells at the
conclusion of drilling. These have been used to infer the porosity of the Torok Formation
[Nelson and Bird, 2005], the bulk density of the main stratigraphic units [Gutman et al., 1982],
and for a few wells, the depth to the base of ice-bearing permafrost [Osterkamp and Payne,
1981; Collett et al., 1988]. (4) The sharp temperature gradient contrast typically observed
near the base of coarse-grained permafrost does not occur in the NPR-A temperature logs.
Thus, the gradient contrast cannot be used to infer the porosity as was done for the nearby
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Prudhoe Bay oil field to the east [Lachenbruch et al., 1982]. However, some of the NPR-
A temperature logs do exhibit latent-heat effects during the early portion of the drilling
disturbance recovery. Lachenbruch et al. [1987] used the observed latent-heat effect to infer
the maximum depth of ice-rich permafrost at several of the NPR-A wells.
Of the full suite of thermophysical properties, the three most fundamental for assessing
the thermal response of permafrost are the sediment porosity φ, the sediment textureM,
and the grain or matrix conductivity Kg. From these three basic quantities, all the other
thermophysical properties can be determined if the temperature is also known, includ-
ing: the volume fractions of unfrozen water φu and of ice φi, the bulk density ρ, the
volumetric heat capacity C, the bulk thermal conductivity K, and the thermal diffusivity
κ. In this chapter, we attempt to constrain the possible values for φ, M, and Kg at each
of the well sites. To allow intercomparison between sites, the porosity is specified at a
common reference level, i.e., the near-surface just below the Gubik Formation, and the
grain conductivity at a reference temperature of 25◦C. Values at these reference points
will be referred to as φ0 and K25g . The first step in finding the properties is to estimate
the range of possible porosities at each site from the reported bulk-density measurements
and the limited set of rock-core porosities. Next, the base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) is
identified (where possible) using the earliest temperature logs and the predicted thermal
response of fine-grained permafrost near the borehole wall to the large heat input caused
by drilling operations (e.g., Figs 7.10, 7.11). The depth of the B-IRP, in conjunction with the
equilibrium temperature profile, yields the freezing point depression Tf and constraints
on the sediment texture M. The recent warming in arctic Alaska provides the second
boundary-condition experiment we are able to exploit. Time and depth derivatives cal-
culated from the sequence of DOI/GTN-P temperature logs allow us to estimate K25g and
further constrain the porosity φ0 at the well sites. Finally, the full suite of thermophysical
properties (φu, φi, ρ, C, K, κ) is determined for each well from φ0,M, and K25g .
8.2 Porosity constraints
A limited set of information is available to constrain porosities within the permafrost
zone of the NPR-A. (1) Bartsch-Winkler and Huffman [1981] report laboratory porosity mea-
surements made on Nanushuk core samples from nine wells drilled during the first phase
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(pre-1975) of petroleum exploration in the NPR-A. Most of these samples were acquired
at relatively shallow depths, i.e., within 1000 m of the surface. In cases where multiple
samples were obtained in a given well, porosities often show little variation with depth
within the Nanushuk Group. (2) Nelson and Bird [2005] provided a few additional porosity
measurements for Nanushuk (and Torok) core samples, although they tend to come from
depths greater than 1 km. They also reported porosities at the top of the Torok Formation
for all the DOI/GTN-P wells based on a linear fit to sonic-log derived porosities across
the Torok. Large discrepancies exist between the linear fit at the top of the Torok and the
actual sonic-derived porosities there, and in some cases, between core-sample porosities
and sonic-derived porosities at the same depth. Thus, the porosities at top of the Torok
provided by Nelson and Bird [2005] must be viewed with caution. (3) Using compensated
formation density (gamma-gamma) logs, Gutman et al. [1982] determined the minimum,
mean, and maximum bulk densities for large stratigraphic units at many of the DOI/GTN-
P well sites. As their study was part of a large-scale gravity investigation, they treated the
Nanushuk Group, Colville Group, and Gubik Formation as a single 'density' unit (#9 in
their terminology) and the Torok as another (# 8). Given the coarseness of these units, their
tabulated density values typically pertain to depth intervals much larger than that of the
permafrost zone. Although the gamma-gamma density data show large lateral variations,
they too show little variation with depth within the uppermost stratigraphic units (Torok
and higher). Gutman et al. [1982] attribute this insensitivity to overpressuring throughout
the NPR-A; overpressuring would have reduced the maximum effective stress experienced
by these rocks, reducing the degree of compaction.
For nearly all of the DOI/GTN-P wells with permafrost consisting of Torok or Nanushuk
rocks, the lower limit of core-sample porosities measured in nearby wells can be used
as a lower bound on the near-surface porosity φ0, assuming the density is insensitive to
depth. The upper bound for φ0 is established by assuming the minimum density values
reported by Gutman et al. [1982] occur within the permafrost zone. These density values are
converted to porosity using the permafrost model described in Chapter 7. Core-derived
porosities are unavailable for the northeastern NPR-A where permafrost consists primarily
of Colville rocks. In addition, Unit #9 densities are available only for half of the DOI/GTN-
P wells in this area. For the northeastern wells, the lower and upper bounds on φ0 are
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estimated from the mean and minimum bulk densities, where available. Otherwise, the φ0
bounds are taken from the nearest wells with similar lithology (based on the drill cutting
description) where the densities are available. Table 8.2 summarizes the upper and lower
bounds for the likely near-surface porosity φ0 at each of the well sites.
8.3 Base of ice-rich permafrost
Due to the freezing point depression caused by pressure, solute, and soil texture effects,
only a portion of the permafrost zone is likely to contain ice (Chapter 7). To clarify the
terminology, permafrost is defined to be any soil or rock that remains colder than 0◦C
for at least two consecutive years. Thus, permafrost is defined strictly on the basis of
temperature. Ice-bearing permafrost is soil or rock interpreted to contain ice on the basis of
nonthermal geophysical logs. This definition relies on the large change in mechanical and
electrical properties that occurs at the water-ice transition. Sonic velocity and electrical re-
sistivity logs are typically used to find the base of ice-bearing permafrost. Ice-rich permafrost
is soil or rock interpreted to contain ice based on latent-heat effects or temperature gradient
changes apparent in high-resolution temperature logs. For the fine-grained permafrost of
the NPR-A, the effects of interstitial ice are subtle and difficult to detect. After examining
DIL (dual induction laterlog) and BHCS (borehole compensated sonic) logs from 150 wells
in northern Alaska, Osterkamp and Payne [1981] were able to identify the base of ice-bearing
permafrost (B-IBP) in only three NPR-A wells (Table 8.3). Collett et al. [1988] re-examined
Table 8.2: Upper and lower bounds for the likely near-surface
porosity φ0 at each of the DOI/GTN-P well sites in the NPR-A.
Borehole φ0 (%) Borehole φ0 (%)
Awuna 8–16 Koluktak 17–24
Tunalik 11–17 Seabee 13–19
Peard Bay 11–20 Drew Point 28–35
Kugrua 11–20 J.W. Dalton 28–35
South Meade 11–17 East Teshekpuk 25–28
Tulageak 9–18 North Kalikpik 25–28
West Dease 10–21 Atigaru 24–29
Kuyanak 20–26 South Harrison 22–27
East Simpson #1 28–31 West Fish Creek 25–29
Ikpikpuk 30–36 North Inigok 25–29
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these logs and identified ice-bearing permafrost in six of the NPR-A wells. These two
studies agreed only at a single well site (Atigaru), attesting to the difficulty of interpreting
geophysical logs for the presence of ice in fine-grained materials. It’s worth noting that
the detection limit for ice with nonthermal logs is unknown [Collett et al., 1988]. Hence,
the reported depths should be viewed as minimum values. Using temperature logs from
the DOI/GTN-P boreholes, Lachenbruch et al. [1987] identified the bottom of an ice-rich
layer in seven of the NPR-A wells (Table 8.3). As the ice-rich layer they identified may
coincide with a high porosity zone, it has remained unclear whether the bottom of this
layer corresponds with the actual base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP).
Simulations with a 2-D cylindrical permafrost model (Chapter 7) suggest several fea-
tures in the thermal field surrounding a well as it recovers from the drilling disturbance
that should be useful for identifying the base of ice-rich permafrost and the associated
freezing point Tf , including: (1) a clustering of temperatures near Tf in the logs acquired
soon after well completion, (2) a change in the temperature gradient near the B-IRP, and
(3) a minimum in the drilling disturbance near the B-IRP.
Criterion (1). Temperatures surrounding the wellbore rapidly cool after drilling until
they encounter Tf . This occurs first at the top of the well where the ambient temperatures
Table 8.3: Base of ice-bearing permafrost (B-IBP) and base of an ice-
rich layer (B-IRL) from previous studies; OP81 [Osterkamp and Payne,
1981], C88 [Collett et al., 1988], L87 [Lachenbruch et al., 1987].







East Simpson #1 280
Drew Point 247 250
J.W. Dalton 270
North Kalikpik 120
Atigaru 293 293 330
South Harrison 274
West Fish Creek 116 140
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are the coldest. The freezing front then propagates down the wellbore with time, eventu-
ally reaching the B-IRP. For most of the NPR-A wells, the propagation of the freezing front
down the wellbore occurs fairly rapidly, descending from the surface to within 10–20 m of
the B-IRP within a few months. Once the permafrost cools to Tf , further cooling occurs at
a much slower rate due to the high heat capacity near the freezing point (Fig. 7.5). Once
past this sticking point, permafrost is able to cool more rapidly again. The expression of
this process in the temperature field is that borehole temperature profiles appear to 'hang'
near Tf while the freezing front propagates down the wellbore (Figure 8.3a). If Tf can be
identified in the temperature logs, the base of ice-rich permafrost is simply given by the
depth at which Tf occurs in the equilibrium temperature profile (i.e., the profile corrected
for the drilling disturbance). Given how rapidly the freezing front moves down the well-
bore compared to the infrequency of temperature logging, very few of the DOI/GTN-P
logs captured the situation when temperatures near the wellbore were close to the freezing
point. The 13-Sep-1979 log in the J.W. Dalton well is one of the rare exceptions (Figure 8.4).
Criterion (2). The second method for identifying the B-IRP utilizes the change in the
temperature gradient ∂T/∂z expected to occur near this depth. Due to the tendency for
temperatures to persist near Tf for some time, a maximum occurs in the temperature
gradient near the B-IRP (Figure 8.3b). The maximum gradient initially occurs a few meters
above the B-IRP and then drifts downward, ultimately reaching depths a few meters below
the B-IRP (Figure 8.3c). An additional characteristic of the temperature gradient is that it
is relatively uniform below the B-IRP as long as the material properties do not vary too
much. Above the B-IRP, the gradient is expected to exhibit large variations associated with
varying ice contents as the porosity fluctuates with depth in the sediments (Figure 8.5).
Gradient variations with depth are particularly diagnostic of the B-IRP in the fine-grained
mudrocks of the NPR-A.
Criterion (3). The drilling disturbance ∆Td is predicted to have a minimum in the
general vicinity of the B-IRP. Initially quite broad and located several tens of meters above
the B-IRP, the ∆Td minimum becomes more distinct as it propagates downward with time
(Figure 8.3d). Ultimately, it reaches a depth several meters below the B-IRP. In practice,
the calculation of ∆Td involves considerably more processing of the temperature logs than
does the temperature gradient. Thus, it tends to be a less reliable indicator of the B-IRP
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(d) Dri l l ing Disturbance
⇐= time
Figure 8.3: Evolution of temperatures, gradients, and drilling disturbance following the
drilling of one of the DOI/GTN-P boreholes (East Simpson #1) in the NPR-A. Panel (a)
shows the simulated temperatures along the borehole wall, (b) shows the temperature
gradient at the wall, (c) is a higher-resolution version of (b), and (d) shows the drilling
disturbance. Black horizontal line indicates the base of ice-rich permafrost at this well
(339 m) while the dashed line in (a) is the equilibrium temperature profile. The freezing
point at the B-IRP is −1.05◦C in this simulation. The freezing point occurs at slightly
warmer temperatures at shallower depths due to a weakening of the pressure effect.
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Figure 8.4: Temperature logs and gradients from the J.W. Dalton well, NPR-A. A maximum
in the temperature gradient occurs at 362 and 365 m in the Sep-1979 and Sep-1980 logs,
respectively. The base of permafrost is located at 407.3 m (solid line), the base of ice-rich
permafrost at 367 m (dashed line), and the freezing point is −1.96◦C. Temperatures along
the borehole wall were at or near the freezing point over the 100–310 m depth range during
the Sep-1979 log.
than is the gradient-based method. Still, it can be used to confirm an interpretation based
on Criterion (1) or (2) when the ∆Td profiles are sufficiently clean (Figure 8.6).
Based on the above criteria, the following procedure was used in an attempt to find the
B-IRP at each of the DOI/GTN-P well sites in the NPR-A: (1) The early temperature logs,
gradients, and drilling-disturbance profiles were inspected for signs of latent-heat effects.
If latent-heat effects were apparent, Criteria 1–3 were used to identify the approximate
location of the B-IRP. (2) The 2-D permafrost model was then used to simulate the ther-
mal recovery of the permafrost surrounding the well from the drilling disturbance. The
2-D simulation provided an estimate of how far above or below the B-IRP the maximum
temperature gradient and minimum drilling disturbance were expected to be at the time
of each acquired log. This information was then used to refine the B-IRP value. In most
cases, the uncertainty of the refined B-IRP is ±3 m. For some well sites, the 2-D simulation
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Figure 8.5: Temperature logs and gradients from the Ikpikpuk well, NPR-A. A maximum
in the temperature gradient occurs at 318, 321, and 323 m in the Sep-1980, Aug-1981, and
Aug-1983 logs, respectively. The base of permafrost is located at 343.2 m (solid line), the
base of ice-rich permafrost at 321 m (dashed line), and the freezing point is −0.71◦C. As in
most of the NPR-A wells, the temperature gradient is much less variable below the B-IRP.






































(b) Dri l l ing Disturbance
Figure 8.6: Temperature gradient near the B-IRP calculated from the Tunalik temperature
logs (a). Panel (b) shows the evolution of the drilling disturbance. The B-IRP at Tunalik
is estimated to be at 272 m (dashed line) while the base of permafrost is at 292.9 m (solid
line).
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revealed that even the earliest temperature log was acquired too late for a detectable signal
of the B-IRP to still be present. This explains why no latent-heat effects are apparent
in the Tulageak, South Harrison, and North Inigok temperature logs even though these
effects are present in logs from nearby wells with similar lithologies. Finally, the early
temperature logs from the East Teshekpuk well were found to be of too poor quality to
allow the B-IRP to be identified.
With the above procedure, the base of ice-rich permafrost and the associated freezing
point were identified in 14 of the DOI/GTN-P wells, limits were placed on the B-IRP in a
15th well, and it was determined that no ice occurs at any depth in a 16th well (Table 8.4).
In all cases, the B-IRP was found to be considerably deeper than the base of ice-bearing
permafrost identified using nonthermal geophysical logs [Osterkamp and Payne, 1981; Col-
lett et al., 1988], and with the exception of the West Dease well, 10–60 m deeper than
the base of the ice-rich layer identified by Lachenbruch et al. [1987]. The B-IRP found
using Criteria 1–3 exhibits considerable variability across the NPR-A, even at short length
scales. Separated by only 21 km, the B-IRP deepens from 180 m at the North Kalikpik
well to 363 m at Atigaru in the northeastern NPR-A. In contrast, the freezing point Tf
is much more uniform, particularly within similar rock types. Based on the geologic
description provided by Huffman et al. [1988], the Nanushuk Group can be separated
into three subunits (Corwin, Umiat, and CU) depending on the sediment source; CU is
transitional containing sediments derived from both the Corwin and Umiat deltas. For the
western wells where permafrost consists primarily of Corwin-delta Nanushuk mudrocks,
the freezing point Tf occurs within the narrow range, −0.71◦C to −0.84◦C. Given the
more variable lithology, the freezing point has a wider range (−0.71◦C to −1.70◦C) at the
transitional Nanushuk-CU wells. At West Dease, the freezing point of the Torok rocks is
−1.63◦C, near the lower end of the range found for Nanushuk-CU rocks into which the
Torok grades. At the Seabee well, the freezing point of the Umiat-delta Nanushuk rocks
is about −0.15◦C, consistent with the high sand content there. The eastern wells whose
permafrost consists primarily of Colville rocks can be separated into two subunits (A, B)
based on their thermophysical properties. The freezing point of Colville-A rocks (−1.53◦C
to −1.96◦C) overlaps the low end for Nanushuk-CU rocks while Colville-B has a much
lower freezing point, close to−5◦C. No evidence was found for interstitial ice at any depth
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Table 8.4: Base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) and the associated freezing point Tf from
interpretation of the DOI/GTN-P temperature logs (this study). 'Criteria' refers to the
methods used to identify the B-IRP. 'Rock Unit' is the unit present at the B-IRP.  indicates
the temperature logs were acquired too late after drilling was completed to provide reliable
information about the B-IRP. 	 indicates the quality of the logs is too poor to identify the
B-IRP. The accessible portion of the Koluktak well isn’t deep enough to definitively locate
the B-IRP. Pd is the base of permafrost.
Well Rock Unit Pd (m) B-IRP (m) Tf (◦C) Criteria
Awuna Torok (foothills) 290.5 no ice — —
Tunalik Nanushuk (Corwin) 292.8 272 −0.71 2,3
Peard Bay Nanushuk (Corwin) 306.3 280 −0.75 2
Kugrua Nanushuk (Corwin) 285.5 255 −0.79 2,3
South Meade Nanushuk (Corwin) 199.1 176 −0.84 1,2,3
Tulageak Torok (coastal) 301.5   
West Dease Torok (coastal) 279.7 244 −1.63 2,3
Kuyanak Nanushuk (CU) 329.9 283 −1.70 2
East Simpson #1 Nanushuk (CU) 366.3 339 −1.05 2,3
Ikpikpuk Nanushuk (CU) 343.2 321 −0.71 2
Koluktak Nanushuk (CU) — > 213 > −2.2 —
Seabee Nanushuk (Umiat) 305.7 299 −0.15 1
Drew Point Colville (A) 322.2 281 −1.90 2,3
J.W. Dalton Colville (A) 407.4 367 −1.96 1,2,3
East Teshekpuk Colville (A) 258.5 	 	 	
North Kalikpik Colville (A) 211.6 180 −1.53 2
Atigaru Colville (A) 402.8 363 −1.73 2
South Harrison Colville (B) —   
West Fish Creek Colville (B) 261.2 156 −4.76 1,2,3
North Inigok Colville (B) 289.2   
in the Awuna well (Arctic Foothills), possibly due to the low porosity of the Torok rocks at
this site.
8.4 Sediment texture constraints
Only unique combinations of the porosity φ and sediment textureM can yield the ob-
served freezing point Tf at the pressures encountered near the base of ice-rich permafrost.
This constraint can be used to establish the relationship between M and φ0 for the rock
units sampled near the B-IRP at each well site. The porosity at the B-IRP is assumed
to be given by φ = φ0 + (∂φ/∂z)×(B-IRP) where ∂φ/∂z is taken to be the mean of the
values provided by Nelson and Bird [2005] for the NPR-A. The compaction limit for the
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porosity (7% for Torok-foothills, 9% for Torok-coastal, 11% for Nanushuk and Colville) is
provided by the mean lower limit of the available core porosity measurements. Figure 8.7
shows the resulting relationship for the rock units sampled at the well sites within the
porosity limits established in Section 8.2. All the Colville-A group samples are found to
have a similar M - φ0 relationship, as do the samples from the Nanushuk-Corwin group.
The texture-porosity relationship for the Colville-B and transitional Nanushuk-CU groups
appear to be more varied based on our limited sampling.
8.5 Transient analysis constraints
The response of shallow permafrost to the recent warming in arctic Alaska provides
another means for constraining the material properties at the NPR-A wells sites. We





= ∇ · K∇T(r, t) + S(r, t) (8.1)
where C is the volumetric heat capacity,
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Figure 8.7: Relationship between the sediment texture (M) and the near-surface porosity
(φ0) at well sites where the B-IRP and freezing point Tf have been determined.
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In shallow permafrost, the heat-production function S is essentially zero and can be ig-
nored. In addition, for times exceeding the drilling duration by a factor of 5–10, radial
heat-flow components associated with the drilling disturbance are small. Lateral heat
transfer due to the reserve pits and drill pads are, however, large in the upper few tens
of meters at the wells (Figure 8.8). Below ∼ 50 m (the exact depth depending on the local
thermal properties), the lateral terms in the heat-diffusion equation are small compared to












Since the sequence of temperature logs acquired in a DOI/GTN-P monitoring well pro-
vides all the information necessary to evaluate the temperature derivatives in Eq. (8.3), we
can search through possible materials to find those combinations of C and K that satisfy
this equation. As the temperature derivatives calculated from the logs are not entirely
error-free, it is unlikely the HD equation can be satisfied exactly. With this in mind, our








































Figure 8.8: Cross-section of the simulated temperature field through the East Simpson
No. 1 reserve pit and drill pad during 2015. Vertical white line represents the borehole.
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where the trial values Cˇ and Kˇ depend on φ0,M, and K25g . A comparison of the gradient
∂T/∂z computed from multiple temperature logs reveals the magnitude of the uncertainty
of this derivative, and similarly for the curvature ∂2T/∂z2. The derivative uncertain-
ties are also expressed by the oscillation of the residuals δ with depth (Figure 8.9). The
standard deviation of the residuals provides an estimate of its uncertainty u˜δ, and of the
heat-diffusion terms (the symbol ˜ is used to indicate an 'estimate' of the true value).
A measure of the total misfit to the HD equation for a trial combination of properties is
given by the 2-norm,








Considering the uncertainties present in the δi, the smallest 2-norm among all possible
combinations of Cˇ and Kˇ is estimated to be,
m˜in(∆) = u˜δ
√
N − 1 . (8.6)
The uncertainty of the misfit ∆ arising from the uncertainty of the individual heat-diffusion
terms is very similar,
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(b) Residuals
Figure 8.9: Heat-diffusion terms and transient-analysis residuals for the Kugrua well.
Heat-diffusion terms in Eq. (8.4) calculated for Kugrua are shown in (a) assuming φ0 =
13.7% and K25g = 1.38 W m−1 K−1; the sediment texture M is specified by the M - φ0
relationship determined from the depth of the B-IRP. As with all the NPR-A wells, the HD
term involving the conductivity gradient ∂K/∂z is much smaller than the transient or the





Since ∆ is uncertain, the true value for min(∆) and its location in (C, K)-space, or equiva-






has a t distribution with ν degrees of freedom [Bowker and Lieberman, 1972]. From this
distribution, the upper (one-sided) limit for the true value of min(∆) is,






at the 100 (1− α)% confidence level; tα;ν is the 100 α percentage point of the t distribution
with ν degrees of freedom. The 100 (1− α)% confidence limits for properties (φ0,M, K25g )
are those whose associated misfit values ∆ satisfy,
∆ ≤ Umin(∆) . (8.10)
The heat-diffusion equation applies to a specific instant in time. Thus, each temperature
log can be considered a single realization of a multidecadal experiment. In this vein, we















Each log of the stack is given equal weight. Because the uncertainty of Xj is 1, the smallest





By analogy with the case for a single log, the upper (one-sided) limit for the true value of
min(∆ˆ) is,






For the stack, the 100 (1− α)% confidence limits for properties (φ0,M, K25g ) are those whose



































Figure 8.10: Stacked normalized misfit ∆ˆ for the Peard Bay Test Well based on the 2003,
2007, 2012 temperature logs. Red and blue lines show the 75% and 90% confidence limits
for K25g and φ0. Black dot shows the location of the ∆ˆ minimum. Subsequent analysis
shows that no ice exists near 280 m when φ0 < 13.8%, contrary to the latent-heat analysis
which placed the B-IRP at this depth (Section 8.3). On this basis, solutions with φ0 < 13.8%
are implausible. The 75% confidence limits for φ0 and K25g are then 13.8–16.8% and 0.88–
1.40 W m−1 K−1, respectively, for the Peard Bay well. The 75% confidence limits for M
(1.28–1.65) are given by theM - φ0 relationship for this site.
Stacked misfit functionals ∆ˆ were calculated for the majority of the DOI/GTN-P wells
using the logs containing the strongest climate-induced temperature transients (1995–
present). These logs also satisfy the requirement that radial effects due to the drilling
disturbance be small. To avoid lateral heat-flow components associated with the drill
pads and reserve pits, the temperature data used in the analysis were restricted to depths
greater than 35–55 m, depending on the thermal diffusivity and the configuration of the
reserve pit and drill pad. To further enhance the sensitivity of the analysis, data from
depths greater than 150–160 m were not used since the transient climate signal could not
be detected (∂T/∂t ' 0) in the temperature logs beyond these depths. The 75% confidence
intervals for φ0, M, and K25g resulting from the analysis are given in Table 8.5. Given
the uncertainties, all parameter values within these intervals are viewed as equally likely.
The 75% confidence intervals further constrain the φ0 andM values found in Sections 8.2
and 8.4. Low borehole-fluid levels prevented the acquisition of shallow temperature data
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Table 8.5: 75% confidence intervals for the porosity, sediment texture, and grain conductiv-
ity at the DOI/GTN-P well sites resulting from the temperature transient analysis. Depth
interval indicates the depths over which the analysis was performed and to which the de-
rived material properties apply. Superscript† indicates sites where theM - φ0 relationship
is based on the nearest well of the same rock subunit.  indicates sites lacking the shallow
temperature measurements needed to reliably perform a transient analysis.
Well Depth Rock Unit φ0 M K25g
Code Interval (m) (%) (W m−1 K−1)
AWU 38–160 Torok (foothills) 8.0–10.4 2.3 2.01–2.35
TLK 40–160 Nanushuk (Corwin) 13.8–16.8 1.25–1.63 0.58–1.25
PEA 44–155 Nanushuk (Corwin) 13.8–16.6 1.28–1.65 0.88–1.40
KAG 43–147 Nanushuk (Corwin) 13.6–16.3 1.32–1.74 1.22–1.50
SME 35–145 Nanushuk (Corwin) 12.8–14.9 1.41–1.80 0.74–1.12
TUL† 46–150 Torok (coastal) 11.4–12.5 1.27–1.76 1.04–1.26
WDS  Torok (coastal)
KUY 35–160 Nanushuk (CU) 20.0–23.5 2.38–2.62 0.59–1.56
ESN 40–140 Nanushuk (CU) 28.0–31.0 2.58–2.91 1.40–2.08
IKP 38–155 Nanushuk (CU) 30.0–35.9 2.39–2.68 0.64–0.99
KOL† 50–160 Nanushuk (CU) 17.0–20.4 2.00–2.16 1.13–1.44
SBE  Nanushuk (Umiat)
DRP  Colville (A)
JWD  Colville (A)
ETK† 35–160 Colville (A) 25.0–29.7 2.77–3.13 0.76–1.30
NKP 35–160 Colville (A) 25.0–29.0 2.77–3.07 0.62–1.29
ATI 35–160 Colville (A) 24.0–28.5 2.59–2.92 0.76–1.42
SOH 40–160 Colville (B) 22.0–24.8 2.93–3.22 2.23–3.35
FCK 55–160 Colville (B) 25.0–27.8 3.53–3.89 2.66–3.61
NIN† 54–150 Colville (B) 25.0–27.7 3.53–3.88 2.32–3.08
in several of the wells (West Dease, Seabee, Drew Point, J.W. Dalton). In these cases, a
transient analysis could not be reliably performed.
For the most part, the rock subunits defined for NPR-A permafrost occupy distinct
places in (φ0,M, K25g )-space (Figure 8.11). An exception is the Torok-coastal and Nanushuk-
Corwin subunits of the western NPR-A which are found to have essentially the same
(φ0,M, K25g ) values. Treated as a single group, the Torok-coastal/Nanushuk-Corwin rocks
above∼ 150 m have low porosities (< 17%), low mean grain conductivities (0.6–1.5 W m−1
K−1), and the unfrozen water characteristics of a Fairbanks-silt/very-fine-sand mixture
leading to a relatively high freezing temperature. The low mean grain conductivities are
consistent with the drill cutting reports which describe these subunits as mudrocks with
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(c) Grain Conductivity - Porosity



















(b) Sediment Texture - Grain Conductivity
Figure 8.11: Relationship between the sediment texture and near-surface porosity at the
DOI/GTN-P well sites in the NPR-A (a). The relationship for the Drew Point and J.W.
Dalton wells derived from the B-IRP analysis are shown by dashed lines as they could not
be further constrained by a transient analysis. Colored patches in (b) show the joint 75%
confidence intervals for sediment texture and grain thermal conductivity; dashed lines
delineate values with the largest misfits within the 75% confidence intervals. Panel (c)
shows the joint 75% confidence intervals for grain conductivity and near-surface porosity.
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substantial amounts of interbedded coal. The thermal conductivity of many clays (illite,
smectite, mixed clays) is about 1.85 W m−1 K−1 [Brigaud and Vasseur, 1989] while that
of coal is much lower, 0.29 W m−1 K−1 for a coal sample from the NPR-A [Herrin and
Deming, 1996]. The mean grain conductivities of the transitional Nanushuk-CU subunit
are also low. The sediment texture of this subunit best matches a mixture of Fairbanks silt
and Suffield silty clay. What’s distinctive about the Nanushuk-CU is its broad porosity
range (17–36%). Higher up in the stratigraphic sequence, Colville-A has near-surface
porosities of 24–30%, a sediment texture close to that of Suffield silty clay, and a low
mean grain conductivity (0.6–1.4 W m−1 K−1) similar to that of several other permafrost
subunits in the NPR-A. In this case, a contributing factor to the low conductivity may be
the presence of small wood fragments; wood has a thermal conductivity on the order of
0.1 W m−1 K−1. Although Colville-B has a porosity range similar to that of Colville-A,
its other properties are quite different. The mean grain conductivities for Colville-B are
much higher (2.5–3.5 W m−1 K−1), most likely due to a higher quartz sand content, and its
unfrozen water properties resemble a mixture of kaolinite and Suffield silty clay leading
to a low freezing temperature (about −5◦C).
The availability of φ0, M, and K25g allows the other thermophysical properties to be
determined using the permafrost model presented in Chapter 7. Figures 8.12–8.13 show
the bulk density ρ, volume fraction of ice φi, volumetric heat capacity C, thermal conduc-
tivity K, and thermal diffusivity κ, for the DOI/GTN-P monitoring wells in the NPR-A.
Within the upper 150 m, Torok and Nanushuk-Corwin rocks have the highest densities
while the transitional Nanushuk-CU rocks have the lowest. Associated with their low
densities, Nanushuk-CU rocks are predicted to have the highest ice contents, ∼ 20% in
some cases. The volume fraction of ice tends to be low (< 10%) for Torok, Nanushuk-
Corwin, and Colville-B rocks. Despite their low ice contents, Colville-B rocks have the
highest heat capacity in the upper 150 m of all the permafrost subunits since Colville-B
permafrost temperatures are closer to the freezing point than for any other subunit. In
most cases, the volumetric heat capacity of Nanushuk and Colville rocks is very sensitive
to depth. In contrast, the bulk thermal conductivity is fairly uniform with depth. The
bulk conductivity is highest for the Torok-foothills and Colville-B subunits and lowest for
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Figure 8.12: Bulk density ρ for the DOI/GTN-P well sites (a). Patches show the 75%
confidence interval, solid lines show values corresponding to the best fit (smallest misfit
∆ˆ), while dashed lines delineate values for the largest misfits within the 75% confidence
interval. Panel (b) shows the volume fraction of ice φi while (c) shows the volumetric heat
capacity.
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Figure 8.13: Thermal conductivity K and diffusivity κ for the DOI/GTN-P well sites.
(Torok-foothills), bulk thermal diffusivities are low (< 0.5 × 10−6 m2 s−1) in the NPR-A.
Colville-A rocks have exceptionally low thermal diffusivities, as do the rocks at some of
the Nanushuk-CU sites (0.1–0.3× 10−6 m2 s−1).
Lachenbruch et al. [1982] noted that a large change in the temperature gradient occurs
near the base of coarse-grained permafrost in Prudhoe Bay due to the thermal conductivity
difference between ice and water held in the pore spaces. Several have noted the lack of
a comparable gradient change in the NPR-A temperature logs. Although more muted
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than for coarse-grained permafrost, the permafrost model (Chapter 7) does predict that a
gradient change should exist near the B-IRP for the fine-grained permafrost of the NPR-
A. Figure 8.14 illustrates the situation at the Peard Bay well. Due to the unfrozen water
properties of fine-grained permafrost, the temperature gradient is predicted to gradually
decrease above the B-IRP upon approaching the surface where temperatures are colder
and the ice content is higher. However, the gradient is predicted to decrease by no more
than 6% at this site due to the ice/water conductivity difference. In contrast, the observed
temperature gradient variations at Peard Bay are on the order of ±30%, no doubt due
to lithologic variations within the mudrocks. Thus, the gradient change predicted by the
ice/water conductivity difference is masked by the lithologic variations. The situation is
similar at all the other NPR-A well sites, explaining the absence of the predicted gradient
change near the B-IRP for these wells.


































Figure 8.14: Temperature gradient Γ = ∂T/∂z determined from the Peard Bay temperature
logs after most of the drilling disturbance had dissipated (a). Solid horizontal line shows
the base of permafrost while the dashed line shows the base of ice rich permafrost (B-IRP).
Panel (b) shows the ratio of Γ to that below the B-IRP where the ice is thawed. Black
near-vertical line shows the Γ/Γth ratio predicted by the bulk thermal conductivity found
from the transient analysis.
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8.6 Summary and conclusions
Two boundary condition experiments have been exploited to find the thermophysical
properties of permafrost in the NPR-A. The first experiment was the heating and subse-
quent cooling of permafrost near the DOI/GTN-P wellbores caused by drilling operations.
Analysis of the latent-heat effects present in the early temperature logs yields the location
of the base of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) for most of the well sites. The depth of the B-IRP is
found to be quite variable in the NPR-A, even over distances as short as 20 km. In contrast,
the temperature at which permafrost first begins to freeze (Tf ) is much more uniform. In
the western NPR-A, the freezing point for Nanushuk-Corwin rocks is −0.7◦C to −0.8◦C.
The Colville-B unit in the eastern NPR-A has the lowest freezing point, about −5◦C. Most
of the other NPR-A permafrost units have freezing points ranging from −1◦C to −2◦C.
The Seabee well (Arctic Foothills) has by far the highest sandstone content of any of the
NPR-A wells and an associated freezing point of −0.15◦C. The freezing point depression
provides a relationship between the sediment texture M and the porosity φ0 for each of
the rock units.
The second boundary-condition experiment is provided by the recent climatic warming
that began in this region about 1990. Analysis of the transient response of permafrost
to this warming constrains the possible values for three fundamental material proper-
ties (porosity, sediment texture, grain thermal conductivity) in the approximate depth
range 50–150 m at the well sites. As expected from geologic reports, permafrost porosi-
ties are found to be low (< 17%) in the western NPR-A. Porosities are both higher and
more variable in the eastern NPR-A. Mean grain conductivities are generally low (0.6–
1.5 W m−1 K−1) for the NPR-A mudrocks. Colville-B in the eastern NPR-A has a signifi-
cantly higher grain conductivity (2.5–3.5 W m−1 K−1) than the other permafrost units, most
likely due to a higher sand content. Sediment textures range from kaolinite/Suffield-silty-
clay mixtures (Colville-B) to Fairbanks-silt/very-fine-sand mixtures (Nanushuk-Corwin).
These textures produce the observed freezing point depressions, Tf .
Using the determined (φ0,M, K25g ) values, the main thermophysical properties of in-
terest can be determined within the approximate 50–150 m depth range at the well sites.
Torok and Nanushuk-Corwin rocks are found to have the highest densities while the tran-
sitional Nanushuk-CU rocks have the lowest. The volume fraction of ice tends to be low
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(< 10%) for most of the permafrost in the NPR-A (below 40 m), explaining the difficulty of
detecting interstitial ice using nonthermal geophysical logs. The exceptions are Colville-A
rocks which are predicted to have ice contents as high as 15% and some Nanushuk-CU
rocks with ice contents up to 18–25%. Colville-B rocks have the highest heat capacities,
primarily due to the proximity of near-surface permafrost temperatures to the freezing
point of these rocks. Except for the Torok unit, the heat capacity of permafrost in the
NPR-A is fairly sensitive to depth. Paralleling the grain conductivities, bulk thermal
conductivities are generally low (< 1.5 W m−1 K−1) in the NPR-A. Bulk conductivities
are higher for Torok-foothills and Colville-B rocks. Thermal diffusivities are generally very
low in the NPR-A (0.1–0.5× 10−6 m2 s−1); the Awuna well in the Arctic Foothills is the sole
exception with a diffusivity near 0.8× 10−6 m2 s−1. The availability of the thermophysical
properties will improve our ability to understand the past, present, and future response of
permafrost to climate change in this region.
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CHAPTER 9
PERMAFROST TEMPERATURES AND
CHANGING CLIMATE, AN EXAMPLE
FROM THE ARCTIC SLOPE
OF ALASKA
9.1 Introduction
The primary purpose of the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array is to monitor the ther-
mal state of permafrost as it responds to arctic climate change. After correcting for the
drilling disturbance, the observed temperature changes in these wells are due to a mixture
of climate-change effects and local landscape-change effects related to the reserve pits and
drill pads. Our task is to disentangle these effects to isolate the portion that’s due to climate
alone. This is complicated because the reserve pits and drill pads are also responding to
climate change. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the magnitude of the thermal disturbance
at the monitoring wells due to the reserve pits and drill pads depends on the thermal
properties of the materials in the upper few tens of meters. In Chapter 8 we found the
average thermophysical properties in the approximate depth range 50–150 m at each of
the well sites. To separate the landscape effects from the climate effects, we now need to
estimate the thermal properties above 50 m where the reserve pits and drill pads have their
greatest impact.
Because of the nature of permafrost in northern Alaska, we cannot simply extrapolate
the thermal properties from below 50 m all the way to the surface. The porosity of the
upper 10–20 m of surficial materials is likely to be quite different from that of the under-
lying rock units. These surficial deposits consist of the unconsolidated Gubik Formation
at elevations lower than 40 m (Chapter 8) and colluvium at many of the higher elevation
sites. Soil-moisture data acquired by the DOI/GTN-P Climate Network [Urban and Clow,
2016] indicate the porosity of shallow sediments across the NPR-A is 40–42%, typical of
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many silty clay soils. In addition, segregation ice (masses of pure ice outside the soil pore
structure) is common in the upper few meters of fine-grained permafrost and can form
as deep as 30 m [Davis, 2001]. The total volume of segregation ice has been estimated
to be 10% in the upper few meters of the Arctic Coastal Plain [Brown, 1967] but locally
can be much higher. Barnhart et al. [2014] report 30–70% of the upper few meters consist
of segregation ice at Drew Point on the Beaufort coast. Even in the foothills, shallow
geotechnical holes reveal massive amounts of segregation ice to depths of at least 9 m at
the Awuna well site [Husky Oil NPR Operations, 1983a]. The combination of high porosity,
saturated conditions, and the existence of segregation ice leads to relatively high total ice
contents in the surficial materials at most of the well sites. With segregation-ice volumes
ranging 10–30%, the total ice content is 46–58%. With the exception of the Colville-B and
and Torok-foothills units (Chapter 8), such high ice volumes are expected to produce bulk
conductivities much higher than those of the underlying rocks. In the northeastern NPR-A,
a 10–50 m thick aeolian sand sheet of late Wisconsin age covers the area. This quartz-rich
sand sheet is also likely to have a substantially different thermal conductivity than the
underlying units.
An additional factor limiting our ability to extrapolate the thermal properties from
50–150 m upwards is the inhomogeneity of the deposits. With few exceptions, permafrost
in the NPR-A consists of sequences of fine-grained sediments whose properties vary sub-
stantially on vertical scales of 50 m or less. Thus, the average properties at 50–150 m may be
a poor predictor of what occurs above 50 m. The Tunalik well site is a good example. The
drill cuttings description for this well shows alternating layers of coal, claystone, dolomite,
and sandstone [Husky Oil NPR Operations, 1983b]. These materials are expected to produce
wide variations in the bulk thermal conductivity over 20–50 m depth intervals (Figure 9.1).
In this chapter, we assimilate information from a local climate network along with the
temperature logs and drill-cutting descriptions (where available) to establish the shallow
thermal properties. Average thermophysical properties over the 50–150 m depth range
provide additional guidance. We refer to this step as the site 'calibration' process. Once
a site has been successfully calibrated, we are then able to separate the landscape effects
from the climate effects. We then apply this methodology to the East Simpson well site in
order to determine how much permafrost has warmed there purely due to climate change.
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Figure 9.1: Bulk thermal conductivity profile at the Tunalik well determined from the
drilling-corrected temperature logs assuming the geothermal flux is qb = 40 mW m−2. The
bulk conductivity varies widely between coal, claystone, dolomite, and sandstone layers.
Dashed line shows the base of ice-rich permafrost while the solid line is the depth of the
0◦C isotherm.
9.2 NPR-A meteorological information
In 1998, the USGS began installing a network of climate stations in arctic Alaska to bet-
ter understand changes occurring on federal lands under U.S. Department of the Interior
management. These stations continually monitor air- and ground-temperatures, winds,
radiation, snow depth, and soil moisture. Ground-temperature measurements are made
at 10 depths spanning 5 to 120 cm. The shallower ground-temperature sensors record
the seasonal freeze-thaw cycle within the 'active layer' while the deeper sensors monitor
temperatures in perpetually frozen permafrost; maximum active-layer depths typically
reach 30–50 cm by the end of summer in the NPR-A. By 2005, the coverage of the 16-
element DOI/GTN-P Climate Network had substantially improved with the installation
of the final stations. Many of these stations are located in the vicinity of DOI/GTN-P
boreholes. Although air temperatures are very similar at climate-station/borehole pairs,
shallow ground temperatures, soil moisture, and snow depths are often different as these
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variables vary substantially over lateral distances as small as 10 m on the Arctic Slope.
Because of swampy conditions around the borehole sites, many of the climate stations
are located a kilometer or more from their corresponding boreholes. Still, the ground
temperatures measured at the climate stations provide a rough check on our interpretation
of the borehole data and other valuable information.
A significant issue with the records from the DOI/GTN-P climate stations is the large
number of data gaps (5–15% of the record) resulting from damage caused by indigenous
wildlife, primarily bears and wolverines. Trends calculated from these short incomplete
records produce incoherent results. To circumvent this, four regional climate series were
constructed utilizing all the available data from four primary stations located in the NPR-A
near the Tunalik, Drew Point, West Fish Creek, and Seabee boreholes. These stations are
representative of conditions on the Chukchi Sea coast, Beaufort Sea coast, northeastern
NPR-A portion of the Arctic Coastal Plain, and Arctic Foothills, respectively. Missing data
gaps were filled by analyzing cross-correlations with other stations in the climate network.
Figure 9.2 shows the resulting mean-annual air and 120-cm ground-temperature time se-
ries for the four areas. Because of the unique conditions in the Arctic Foothills, correlations
with other stations were too poor to fill the missing data gaps in the ground-temperature
record for this area.
The mean-annual climate series reveal the following for the western Arctic Slope: (a)
The air-temperature series for the four areas in the NPR-A are in general well-correlated
with each other. In addition, for the period of overlap (1999–2012) the air-temperature
records are well-correlated with the recently developed 1920–2012 air-temperature record
developed for the North Slope by Bieniek et al. [2014]. (b) The interannual variability is large
as is characteristic of the Arctic. Air temperatures vary ∼ 1.2 K (1σ) interannually while
ground temperatures vary about 0.6 K in the eastern NPR-A and 0.9 K near the Chukchi
coast. (c) The ground-temperature series do not follow the air-temperature series in detail.
This is because several factors in addition to air temperature influence temperatures in
the ground, including: soil moisture, the timing of when the seasonal snowpack begins
to form in the autumn (a delayed snowpack allows the ground to chill more readily), and
the mean thickness of the winter snowpack. Thus, for example, mean-annual air tempera-
tures were cold across the NPR-A during 1999 while ground temperatures were relatively
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Figure 9.2: Mean-annual air and 120-cm ground temperatures for four areas in the NPR-
A based on data from the DOI/GTN-P Climate Network [Urban and Clow, 2016]. The
recent portion of the North Slope air-temperature record developed by Bieniek et al. [2014]
is shown for comparison.
warm (Figure 9.2). (d) There is a distinct north-south gradient in both air and ground
temperatures from the Beaufort coast to the Arctic Foothills with the coast being colder
(Figure 9.3). Average air temperatures along the Chukchi coast are currently warmer than
both the Beaufort coast and the northeastern NPR-A site on the Arctic Coastal Plain. In
contrast, ground temperatures at the Chukchi site appear to be as cold as on the Beaufort
coast. We view the latter result with caution as the ground temperature sensor at the
Chukchi site has been subject to periodic frost heaving. The extent to which frost heaving
has affected the ground-temperature data from this site is currently unknown. (e) Because
of the insulating effects of the seasonal snowpack, mean-annual ground temperatures tend
to be warmer than mean-annual air temperatures. This effect is substantial on the Arctic
Slope. At the Beaufort coast and northeastern NPR-A sites, the temperature offset ∆Tag
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Figure 9.3: Average air and 120-cm ground temperatures over the period 1999–2008 at the
Chukchi coast (Chu-C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C), northeast NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills
(Foothills) sites.
between 3-m air temperatures and 120-cm ground temperatures is 3.1–3.5 K (Figure 9.4).
At the Arctic Foothills site where the seasonal snowpack is deeper, the offset is 4.5 K.
Thus, the effect of the north-south air-temperature gradient on the ground is enhanced
1–1.5 K by deepening snow towards and into the Arctic Foothills. Again, the low ∆Tag
value at the Chukchi site must be viewed with caution due to periodic frost heaving of the
ground-temperature sensor which may lead to a spurious value.
In addition to the above observations, a progressive warming is also apparent in the
mean-annual DOI/GTN-P climate series over the period of record (1999–2015). Linear
least-squares fits confirm that air temperature trends have been strongly positive in each
of the four NPR-A focus areas since 1999 (Table 9.1, Figure 9.5). The similarity of the













Figure 9.4: Average offset ∆Tag between 120-cm ground temperatures and 3-m air tem-
peratures over the period 1999–2008 at the Chukchi coast (Chu-C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C),
northeast NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills (Foothills) sites.
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air-temperature trends in the four areas suggests the possibility that air temperatures have
been warming uniformly across the NPR-A. To test this hypothesis, we use a two-sided
procedure described by Bowker and Lieberman [1972] for testing whether two normally-
distributed parameters are equal. Application of the test to the trends for every pair of
areas indicates the air-temperature trends are the same in all four focus areas at the 75%
significance level (there is a 25% chance that we would reject the hypothesis even if it is
in fact true). Operating characteristic (OC) curves [Bowker and Lieberman, 1972] define the
likelihood of accepting the hypothesis that the trends are equal when in fact they differ by
an amount ∆trend. We define the 'detection limit' to be the value of ∆trend on the OC curve
where we are just as likely to accept the hypothesis as reject it if the difference in trends is
in fact ∆trend (Figure 9.6). Based on the OC curves developed for each hypothesis test, the
Table 9.1: Temperature trends (K decade−1) and their standard errors at the Chukchi coast
(Chu-C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C), northeastern NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills sites over
the period 1999–2015.
air (3 m) ground (10 cm) ground (120 cm)
Area ∂T/∂t σ ∂T/∂t σ ∂T/∂t σ
Chu-C 1.33 0.36 1.86 0.34 1.75 0.34
Bea-C 1.43 0.35 1.44 0.20 1.19 0.20
NE 1.16 0.37 1.41 0.20 1.36 0.20
Foothills 1.20 0.41 0.95 0.29 1.00 0.32


















Figure 9.5: Air-temperature trends at the Chukchi coast (Chu-C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C),
northeastern NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills sites over the period 1999–2015. Vertical
lines show the 90% confidence intervals.
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detection limit for determining whether pairs of air-temperature trends are equal is found
to range 0.54–0.58 K decade−1 (Table 9.2). We conclude that mean-annual air temperatures
have been warming at 1.28 K decade−1 on the western Arctic Slope since 1999. Statistical
tests indicate this warming has been uniform across the coastal areas, coastal plain, and
foothills to within our current detection limit (0.56 K decade−1).
Ground temperature trends are also found to be strongly positive at all four focus areas
in the NPR-A, both in the active layer (10 cm) and below it where the permafrost is frozen
year-round (Table 9.1, Figure 9.7). Hypothesis tests indicate the temperature trends are
essentially the same at the 10-cm (active layer) and 120-cm (permafrost) depths in each
area. Intercomparison of the 120-cm ground-temperature trends between the different





















Figure 9.6: Operating characteristic curve for testing the hypothesis (H) that the air
temperature trend at the Chukchi coastal site is the same as that at the Beaufort coastal
site. The level of significance is set at 75% (1− α = 0.25). Vertical line shows the detection
limit, 0.54 K decade−1 in this case. The hypothesis is accepted if the trends are in fact
the same, or if they differ by no more than 0.54 K decade−1. Otherwise the hypothesis is
rejected.
Table 9.2: Test of the hypothesis that the air-temperature trends at the Chukchi coast (Chu-
C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C), northeastern NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills sites are equal.
H: air temperature trends are equal Detection Limit (K decade−1)
Area Chu-C Bea-C NE Foothills Chu-C Bea-C NE Foothills
Chu-C — accept accept accept — 0.54 0.55 0.57
Bea-C accept — accept accept 0.54 — 0.55 0.57
NE accept accept — accept 0.55 0.55 — 0.58
Foothills accept accept accept — 0.57 0.57 0.58 —
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Figure 9.7: Air- and ground-temperature trends in the NPR-A over the period 1999–2015.
Vertical lines show the 90% confidence limits.
focus areas shows that they are the same except for the Chukchi site (Table 9.3). As already
discussed, the Chukchi ground-temperature values (and its trend) must be viewed with
caution. Excluding the Chukchi value, we find that 120-cm ground temperatures have
been warming at 1.32 K decade−1 in the NPR-A since 1999, a value very similar to the air
temperature trend. With the exception of the Chukchi site, the ground-temperature trend
has been relatively uniform across the NPR-A to within our current detection limit (0.3–
0.5 K decade−1). Hypothesis tests confirm that the air and 120-cm ground-temperature
trends are the same at each site, with the possible exception of the Chukchi coastal site. The
detection limit for these tests is about 0.5 K decade−1. The similarity of the air- and ground-
temperature trends (1.28 and 1.32 K decade−1) suggests that since 1999, air-temperature
change has been the primary driver for the observed permafrost warming in the NPR-A.
On the decadal time-scale, no other mechanism such as a thickening snowpack or earlier
snowmelt is required to explain the warming of permafrost in this region.
9.3 Site calibration
The objective of the site calibration is to find a set of shallow thermal properties that
are consistent with the available information. This is accomplished through a 2-step op-
timization process utilizing the permafrost thermal model developed in Chapter 7. The
first step is to find those thermal conductivity profiles that yield our best estimate of
the temperature profile at a borehole soon after the well was drilled. The stipulation
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Table 9.3: Test of the hypothesis that the 120-cm ground-temperature trends at the Chukchi
coast (Chu-C), Beaufort coast (Bea-C), northeastern NPR-A (NE), and Arctic Foothills sites
are equal.
H: ground-temperature trends are equal Detection Limit (K decade−1)
Area Chu-C Bea-C NE Foothills Chu-C Bea-C NE Foothills
Chu-C — reject accept reject — 0.45 0.45 0.52
Bea-C reject — accept accept 0.45 — 0.27 0.42
NE accept accept — accept 0.45 0.27 — 0.42
Foothills reject accept accept — 0.52 0.42 0.42 —
that we use the temperature field soon after drilling allows us to temporarily set aside
the thermal effects of the reserve pit and drill pad which take several years to influence
temperatures at the wellbore (below 20 m). The model domain is taken to be at least
400 m deep so as to include the entire permafrost zone. Below the 10–20 m thick surficial
layer (or 10–50 m thick sand sheet in the northeastern NPR-A), the sediment texture and
porosity are set to appropriate values for the rock units at each well site established in
Chapter 8. Except for the northeastern NPR-A, the surficial layers are assumed to consist
of silty clay; in the northeastern NPR-A, the surficial layer is taken to be a quartz-rich sand.
At the lower boundary, the geothermal flux for a well is set equal to the value reported
by Deming et al. [1996]. Although the uncertainties of their geothermal fluxes are large
(2σ = 40–60%), the resulting shallow thermal properties are insensitive to the exact values.
Since the temperature field above 120–140 m has been responding to surface temperature
changes over the past century, a time-dependent upper boundary condition must be spec-
ified to match the temperature profile above these depths. As shown in Section 9.2, the
mean-annual air-temperature series determined for the coastal areas, coastal plain, and
foothills are well-correlated with each other, and with the Bieniek air-temperature series
[Bieniek et al., 2014]. Thus, the Bieniek record should provide a good representation of
the air-temperature history at any site in the NPR-A back to 1920 as long as we take into
account the offset between local air temperatures and the North Slope average provided by
Bieniek et al. [2014]. We also found in Section 9.2 that 120-cm ground-temperature trends on
the Arctic Slope have been essentially the same as the air-temperature trends over the past
15 years. For the site calibration, we assume that this equivalence also held further back in
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time. We can then use the local air-temperature record estimated from the Bieniek series,
offset by an amount ∆Tag to account for the local long-term air-to-ground temperature
difference, to provide the upper boundary condition for the permafrost model back to
1920. Temperatures deeper than 120–140 m are a response to mean surface temperatures
during the 1800s. To initialize the model, we assume average surface temperatures during
the 1800s were equal to a value Ts0. Although the initial surface temperature Ts0, the
air-to-ground offset ∆Tag, and shallow grain conductivity Kg profile are unknown, only
unique combinations of these factors can result in simulated temperature profiles that
match our best estimate of the temperature field soon after a well was drilled.
Step 1 of the calibration procedure is illustrated in Figures 9.8–9.9 for the East Simpson
#1 well which was completed in 1979. In this case, we use the drilling-corrected 1983
temperature log to establish the relationship between Ts0, ∆Tag, and the Kg profile. If the
mean surface temperature was −11◦C during the 1800s, then the local long-term air-to-
ground temperature offset is required to be 3.07 K (Figure 9.8a) and the grain conductivity
below the surficial layer (20–60 m) must be ∼ 1.7 W m−1 K−1 (Figure 9.8b) in order for the
simulated temperatures to match the 1983 drilling-corrected temperature log (Figure 9.9).
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Figure 9.8: Relationship between the 1800s surface temperature Ts0 and the mean long-
term air-to-ground temperature difference ∆Tag required for simulated temperatures at
the East Simpson well to match the 1983 drilling-corrected temperature log (a). Panel (b)
shows the associated grain-conductivity profiles. In this case, the surficial layer is 22 m
thick and geothermal flux qb = 50 mW m−2.
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Figure 9.9: Simulated (black line) and drilling-corrected (green) 1983 temperatures at the
East Simpson No. 1 well (a). Panel (b) shows the difference δ between the simulated
temperatures and the 1983 drilling-corrected temperature log.
However, if Ts0 was −11.5◦C, then ∆Tag is required to be 3.23 K and the 20–60 m grain
conductivities must be ∼ 1.0 W m−1 K−1 in order to match the 1983 log. Thus, there is
a unique ∆Tag value and Kg profile linked to every possible Ts0. Although not a perfect
match, the simulated temperature profiles are able to match the drilling-corrected 1983
temperature log to within ∼ 9 mK (1σ) at East Simpson using the parameter values de-
termined using this calibration procedure. The reliability of the procedure hinges on the
quality of the early temperature logs and on the drilling-disturbance corrections.
At this point in the site calibration process, the temperature difference ∆Tpad between
the drill pad and the surrounding tundra is unknown. Step 2 of the site calibration at-
tempts to place bounds on this very important quantity. To do this, temperatures are
simulated at the wellbore from the time the well was spudded until the present using
the 2-D cartesian permafrost model (Chapter 7), or the 3-D version if the well is located
near a corner of the drill pad. These simulations introduce the effects of the reserve pit
and drill pad into the site calibration. Utilizing the air-to-ground temperature offsets
and grain-conductivity profiles found in Step 1, the 2-norm of the difference between
the 2007–2008 simulated and drilling-corrected borehole temperatures is computed for a
likely range of Ts0 and ∆Tpad values. To increase our sensitivity to the reserve pit and
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drill pad effects, the norms are calculated over a restricted depth range, nominally 25–
50 m. Residuals above 25 m are ignored at this stage since they are sensitive to real short-
term (1–4 year) differences between local mean-annual air-temperature and near-surface
ground-temperature time series (Section 9.2, Figure 9.2). Figure 9.10 shows the 2-norms
calculated for the East Simpson #1 well. The true values for Ts0 and ∆Tpad are taken to be
those where the simulated temperatures best match (smallest norm) the drilling-corrected
temperature logs. In the case of East Simpson, the optimal fit occurs when the drill pad
is 1.3 K colder than the surrounding tundra and the mean 1800s surface temperature is
−11.8◦C. The corresponding grain-conductivity profile is given by the Ts0 = −11.8◦C
curve in Figure 9.8b. This completes the site calibration for the East Simpson well.
9.4 East Simpson well site, Beaufort Sea coast
The East Simpson No. 1 well is located on a low-lying (elev. 4 m) section of the Beaufort
Sea coast, 90 km east of Point Barrow. Although the thickness of the Gubik Formation is
unknown at this site, sensitivity tests during site calibration provide the best fit to the
temperature logs with a 22-m thick surficial layer. Transitional Nanushuk rocks derived
from the buildout of both the Corwin and Umiat deltas occur at this site below the Gubik
Formation. According to the drill-cuttings description, silty clay occurs in the 26–62 m























Figure 9.10: Norm of the 25–50 m temperature simulation residuals δ for the East Simpson
No. 1 well found during Step 2 of the site calibration process. White point shows the
location of the best (smallest norm) solution.
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curs at 62–80 m [Husky Oil NPR Operations, 1983c]; no cuttings were recovered above 26 m.
From the site calibration (Section 9.3), the bulk conductivity in the 22-62 m depth range is
∼ 1.0 W m−1 K−1. Although low, it is close to the measured value (1.07 W m−1 K−1) for a
Nanushuk claystone at the nearby Ikpikpuk No. 1 well [Deming et al., 1996]. The presence
of abundant fish remains at shallow depths may further reduce the thermal conductivity
as the conductivity of animal tissues and bones typically range 0.2–0.5 W m−1 K−1 at−5◦C
to −7◦C [Choi and Bischof , 2010]. A full set of thermophysical properties determined for
the East Simpson permafrost zone is shown in Figure 9.11. With these values, the base
of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) is correctly predicted to be at 339 m and the 0◦C isotherm
defining the base of permafrost is at 366 m. Bulk conductivities of these Nanushuk rocks
vary from about 1–1.5 W m−1 K−1 in the clays and shales to about 2 W m−1 K−1 in
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Figure 9.11: Thermophysical properties at the East Simpson No. 1 well site, including: bulk
densities (b), volume fractions of ice and unfrozen water (c), volumetric heat capacity (d),
grain and bulk thermal conductivities (e), and bulk thermal diffusivity (f). For reference,
the (simulated) temperature profile every two years since the well was spudded is shown
in panel (a).
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climatologically interesting zone, about 0.65× 10−6 m2 s−1 in the surficial (Gubik) layer
and 0.22–0.40×10−6 m2 s−1 at 22–150 m. Near the surface where temperatures are the
coldest (∼ −9◦C), at least 1/3 of the pore water within the Nanushuk rocks is predicted to
be in the unfrozen state. Large amounts of unfrozen water contribute to the low thermal
diffusivity at this site.
During site calibration, we found that the drill pad at East Simpson tends to be about
1.3 K cooler than the surrounding tundra. This is a consequence of poor vegetation re-
covery on the pad due to salt spray carried by the prevalent northeast winds off the
Arctic Ocean (Figure 9.12). Counteracting the subsurface cooling by the pad is the relative
warmth of the adjacent reserve pit. In this case, the drill-pad disturbance is the larger of the
two, so the combined landscape-change effect is one of cooling at the well. Since 1984, the
net cooling at the standard permafrost reporting depth (20 m) has varied between 0.1 K and
0.25 K (Figure 9.13). Applying the reserve pit and drill-pad disturbances as a correction to
the drilling-corrected temperature logs yields the projected temperature profiles beneath
the nearby undisturbed tundra (Figure 9.14).
Based on the fully-corrected logs, temperatures beneath the undisturbed tundra have
progressively warmed 0.58 K decade−1 at the 20-m permafrost reporting depth since 1989
at East Simpson (Figure 9.15). This rate of warming is somewhat less than that experienced
at the West Dock permafrost observatory 230-km east along the Beaufort Sea coast at
Figure 9.12: Logging the East Simpson No. 1 well on the Beaufort Sea coast. Vegetation is
extremely sparse on the drill pad (foreground) compared to the undisturbed tundra seen
beyond the reserve pit.
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Figure 9.13: Thermal disturbance at the East Simpson No. 1 well due to the combined
effects of the reserve pit and drill pad. Dashed horizontal lines show the reference depths,
20 and 30 m.






























Figure 9.14: East Simpson No. 1 temperature logs corrected for the combined effects of
the drilling disturbance, the reserve-pit disturbance, and the drill-pad disturbance. The
fully corrected logs are equivalent to the expected temperature profiles beneath the nearby
undisturbed tundra.
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Prudhoe Bay [Romanovsky et al., 2011]. The different warming rate at the two sites during
the 1990s and 2000s may: (a) represent a real regional climate difference, (b) be due to the
way the different vegetation types at the two sites respond to climate change, and/or (c) be
the result of the lower thermal diffusivity beneath the Gubik Formation at East Simpson.
The East Simpson well is located within a drained lake basin where the dominant vege-
tation types are classified as moist-meadow and wet-meadow tundra based on analysis
of data from Landsat’s Multispectral Scanner [Morrissey and Ennis, 1981]. In contrast, the
West Dock permafrost observatory is located in drier terrain classified as a moist-or-dry
herbaceous tundra [Walker and Acevedo, 1987]. It is likely that permafrost temperatures
beneath the two vegetation types respond differently to a climate warming. In addition,
alluvial gravels are common at West Dock. The relatively high thermal diffusivity of such
gravels will allow the post-1989 surface warming to diffuse much more readily into the
permafrost than is the case at East Simpson.
A temperature time series at the 20-m depth is a damped version of what occurs in
permafrost at or very near the surface. To find the surface trends and to better connect
with other climate records, we need to estimate the surface-temperature history Ts(t)
from the borehole information. To do this, we assume the shape of Ts(t) is similar to
the air-temperature history Tair(t) when passed through an averaging filter on the order
of a decade or more. This assumption is supported by the analysis of air- and ground-
temperature data from the DOI/GTN-P Climate Network (Section 9.2). For East Simpson,
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Figure 9.15: 20-m temperatures beneath undisturbed tundra adjacent to the East Simp-
son No. 1 well site. Also shown are the 20-m temperatures recorded at the West Dock
permafrost observatory 230-km to the east in Prudhoe Bay for comparison.
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the surface-temperature history just below (1.2 m) the active layer in the undisturbed
tundra was found by perturbing the shape of a 9-year running-average air-temperature
history by the smallest amount possible that would fit the fully-corrected 20-m borehole
temperatures to within 0.01 K. The resulting Ts(t) history for undisturbed tundra shows
that surface temperatures at this site warmed 3.1 K between the early 1970s and 2012, or
at a rate of 0.73 K decade−1 (Figure 9.16). Over the same time period, air temperatures
warmed 2.9 K or 0.67 K decade−1. The close correspondence of the air- and ground-
temperature warming extends to a longer time period (1970–2012) our earlier conclu-
sion that air-temperature changes have been the primary driver of ground-temperature
changes on the Arctic Slope.
As noted by Bieniek et al. [2014], low-frequency multidecadal variations in Alaskan
air temperatures are shared across all 13 Alaska climate divisions, from the Aleutians to
the North Slope. These Alaskan air-temperature variations are strongly linked with the
dominant mode of sea-surface temperature (SST) variability in the North Pacific Ocean as
expressed by the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO). Thus, air temperatures across Alaska
tended to be warm during the 1920s and 1930s when SSTs in the eastern North Pacific
Ocean were warm (positive PDO phase) and cool during the 1950s to mid-1970s when the
reverse was true. The later cool period ended abruptly in 1976–1977 when the PDO flipped
back to its positive phase. Unlike most climate events in Alaska which are associated with
the PDO, temperatures in northern Alaskan experienced a pronounced cooling in the early
1980s that appears to be linked to the positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation [Bieniek et al.,
2014]. Both the 1976–1981 PDO warming event and the 1982–1988 AO cooling event are
apparent in the near-surface (1.2 m) temperature record at East Simpson (Figure 9.16b).
However, permafrost temperatures during these two events were much cooler than that
predicted by the local air-temperature record offset by ∆Tag = 3.30 K (blue dashed line,
Figure 9.16b). Thus 1976–1988 is one time period where changes in snowpack or some
other factor in addition to air temperature played a significant role in changing permafrost
temperatures. By the mid-1990s conditions had changed to the point that near-surface
permafrost temperatures were now about 0.2 K warmer than predicted by the local offset
air-temperature record. The 1990s air-to-ground temperature transition is coincident with
the time that air-temperature anomalies on the Arctic Slope became asynchronous with
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(b) ESN tundra ground-temperatures
1 m
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Figure 9.16: Air and ground temperatures at the East Simpson well site. Air temperatures
estimated at East Simpson from the Bieniek record before 1999 and from DOI/GTN-P air-
temperature measurements after 1999 are shown in (a). Panel (b) shows the 1.2-m and
20-m permafrost temperatures below undisturbed tundra adjacent to the East Simpson
well site. Blue dashed line shows the 9-year smoothed air-temperature record offset by
∆Tag = 3.30 K. Green diamonds are the 1.2 m permafrost temperatures at the nearest
DOI/GTN-P climate station (Drew Point), 26 km to the east on the Beaufort Sea coast.
the rest of the state, and with the PDO. This decoupling is associated with the massive
loss of sea ice along the northern coast of Alaska. Just offshore from East Simpson, the
number of open-water days on the Arctic Ocean more than doubled from ∼ 45 in 1979 to
95 in 2009, allowing the relatively dark ocean a longer period to warm up in response to
solar radiation [Overeem et al., 2011]. The subsequent delay in sea-ice freeze-up has led to
exceptionally warm autumns on the western Arctic Slope [Bieniek et al., 2014].
During site calibration, it was found that the long-term (1920–2012) air-to-ground tem-
perature offset ∆Tag is about 3.30 K at East Simpson. This long-term value falls in the
middle of the modern ∆Tag range (3.1–3.5 K) for the Arctic Coastal Plain determined from
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analysis of DOI/GTN-P Climate Network data (Section 9.2). Thus, ∆Tag does not appear
to have substantively changed at East Simpson over the last century as would have been
the case if factors other than air temperature had been a significant contributor to ground-
temperature changes during this time. Thus, the local offset air-temperature record can be
used to estimate near-surface permafrost temperatures over the period 1920–1970. Actual
permafrost temperatures during this time are expected to have deviated from the air-based
estimate over short periods, as witnessed during 1976–1988. We also found during site
calibration that the mean surface temperature at East Simpson during the 1800s was about
−11.8◦C. Assembling the mean 1800s surface temperature, the air-based estimate of the
1920–1970 surface temperatures, and the borehole-based 1970–2012 surface temperatures,
provides a view of permafrost warming at East Simpson since the end of the Little Ice Age
(Figure 9.17). Permafrost temperatures at this site warmed 2.0 K between the 1800s and
1970, and an additional 3.1 K between 1970 and 2012. The total warming since the end of
the LIA is then 5.1 K at this site.
There are few records with which to compare these values. In the original analysis
of North Slope borehole temperature logs, Lachenbruch and Marshall [1986] found that
near-surface temperatures had warmed 2–4 K over the several decades to century prior
to 1984 based on wells with minor thermal conductivity variations. Our East Simpson
warming over the same time period is near the bottom end of their range. The large
variance in their warming estimate probably stems from the thermal conductivity vari-















Figure 9.17: Permafrost temperatures (1.2-m) beneath undisturbed tundra adjacent to the
East Simpson well site since the 1800s.
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ations that we now recognize occur in even the best of wells in the NPR-A. The only other
estimate of temperature during the 1800s in arctic Alaska comes from analysis of tree-ring
data obtained near the boreal forest treeline. Unfortunately, these data were lumped with
similar data obtained across Canada. It is now recognized that temperature changes in the
northern boreal forests have been quite different in arctic Alaska, northwestern Canada,
and northeastern Canada. Nonetheless, Jacoby and D’Arrigo [1989] report arctic tempera-
tures in North America warmed about 1 K between the mid-1800s and 1970. Our value on
the Beaufort Sea coast is twice that value.
Permafrost on the Arctic Slope has been thick and continuous for thousands of years.
However, this situation may soon change. Surface temperatures in undisturbed permafrost
at East Simpson are now about −6.5◦C. Direct measurement of 1.2 m temperatures at the
Drew Point climate station 26 km to the east have been giving similar values for the last
couple of years. As a rule of thumb, the boundary between continuous and discontinuous
permafrost occurs at locations where the mean-annual ground temperature is −5◦C. At
the current warming rate (0.73 K decade−1), East Simpson will reach this transition point
in about 20 years. However, it would take some time for the surface warming to reach the
base of permafrost. Should that happen, the landscape of the area will change dramati-
cally as the hydrologic system completely reorganizes. In Alaska, the boundary between
continuous and discontinuous permafrost is currently located south of the Brooks Range.
9.5 Summary and conclusions
Through the site calibration process, we are able to establish the shallow (< 50 m)
thermal properties needed to assess the thermal disturbance caused by the reserve pit and
drill pad at a well site. Once these local landscape-change effects have been determined,
the portion of the observed borehole temperature warming caused by climate change can
be found. Applying this methodology to borehole temperature data acquired in the East
Simpson No. 1 well on the Beaufort Sea coast, we find the following: (a) Air-temperature
changes have been the primary driver of permafrost warming in this area over the last
century. Although factors other than air-temperature change (e.g., changes in the seasonal
snowpack) have played a significant role in changing permafrost temperatures over short
periods, there is no indication that this has been the case on the century timescale. (b)
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A transition occurred in the derived air-to-ground temperature offset during the 1990s
that coincides with the time air-temperature anomalies on the Arctic Slope became asyn-
chronous with the rest of the state, and with the PDO. This decoupling of the Arctic Slope
is associated with the massive loss of sea ice in the neighboring Beaufort and Chukchi seas
that has occurred since the mid-1980s. (c) Near-surface permafrost has warmed 5.1 K in
this area since the 1800s. Of this, 3.1 K of warming has occurred since 1970. The current
rate of warming in this area is 0.73 K decade−1. (d) Should the warming continue at the
current rate, near-surface permafrost temperatures will reach −5◦C within 20 years. As
East Simpson is located on the Beaufort coast near the coldest part of the Arctic Slope, this
would mark the beginning of the transition of the entire Arctic Slope from continuous
to discontinuous permafrost. Such a transition would cause significant landscape and
environmental changes.
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CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Arctic is highly sensitive to increases in global mean air temperature as exemplified
by the large and persistent physical and biological changes currently being observed there.
In turn, the Arctic can have a significant impact on the global climate system through ice-
albedo feedbacks and the potential loss of vast amounts of methane (a potent greenhouse
gas) stored in permafrost to the atmosphere. Despite this, the Arctic remains a data-sparse
region, limiting our understanding of critical processes and our ability to project future
environmental conditions in the Arctic and at mid-latitudes. To address this issue, sev-
eral initiatives have been undertaken to develop comprehensive observing systems for
the atmosphere, ocean, and terrestrial components of the Arctic climate system (e.g., the
Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks initiative). These observing systems are generally
built from an aggregation of many national and regional observing networks. The success
of these comprehensive observing systems critically depends on the contributions from
the individual networks.
One such network is the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole Array whose purpose is to moni-
tor the thermal state of permafrost on the Arctic Slope of Alaska, a region of thick continu-
ous permafrost. The origin of the network began 40 years ago with the drilling of deep ex-
ploration wells in the National Petroleum Reserve–Alaska (NPR-A). Periodic temperature
measurements in these monitoring wells have shown a strong near-surface warming, par-
ticularly since∼ 1990. Ordinarily, thick continuous permafrost would be an ideal medium
in which to monitor the response of the solid earth to a changing climate. However,
several challenges unique to deep arctic boreholes have hampered our ability to interpret
the warming observed in these wells. These challenges include: (a) Large amounts of
heat were pumped into the permafrost surrounding the wells when they were drilled.
Because of the magnitude of the heat involved and the duration of drilling, all the temper-
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ature measurements acquired in these wells are disturbed to some extent by the drilling.
For the purposes of studying the effects of climate change on permafrost, or using per-
mafrost as a recorder of climate change, the drilling disturbance must be accounted for
and removed from the borehole temperature data. This requires a drilling disturbance
model that properly accounts for the intermittent drilling of the boreholes, latent-heat
effects associated with the melting and subsequent refreezing of permafrost surrounding a
wellbore, and boundary effects near the earth’s surface. Prior to this study, no models
with these capabilities existed. (b) Drilling operations in the NPR-A during the 1970s
and 1980s required the construction of a reserve pit to handle the circulating drilling
muds and an elevated drill pad to support the drill rig and camp. Upon completion
of drilling, attempts were made to revegetate the drill pads while the reserve pits were
mostly left to fill with water. In most cases, revegetation was only partially successful. As
a result, temperatures beneath both the drill pad and the reserve pit can be substantially
different from those under the surrounding 'undisturbed' tundra. Since the well-heads of
the NPR-A boreholes are all located near the edge of the drill pad and close to the reserve
pit, a multidimensional permafrost thermal model is required to account for the thermal
disturbance caused by these local landscape-change features. Again, prior to this study no
models with these capabilities existed. (c) All models used to help interpret the observed
temperature changes in the wells require information about the thermophysical properties
of the materials into which the wells were drilled. Very little has been known about these
properties in the NPR-A. What we have known is that permafrost in this area consists
primarily of fine-grained sedimentary sequences of claystones, siltstones, and shales. The
properties of frozen fine-grained sediments are complicated by the existence of substantial
amounts of unfrozen water at temperatures well below 0◦C, producing strong nonlinear
heat-transfer effects at the temperatures experienced on the western Arctic Slope. (d)
The temperature data collected over the last 40 years in the DOI/GTN-P Deep Borehole
Array were obtained using a variety of logging systems and techniques. A thorough
understanding of the instrumentation and data collection methods is required to process
the data in a way that produces a homogeneous dataset from all the temperature logs
acquired in these wells.
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Substantial progress has been made to resolve the issues preventing a clear identifica-
tion of the climate signal present in the arctic Alaska borehole temperature logs. Based on
these efforts, we find:
1. In the absence of sedimentary-core measurements, both the early and more-recently-
obtained temperature logs are critical for determining the thermal properties of the subsur-
face materials present at the well sites. As the thermal disturbance caused by drilling is on
the order of 1–4 K in the early USGS temperature logs, careful attention must be given to
correcting the logs for this nonclimatic disturbance. An analysis using a new 2-D analytical
model shows that the drilling disturbance within 32 well-diameters of a borehole can be up
to a factor of two different for intermittently-drilled and uniformly-drilled wells, at least
for recovery periods δτ less than or equal to the drilling duration τs. Many of the early
NPR-A temperature logs fall into this category. In addition, latent-heat effects that occur
when drilling through ice-rich permafrost can amplify the drilling disturbance by a factor
of 4 at recovery times δτ ≈ 2τs and by 1.5 at δτ ≈ 10τs. The actual amplification depends
on the sediment texture and porosity at the well site. Vertical heat-transfer effects are found
to be important near the earth’s surface, significantly reducing the drilling disturbance
from that predicted by expressions based solely on radial heat transfer. The 2-D analytical
model indicates the drilling disturbance for the NPR-A boreholes was significantly affected
by vertical heat-transfer from the surface to the 70-m depth within 10 years of well com-
pletion and to the 140-m depth within 40 years of well completion. This encompasses the
depth range of primary interest for climate-change studies. As the nonlinear heat-transfer
effects endemic to fine-grained permafrost are best studied with a numerical model, the
drilling-disturbance correction for each well site was determined using the 2-D cylindrical
version of the numerical heat-transfer model (CVPM) developed for this study.
2. By analyzing the recovery of temperatures from the drilling disturbance, the base
of ice-rich permafrost (B-IRP) has been identified in 80% of the wells. The depth of the
B-IRP provides the freezing point Tf for interstitial ice in permafrost. Although the depth
of the B-IRP is found to be quite variable in the NPR-A, even over distances as short as
20 km, the freezing point is found to be much more uniform. For example, the freezing
point of Nanushuk-Corwin rocks in the western NPR-A is found range −0.7◦C to −0.8◦C.
Colville-B rocks in the eastern NPR-A have the lowest freezing point, about−5◦C. Most of
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the other NPR-A permafrost units have freezing points ranging −1◦C to −2◦C.
3. The freezing point Tf and a transient heat-flow analysis provide constraints on
the average sediment texture, porosity, and grain thermal conductivity of the rock units
present in the permafrost zone of the NPR-A. As expected from geologic reports, per-
mafrost porosities are found to be low (< 17%) in the western NPR-A. Porosities are
both higher and more variable in the eastern NPR-A. Mean grain conductivities are gen-
erally low (0.6–1.5 W m−1 K−1) for NPR-A mudrocks. The Colville-B unit in the eastern
NPR-A has a significantly higher grain conductivity (2.5–3.5 W m−1 K−1) than the other
permafrost units, most likely due to a higher sand content. Sediment textures range from
kaolinite/Suffield-silty-clay mixtures (Colville-B) to Fairbanks-silt/very-fine-sand mixtures
(Nanushuk-Corwin). These textures in conjunction with the porosities produce the ob-
served freezing point depressions, Tf . Below the surficial layer, the volume fraction of ice
tends to be low (< 10%) for most of the permafrost in the NPR-A, explaining the difficulty
of detecting interstitial ice using non-thermal geophysical logs. Lithologic variations are
great enough in the NPR-A to mask the expected change in the temperature gradient at
the B-IRP due to the thermal conductivity contrast between ice and water. Colville-B
rocks have the highest heat capacities, primarily due to the proximity of near-surface
temperatures to the freezing point of these rocks. Paralleling the grain conductivities,
bulk thermal conductivities are generally low (< 1.5 W m−1 K−1) in the NPR-A. An
exception are the occasional sandstone layers which have higher conductivities. Thermal
diffusivities are generally very low (0.1–0.5 ×10−6 m2 s−1) below the surficial layer in the
NPR-A. This partly stems from the behavior of unfrozen water in fine-grained permafrost.
Given the sensitivity of the unfrozen water content to temperature, the bulk thermal con-
ductivities and diffusivities are expected to change significantly in the upper 50 m over
time in response to changing climate conditions.
4. Water-filled reserve pits adjacent to the drill pads produce a substantial subsurface
warming at the wells that are increasing with time. The strength of this effect has been
enhanced by a reduction of the maximum seasonal ice thickness on the reserve pits since
∼ 1980, another ramification of arctic climate change. At present, the reserve-pit warming
at the standard permafrost reporting depth (20 m) in these wells ranges from almost zero
to +1 K, depending on the distance of the well head from the edge of the reserve pit.
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The reserve-pit warming at the Awuna well is exceptionally large due to the erosion of
the pit towards the well. In this case, the thermal disturbance due to the reserve pit
is the dominant contributor to the presently observed warming in the well. There is a
continuum of vegetation states on the NPR-A drill pads, ranging from extremely sparse
at several coastal locations to being much taller than the surrounding undisturbed tundra
in the southern NPR-A. The ability of the pad vegetation to catch and retain snow in the
ever-present arctic winds is the dominant factor controlling the temperature difference
between the drill pads and the surrounding undisturbed tundra. This leads to a cooling
effect beneath some some drill pads and a warming beneath others. The magnitudes of
the drill-pad disturbance likely ranges between −0.9 K and +0.5 K at the 20-m depth at
the location of the wells. The magnitude of reserve pit and drill-pad disturbances are
large enough that they must be carefully considered when inferring climatic changes from
the NPR-A borehole temperature logs. Given the strong lateral heat-flow effects near the
wells and near-surface lithological variations, an assessment of these disturbances requires
a multidimensional numerical heat-transfer model of permafrost. The proximity of the
ocean to some of the coastal wells has had a negligible effect on the temperatures measured
in these wells.
5. By assimilating local meteorological information into a multidimensional heat-flow
analysis guided by the average thermophysical properties of rock units in the NPR-A, we
are able to resolve the shallow thermal conductivity structure needed to assess the reserve
pit and drill-pad disturbances. This 'site calibration' process also yields the mean temper-
ature difference between the drill pad and the surrounding undisturbed tundra ∆Tpad, the
long-term air-to-ground temperature difference ∆Tag, and the mean surface temperature
during the 1800s (Ts0). Applying the reserve pit and drill-pad disturbances as a correction
to the drilling-corrected temperature logs yields temperature profiles free of the dominant
non-climatic effects. These profiles represent the changing thermal conditions beneath
undisturbed tundra adjacent to the well site. Implementing this methodology with the
borehole temperature data acquired in the East Simpson No. 1 well on the Beaufort Sea
coast, we find that: (a) Near-surface permafrost in this area has warmed 5.1 K since the
1800s. Of this, 3.1 K (60%) of the warming has occurred since 1970. Based on the 1970–2012
record, the current rate of near-surface permafrost warming in this area is 0.73 K decade−1.
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(b) Air-temperature changes have been the primary driver of permafrost warming over
the last century. On multidecadal timescales, no other mechanism such as a thickening
snowpack or earlier snowmelt is required to explain the warming of permafrost in this
region. (c) A transition that occurred in the air-to-ground temperature offset ∆Tag during
the 1990s coincides with the time air-temperature anomalies on the Arctic Slope became
asynchronous with the rest of the state and with the primary pattern of climate variability
that controls temperatures in Alaska, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). This climatic
decoupling of the Arctic Slope is associated with the massive loss of sea ice in the neigh-
boring Beaufort and Chukchi seas since the mid-1980s. Environmental conditions in the
Arctic Basin have changed so dramatically over the last 30 years that conditions in the
North Pacific Ocean have a much reduced role in controlling the climate of the Arctic
Slope.
Despite its importance in the global climate system, the Arctic remains a data-sparse
region. The methodology developed during this study potentially will allow climatic
information to be extracted from a large source of information, temperature measurements
made in deep boreholes drilled through permafrost in Alaska, Canada, and Siberia. Cli-
mate information obtained in this way can provide a historical context for the current
Arctic warming, advance our understanding of processes controlling the response of per-
mafrost to climate change, be used to test and improve climate models, and improve
our ability to project future environmental conditions in the Arctic. Prior to this study
the only estimate of temperatures on the Arctic Slope of Alaska during the 1800s came
from the original work of Lachenbruch and Marshall [1986], although it wasn’t clear at the
time that the estimate pertained to the 1800s due to the uncertainty about the thermal
properties of permafrost at the well sites. Studies presenting temperature estimates during
the 1800s based on proxy climate data have been reported. However, these studies lumped
several climate regions together (e.g., all of northern Alaska and Canada) so it’s difficult
to assess how their results pertain specifically to arctic Alaska. In addition, it is unclear
to what extent the proxy results represent true mean-annual temperatures. The current
study substantially revises the only thermometrically determined estimate of temperature
change on the Arctic Slope since the 1800s. Although based on results from a single well,
the availability of 20 wells in the array provides ample opportunity to verify these results
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and to search for spatial patterns within the NPR-A study area. Finally, the availability
of permafrost thermophysical properties resulting from this study vastly improves our
ability to project how this region will respond to future climate change. Should the current
warming rate continue, near-surface temperatures near the Beaufort coast (the coldest part
of the Arctic Slope) will reach−5◦C within 20 years. This would mark the beginning of the
transition of the entire Arctic Slope from continuous to discontinuous permafrost. Such a
transition would cause significant landscape and environmental changes. The northeast-
ern NPR-A is likely to be one of the first areas to transition due to the exceptionally low
freezing point (−5◦C) of Colville-B rocks in the permafrost zone there.
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